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Résumé
Le but de la présente étude était d'utiliser les entrevues avec des étudiantescollège en sciences
afinde voiren quoi les expériences d'apprentissage influaient sur leur confiance, leur persistance et
leur engagement à l'égard des sciences commechoix de carrière.Plus particulièrement, nous avons
essayé de voir comment le comportement de certains professeurs, des événements survenus en
classe, des messages de l'établissementd'enseignementet d'autres expériences peuvent encourager
ou décourager les étudiantes.
Trente-huit femmes ont été choisies au hasard parmi une population d'environ trois cents
étudiantes admises au programme de sciences du Collège John Abbott à l'automne de 1992. Nos
entrevues, approfondies et non structurées, ont été effectuées à intervalles réguliers, chaque
étudianteétant interviewée au cours des premier et troisième trimestres et pour certaines, au cours
du quatrièmetrimestre. Celles qui changeaient de programme ou quittaient le Collège subissaient
une entrevue dès que nous apprenions la nouvelle de leur changement de programme ou de leur
départ. A chaque entrevue, l'étudiante devait remplir le questionnaire intitulé Coopersmith Self-
Esteem Inventory. Les réponses étaient comparées aux sentiments de confiance qu'avait décrits
l'étudiante ainsi qu'à ses résultats scolaires. Des observations en classe permettaient de vérifier sa
description de l'ambiance qui règne dans les cours de sciences.
A la fin du quatrième trimestre (soit le délai prévu pour terminer un programme pré
universitaire), douze étudiantes avaient obtenu un DEC en sciences. Après l'été, deux autres
étudiantes terminaient avec succès leurs études en sciences. Sept étudiantes ont poursuivi le
programme de sciences pour un cinquième trimestre alors que les dix-sept autres avaient soit changé
de programme, soit quitté le Collège.
L'analyse des données quantitatives (les résultats de l'étudiante au test de Coopersmith, ses
résultats scolaires et sa persistance) n'a pas permis d'établir de lien entre l'estime de soi et la
persistance à demeurer dans le programme de sciences. L'examen des relations entre le rendement
(établi en fonction des notes obtenues) et l'estime de soi n'a pas permis non plus d'en venir à des
résultats concluants.
Les étudiantes ont indiqué que leurs sentiments de confiance fluctuaient au gré d'événements
encourageants et décourageants. La confiance n'était pas un élément statique pouvant être perçu
comme la cause du succès ou de l'échec. Parmi les événements encourageants, les étudiantes ont fait
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état de l'obtention de bons résultats à uneépreuve, l'appui donné par unprofesseur et des
expériences à l'extérieur du collège, comme la satisfaction tirée d'un travail rémunéré et une bonne
performance dans un sport. Parmi lesévénements décourageants, ellesontparlédes échecs
scolaires, des «questions pièges» aux examens, descours peu reliés à leurexpérience et du manque
de respect de la part des professeurs. Pourbeaucoup d'entre elles, et c'est là également une cause
des changements de programme, le fait de se rendre compte que leur rêve de carrièreétait
impossible à réaliser, en raison souvent de faibles résultats obtenus au premier trimestre, était
décourageant.
La confiance et la persistance étaient liées à la perception de la façon dont leurs questions
étaient accueillies ainsiqu'à la façon dontelles pouvaient s'identifier à despersonnes d'autorité,et
surtout à leurs professeurs. Le sentiment qu'elles avaient de ne pas pouvoir poserde questions en
classeou en privé ou de ne pas obtenirde réponses à leursquestions était associéaux échecs ou aux
changements de programme.
Les étudiantes ont accordé beaucoup d'importance au fait de poserdesquestions, ce qui montre
que la possibilité de poserdesquestions et d'obtenirdes réponses est une façon d'apprendre. Nous
avons analysé cette notionen fonction de la théorie relationnelle élaborée par Carol Gilliganet
d'autres personnes travaillantau Stone Centre du Wellesley Collège, au Massachusetts.
Abstract
The purpose of this study was to use interviews with female collège science students to
examine ways that learning expériences affected their confidence, their persistence and
commitment to science studies, and to science as a career choice. In particular, we were looking
at how some teachers' behaviours, classroom events, institutional messages, and other
expériences encouraged or discouraged students.
Thirty-eightfemale students were chosen randomly from a population of approximately three
hundred, who were admitted to the John Abbott Collège science program in the fall of 1992. Our
open-ended, in-depth interviews were conducted at intervais; each student being interviewed
during her first, third, and for some, fourth semester. Those who switched programs or left the
collège were contacted for an interview as soon as we learned of their exit. At each interview, the
student was asked to complète the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory. The resuit was compared
to the student's self-reported feelings of confidence and to the académie marks she received.
Class observations provided vérification of the students' accounts of the milieu in the science
classes.
At the end of the fourth semester (the stipulated time for completion of a pre-university
program), twelve students graduated with a science collège diploma (DEC). Following the
summer, two more students successfully completed their science studies. Seven students
remained in the science program during the fifth semester, while the remaining seventeen had
either transferred to other programs or left the collège.
Analysis of the quantitative data (a student's score on the Coopersmith Self-Esteem
Inventory, her marks, and persistence) showed no relationship between self esteem and
persistence in the science program. Examination of any relationship between performance
(indicated by marks received) and self esteem was inconclusive.
The students reported that their feelings of confidence fluctuated as the resuitof encouraging
or discouraging events. Confidence was not something static that could be seen as the cause of
success or failure. As encouraging events, students reported receiving good marks on a test,
support given by a teacher, and expériences outside the collège milieu, such as satisfaction with
paid work or performance in a sport. Discouraging events were failing grades, "trick questions"
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on exams, teaching that failed to connect to their expérience, and disrespectful treatment by
teachers. Discouraging to many, and a cause of program switches, was the realization that their
dream career was not within reach, often due to low marks received in the first semester.
Most importantly, confidence and persistence were linked to the students' perception of how
their questions were, or might be received, and to how they could or could not relate to others in
significant positions, primarily their teachers. The perception that they could not ask questions in
class or privately, or that they could not get satisfactory answers to their questions, was associated
with failing grades and/or program switches.
The students ascribed profound importance to asking questions, which indicates that asking
questions and having them answered is a way of learning. We hâve analyzed this concept using the
framework of relational theory as developed by Carol Gilligan and others working at the Stone
Centre at Wellesley Collège, Massachusetts.
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About This Report
In order to guide the reader through a wealth of data, interprétations and discussions, we offer a
few explanatory remarks about the organization of this report. The first four sections, Introduction,
Methods, Results and Discussion, and Recommendations constitute the main body of the report.
Then follow three articles, Career and Life-Choices, Staying In or Switching Out, and In Science
There is No Gender?, written either for conférence présentations or as articles for publication. They
deal with particular thèmes or issues, and may be read independently. There is some overlap
between sections where, for example, the same quotation is used in différent contexts. We believe
the inclusion of thèse free-standing units offer a richer interprétation of the interview data.
About the Researchers
We are two researchers who designed and directed this project. How we see the world around us
is coloured by our expériences and our training, and at times it is clear in this report which one of us
is speaking. We see this as a strength rather than a weakness. Margaret Waller, sociologist, did most
of the class observations and could describe the science program in our collège with fresh eyes,
something that could not hâve been achieved by someone who works in science on a daily basis.
Anne-Marie Weidler Kubanek, physical scientist, was familiar with the program structures, the
demands put on students in the science program, and the problems they might encounter while
making career décisions. Thèse différent perspectives facilitated the understanding and interprétation
of some of the narratives of the students in our sample. We believe that the achievement of absolute
objectivity is an impossible task. In our struggle to acknowledge each other's perspective and
analysis of the data, our research team became a microcosm for the greater struggle of bridging
physical science and social science disciplines.
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Introduction
Women in Science and Technologies
This project began from a concern about the under-representation of women in science and the
technologies. Women constituted a majority (54 per cent) of students at Canadian community
collèges in 1990-91; a majority (59 per cent) of students graduating in post secondary career
programs and were a majority in ail but two career-program fields. In the category of engineering
and applied sciences, they were sixteen per cent, and in natural sciences and primary industries, they
were 31 per cent (Government of Canada, 1990-91). At Québec collèges young women are well
represented in the health science programs, but fewer choose the pure and applied stream that
traditionally leads to careers in engineering and other technological fields. At John Abbott Collège
27 per cent of students registered in the pure and applied science stream in fall 1991 were women.*
Of ail Canadians enrolled in a post secondary institution in 1989, 27 per cent of maies, but only five
per cent of females, were in engineering, applied sciences and technological trades (Lowe, 1992).
Between 1975 and 1990 there were substantial shifts in women's university degree choices. The
proportion of women graduâtes in some previously male-dominated fields such as business,
management and commerce increased to such an extent that they no longer could be defined as
male-dominated at the undergraduate level. Engineering and physics continued to qualify for such a
définition by graduating the highest proportion of maies. There was no change in the proportion of
women obtaining undergraduate degrees in mathematics and the proportion of female graduâtes in
computer science actually dropped because the number of maie graduâtes grew more rapidly (Stout,
1992).
Although the proportion of women in gênerai science programs at university is relatively high,
their numbers décline drastically in post graduate studies. In 1990, women earned 47 per cent of
master's and 32 per cent of doctoral degrees in Canada, but only thirteen per cent of master's
degrees in engineering and six percent of the doctorates (Stout, 1992).
In Québec, women represent four per cent of civil and mechanical engineers and just over six
per cent of electrical and aerospace engineers (Gouvernement du Québec, 1992). This level of
représentation in the engineering profession has not changed significantly in récent years although
the proportion of Canadian women obtaining bachelor's degrees in engineering rose from less than
two per cent in 1975 to almost twelve per cent in 1990 (CCWE, 1992; Stout, 1992).
* Registrar's Statistics , John Abbott Collège, 1991.
2The fact that the participation of women in undergraduate science programs has been increasing
might lead us to believe that it is only a matter of time until women are well represented in ail fields
and at ail levels including university faculty and administration. Modest changes hâve beenused by
some to deny that there is a continuing problem. Sheila Tobias, a political scientist, has studied the
culture of science and is able to describe it as an outsider. She has found that despite discouraging
statistics about women in science "it is surprisingly difficult to convinceworking scientists that there
is a problem or that it is their problem and not the fault of women scientists themselves." (Tobias,
1993, p. 150). We cannot be assured that equitywill be obtained automatically once the numberof
women in science reaches a critical mass (Etzkowitz et al.,1994). Therefore, the question remains:
why are women so scarce in sciences?
Why are There so Few Women in Science?
We can sort answers to this question into three catégories. The first is based on a deficiency
model: females lack some gène, ability, trait or socialization that is essential to doing science. Fuchs
Epstein (1991) points out that in North America and elsewhere, there is awidely heldbelief that
"great scientistsand artists possess innate traits thatgenerate achievements, that such individuals
develop independent of external situations orinfluences, and that the products of their imagination
or skill, if powerful enough, somehow will rise to the surface, that genius will out. Those who do not
add to knowledge orhigh culture are believed generally to lack the capacity to do so." (p.239). We
suspect that thisbeliefgénérâtes muchof the gender différence research. Working from this model,
the proposed solution is to identify the déficit and remedy it.
The second maybe called the recruitment model. In thisview womenhâve had a delayed start
because of pastdiscrimination, but equity in participation is just a matterof time and effective
recruitment. The next génération of women will move into previously male-dominated fields. In this
model, there are no longer any barriers to women's successful participation in science studies and
careers.
The third category of answers focuses on rétention. This leakypipeline model defines the
problemas one of supplying adéquate human resources for our society. It assumes women hâve the
ability and do undertake science studies and careers, but they drop out athigher rates than do men.
To satisfy society's need for trained scientists we hâve to find means to stem the flow of women
leaving their science studies or careers.
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For female studentsentering science programs at CEGEP, the problemshould not be académie
ability. Overall they hâve the strongest académie record among high school graduâtes. At John
Abbott Collège, female science students hâve an overall higher average than maies and their
académie performance is stronger as indicated by the results of a récent study which showed that 41
percent of females but only eighteen percent of maies acquired a science DEC in the requisite two
years. Female and maie students transferred out of science at about the same rate; however, they
gave différent reasons for transferring. A higher percentage of female students gave as their reason
for changing programs "not doing well" or "failure" (83 per cent female, 69 per cent maie).* Of
those who transfer out of science, more females (nineteen per cent) than maies (five per cent)
believed that their ability was not suited to science (Sidorenko et al., 1989). This was partof an
overall tendency of females to attribute their failures or lack of success to intrinsic factors (ability)
while maies tended to attribute failures to extrinsic factors (poor teaching).
Historical Overview
In 1990, lack of confidence was the most salient of the deficiencies attributed to women in order
to explain their low participation in fields related to science and technology. This was the latest entry
on a long list of such deficiencies used since the émergence of science as an institution to exclude
women or discourage them from becoming full partners in the building of modem science. From
arguing that females lack ability, debate had progressed to the spéculation that they lack confidence
in their ability to do science and science-related studies such as mathematics.
We say progressed ironically because accounts of women's déficits in the sciences, though
continually changing, seemed to progress only in the sensé that the causal factor became more
narrowly defined. Early Greek philosophers opined that women's entire nature was incompatible
with doing science. The Aristotelian view of women as emotional, subjective, weak, illogical, and
earthbound, was contrasted to science as objective, logical and resting with the mind; ail qualities
attributed to the maie (Tuana, 1989). This view, expanded upon by Galen, attributed ail créative
power to the maie sex, going so far as to assert that the maie plants a complète seed of a human
being in the female womb. The only function of the female is to nurture the maie seed.
Leeuwenhoek, the discoverer of the modem microscope and one of the most respected scientists of
* A report from Vanier Collège cited a one and one-half to two times higher rate for drop outs and transfers out of
science for women than for men. (Davis, Steiger and Tannenhouse, 1989).
4his time, reported seeing completely formed maie figures as he examined human sperm under the
microscope; a reminder that the objectivity of scientists can not be taken for granted and that even
the most reputable scientists might see what they expect to see (Bleier, 1984).
During the nineteenth century the "women-can't-do-it-model" was still prévalent but
explanations narrowed from the nature of women, to focus on brain size and différences in ability.
George Romanes claimed in 1887thatwomen's brains were smaller and therefore, they were less
intelligent than men. Even an apparent abundance of ability was interpreted as a disadvantage:
women's allegedly superior verbal skills disqualified them as scientists because it made them facile
liars (Caplan and Caplan, 1994).
As women struggled to gain access to institutions of higher learning at the end of last century,
the focus of the debate shifted from "women can't do it" to "you may,but see what happens if you
do" and later to "you may, but we won't pay you." An influential study in 1873, claimed that
women's health was ruined by intense study. Their délicate and lighter brains could do science, but
doing so would drain energy from a limited supply and jeopardize their true rôle of reproduction and
motherhood. This in turn wouldendanger the whole human species (Rossiter, 1982; Bleier, 1984).
Some women found ways to do science in spite of the obstacles and wîthout apparent harm to
their off-spring. During theearly part of this century a few gained access to institutions and working
fields previously closed to them. However, science was avocation primarily for economically
privileged women because they were seldom paid fairly for theirwork. When Ellen Gleditsch, a
Norwegian nuclear scientist, went to work in Paris at the laboratory of Mme Curie in the beginning
of this century, she offered to do so "solely out of love for science, not to gain a degree" and she
certainly did not expectto be paid for her efforts (Kubanek and Waller, 1995b, p.128). Lise Meitner,
anaccomplished Austrian nuclear physicist, had to be satisfied with anunpaid position at the
university while her co-worker, Otto Hahn, enjoyed the prestige and research facilities that came
with a professons title andanendowed chair at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut for Chemistry in Berlin-
Dahlem (Sime, 1991).
If women scientists married they were expected to resign outright because their first obligation
was to husband and children. Harriet Brooks, a Canadian nuclear physicist, who had studied with J.
J. Thomson at the Cavendish laboratory in Cambridge, England, had attained a position at Barnard
Collège, New York City. In 1906, she notified the dean of the collège she was planningto get
married. The dean promptly told Brooks that the collège trustées expected her to resign. In her letter
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to Brooks, she wrote: "I know that they expect and wish thata woman shoulddignify herhome-
making into a profession, and not assume that she can carry on two full professions at a time. This is
more than most able men assume to be possible." (Rayner-Canham and Rayner-Canham, 1992, p.
47).
Récent Developments: Confidence and the Deficiency Model
As the secondwave of feminism took hold in the nineteen sixties and seventies, a plethora of
studies sought to identify the problems and déficits of female students that inhibited their
participation in science and technologies. Concerns that not enough women were pursuing careers in
thèse fields generated numerousinvestigations of studentattitudes and abilities (Benbow and
Stanley, 1980; Schafer, 1981; Meece et al., 1982; Science Council of Canada, 1982; Guilbert, 1985;
Lafortune, 1986). Attention was also directed at classroom climate, teacher behaviours and
professional subcultures (Leinhardt et al., 1979; Hall and Sandler, 1982; Davis, Steiger and
Tennenhouse, 1989; Tobias, 1990a; LaFrance, 1991).
Most researchers structured thèse studies in ways that compared maies and females and both
looked for and emphasized différences, (see Baxter Magolda, 1992).* Researchers on sex andgender
différences put forward a new list of deficiencies in women that purported to explain their low
participation in science and their failure (with a few acknowledged exceptions) to produce
excellence when they do. One of the most damaging of thèse studies was Benbow and Stanley's
claim of maies' innate superiority in mathematics (1980). The deficiency list has, at various times,
included poor spatial ability, dependency, lack of aggression, lack of compétitive spirit and other
assertive behaviours, and préférence for people rather than objects.
It should corne as no surprise that in this social context some women expressed a lack of
confidence in their ability to pursue a scientific career. However, instead of seeing this as a predict-
able resuit of messages that undermine confidence, lack of confidence itself was added to the list of
deficiencies.
In the United States, the American Association of University Women (AAUW) reported that
numerous meta analyses of student achievement in five areas (verbal skills, writing, mathematics,
spatial visualization and science) indicate that gender différences are few and those that hâve been
demonstrated are small and declining, except for achievement in science, which is not decreasing
We discuss the Baxter Magolda study in détail on page 53.
6and may be increasing (AAUW, 1992). The AAUW then called for more study of the gender gap in
the sciences and, in particular, issues of confidence.
In Québec, Louise Lafortune (1986) concluded after extensive studies that "mathophobes" lack
confidence rather than ability and that women lose confidence in themselves more easily than men .
Chabot (1990) summarized the situation of girls and women in science thus:
Malgré leurs succès scolaires, les filles abandonnent en plus grand nombre à chaque
étape, et la situation se répète au niveau universitaire (p.32).
Alors que les garçons ont davantage tendance à mettre la faute sur l'examen trop
difficile ou à invoque d'autres raisons indépendents de leur volonté, les filles diront plus
volontiers qu'elles n'ont pas compris, qu'elles n'ont pas assez étudié. Cette attitude
suivie de quelques échecs convaincra plus rapidement les filles qu'elles n'ont pas le
talent nécessaire pour poursuivre dans la voie des sciences, (p.33).
Inspired by a model proposed by Meece et al. (1982), Mura, Kimball and Cloutier (1987)
studied eighty-nine Québec high school students. They asserted that even after young women had
chosen a science program, they were more vulnérable than boys. This vulnerability did not lie in
their lack of ability, but rather in the perceptions about their own ability, which made the young
women less confident of their success. Mura also spoke of the attitude barrier, although she chose
not to speak of female déficits: "Je ne dirais pas que les filles manquent de confiance, je dirais
plutôt que les garçons en ont trop" (Chabot, 1990, p.33).
Efforts to identify the characteristics of the attitude barrier continued into the 1990s. In a
longitudinal study, started in 1993 at Vanier Collège, St. Laurent, Québec, Fran Davis and Arlene
Steiger (1995,1993) continue to investigate the différences in attitude to science learning between
female and maie students, and the vision of science held by their science teachers. At York
University, in Toronto, Lorna Erwin and Paula Maurutto (1995) are focusing on an ail female sample
of undergraduate science students in their study on gender influences in éducation.
Many of thèse investigations are based on the assumption that self-perception and self-
confidence are fairly stable. Our preliminary interviews with collège students suggested a more
malléable perception of self.* Listening to students talk in this way inspired us to look at how
* Meece et al. assume a "fairly stable perception of ones-self (1982, p.334).
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confidence may waver and shift during collège, as it did for the student who had transferred from
science to commerce after "realizing what you are":
I kept on hearing about people switching out [of science] and saying, "Ah, that would
never be me, that would never be me"... within a few short months, my - like I was
totally - not slapped in the face, but in a sensé, because I thought I would work well -1
didn't do well, and, sort of thing, and it turned out that I was really bad, worse than
average. And it was realizing what you are instead of what you thought you are, so ...
because in high school, I would be considered, you know, a good student, you know, I
tutored people even in chemistry and stuff.
The direction of much récent theoretical work has been to question the conceptualization of any
personality characteristic as being independent of context. Feminist theorists, in particular, hâve
emphasized interpersonal and relational issues in the development of girls and women. The work of
Carol Gilligan (Gilligan, 1982a; Gilligan, Lyons & Hanmer, 1990) and the Stone Center theorists
such as Judith Jordan and others (Jordan et al., 1991) hâve contributed to a concept of a self-in-
relation. Kaschak (1992) has proposed a uself-in-context" and argued for a metaphorical sensé of
self which includes the physical, affective, and cognitive expériences associated with this metaphor.
She places as much emphasis on the "demands of a situation as interpreted by the people in it" as
earliertheorists placed on early childhood expériences (p.154).
Others hâve demonstrated that lack of confidence is not an intrinsic trait or quality of students
but a state or condition that may be affected by behaviour of teachers and parents. Dweck, Goetz,
and Strauss (1980) found that both maie and female students who were praised for performance on
tasks and criticized for behaviour gained confidence; those who were criticized for performance and
praised for behaviour lost confidence. However, girls tended to be praised mainly for good
behaviour; boys were praised for good work, criticized for misbehaviour.
Teachers interviewed by Mura, Kimball, and Cloutier "saw their female students as having less
potential and as succeeding more because of effort." Thèse researchers also suggest that "girls will
interpret positive feedback as meaning that they work hard rather than that they hâve ability" (1987,
p. 143). Such work directs our attention toward the interpretive process by which students make
sensé of feedback they receive from teachers. Thus it is important to understand how students
interpret teacher behaviours and what influence thèse interprétations hâve on student self-
confidence.
8We agrée with the authors who summarized a 1992 symposium of young Canadianwomen, that
confidence mustbe studied in a social context: "Although the psychological (inner) aspects of self-
esteem hâve been studied for centuries, they still defy analytical clarity. It may be more feasible to
look at the économie and sociological aspects of self-esteem andto address systemic barriers which
preventmany women from appreciating their worthiness." Furthermore, they argued that"the
various éléments which add to or subtract from self-esteem must be clearly identified and
communicated" asone step in dismantling thebarriers (CACSW, 1992, p. 19).
In her bookSchool Girls, the journalist Peggy Orenstein reports on herstudy, undertaken in
association with AAUW in response to its call for more research on the gender gap in science (see
page 5). During many hours spent with girls intwo high schools in California she found that in spite
of fewer barriers to equity thèse girls "had learned to see boys as freer, with fewer concerns,
ultimately more powerful." She noted that with adiminished sensé of self, the girls, often
unconsciously, had taken on an accommodating, second-class status. "Few of the girls I spoke to had
everbeen told that girls 'can't' do what boys 'can' - mostwere overtly encouraged to fulfil their
potential. Yet ail, on somelevel, had learned this lesson anyway" (Orenstein, 1994, p. xxviii).
Baker and Leary (1995), also in the United States, studied what influences girls to choose
science. In semi-structured interviews each girl wasasked to respond to questions as if shewas a
boy. In grades two, five, eight and eleven, the girls were highly self-confident; they held a strong
equity position and felt that women can and should do science. This finding that younger girls
describe themselves as being confident suggests that a lack of confidence is not innate.
Defining Confidence
In our study, we hâve conceptualized confidence as a process orstate of mind that is socially
constructed in interaction with others, as distinguished from other conceptions of confidence as a
more or less stable trait of individual personality.
The Oxford Dictionary of Current English (1984) defines confidence as drawing ourattention to
afeeling component linked withtrust, assurance, self-reliance, and certainty. The AAUW (1991)
survey which used "happy the way I am" as an indicatorof self-esteem and self-confidence, also
emphasized a feeling component. The Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women survey
used three statements as indicators of how young women see themselves: "I feel good about myself;
I hâve a number of good qualities; and I am self-confident" (Holmes and Silverman, 1992).
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Reviewing théories of self-esteemfor a study of its antécédents, Stanley Coopersmith (1981a),
distinguished four major contributors (p.37):
The amount of respectful, accepting and concerned treatment that an individual receives
from significant others
The individual's history of successes and the status position that individual holds.
The individual's values and aspirations
The individual's manner of responding to dévaluation.
Although Coopersmith assumed adult self-esteem was the relatively stable conséquence of
childhood expérience, we see that the actions of significant others are a major component. One can
as easily recognize thèse four factors as part of an on-going dynamic process: one's accumulation of
respectful, accepting and concerned treatment, and one's history of successes and current status
position, constitute a bank of resources that one brings to any situation. Values, aspirations and one's
manner of responding may be viewed as the more interpretive or active parts of self-esteem. One
interprets and ascribes meaning to current expériences in the context of one's values and aspirations
and perhaps with a more or less habituai manner of responding to dévaluation. Each of thèse
éléments is subject to change. One's accumulation of respectful treatment can increase or diminish
like a bank account.
There is an interesting bias to Coopersmith's (1981a) schéma in that only dévaluation is
included and self-esteem is conceptualized as in need of defence. In order to accumulate a history of
successes, one must défend self-esteem by defining "an event filled with négative implications and
conséquences in such a way that it does not detract from his [sic] sensé of worthiness, ability or
power" (p. 38).
In addition to the four components of self-esteem, Coopersmith asserts that individuals use four
criteria to define successes: power, significance, virtue and compétence.
Power is the ability to influence and control others.
Significance is the acceptance, attention, and affection of others.
Virtue is adhérence to moral and ethical standards.
Compétence is successful performance in meeting demands for achievement.
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Coopersmith's (1981a) goal was to answer the question "What are the conditions that lead an
individual to value himself and to regard himself as an object of worth?" His answer was warmth,
clearly defined limits, and respectful treatment (p. 37).
It is évident that teachers may fonction as significant others to students, and thus hâve the
potential to dispense or withhold respectful, accepting and concerned treatment. In teacher-student
interactions, power is unequal, and because teachers hâve more power they are in position to accord
significance, to establish standards of performance, and to define virtue and compétence. Teachers
use judgments aboutvirtue and compétence to allocate attention and acceptance. Students use
judgments about their virtue (worked hard, did the homework) andcompétence (smart student) to
justify claimsto teacher attention and acceptance. We shall return to thèse criteria throughout this
report; therefore, it is useful to elaborate on them hère.
Power: In the classroom and in the larger institution the power of teachers and students is
unequal. Forexample both teachers and students evaluate the performance of the others, but the
conséquences of thèse évaluations are markedly différent. Teachers' évaluations of students hâve
material conséquence for a student's future. The académie record, to a large extent, stands for and
represents the student to other educational institutions. Students evaluate a teacher's performance
but, in our institution, thèse évaluations hâve no material conséquences for the teacher. In practical
terms, évaluations of teachers hâve no institutional existence in that they are confidential to the
teacher only, or sometimes to a départaient head.
Significance: Part of the individual's senséof significance is the acceptance, that is the "warmth,
responsiveness, interestand liking" exhibited by significant others. Teachers are significant others
for students because they are in positions of authority. For those students who placed a highvalue on
a positive interpersonal relationships with teachers (the majority of our sample), teachers'
behaviours toward them were especially important, (see p. 57)
Virtue and Compétence: An individual attainsvirtue by conforming to standards and
expectations. In this setting standards include being smart, compétitive, and working hard. Through
conforming to standards and meeting demands for achievement, the individual cornes to be seen,
and to see herself, as compétent. Both teachers and students use such standards and judgments of
compétence to allocate or claim attention and acceptance.
Thèse four components described by Coopersmith are a useful scheme for looking at events in
collège that add to or subtract from a student's self-esteem. Framing our discussion of confidence
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around thèse four criteria can contribute to our understanding of our interview data. One way to
think about many of the students' narratives is that they are interpretive accounts of expériences that
hâve had implications and conséquences for their self-esteem.
Our approach to the problem of confidence is derived from the théories of Charles Horton
Cooley's "looking-glass self and more récent work on the social formation of mind:
An individual émerges through the processes of social interaction, notas arelatively
fixed end product but as one who is constituted and reconstituted through the various
discursive practices [talk] in which they participate. Accordingly, who one is, is always
an open questionwith a shifting answer depending upon the positions made available
within one's own and other's discursive practices and within those practices, the stories
through which we make sensé of our own and others' lives" (Davies and Harré, 1990,
p.46).
Talking andcomposing narratives are key actions in the construction of self. Along with a
growing numberof philosophers and social theorists, Somers (1994) directs analytical attention to
the stories one tells (and hears told) about one's self. In this she is much like Bruner (1986), but her
perspective is more sociological in that she conceptualizes the individual asacting in a spécifie
historical and relational setting which includes institutions, structures of power, cultural networks,
and those others who are central or significant to that individual.
The Study
We beganthis study with three assumptions. First, that the confidence argument was another
deficiency argument that placed the responsibility for the under-representation of women in sciences
and technologies on individual women, while ignoring the contexts in which the females developed
andattempted to realize their aspirations for a place in science. Second, that the concept of
confidence generally used in such arguments (a relatively stable individual characteristic determined
by early life expériences) did not adequately represent women's real life expérience. Third, we
intentionally moved confidence outside the individual by pairing women's confidence in themselves
with their confidence that science could be an interesting activity, a feasible program of studies, and
a désirable career direction.
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We wanted to look for interpersonal and institutional influences on the ways women saw
themselves as they moved through a collège science program. This study addressed the following
questions:
How do students constructand sustain confidence in the context of a collège science
program?
What teacher behaviours, classroomevents, and institutional messages affect student
confidence (e.g. encourageand discourage students)?
How does the student construct or construe "doing well" and"not doing well?"
What is a good enough grade and what is the relationship between marksand the feeling
of doing or not doing well?
What factors account for collège women'sdécisions to persist or change programs and
career directions?
Avoiding Gender Comparison
We sought to avoid a gender différence orgender comparison approach because, inevitably,
such comparisons are invidious for females. The best way to avoid the déficit model described
above, is to avoid comparisons in which maie behaviour will be taken as the norm. By focusing on
différences, oneeasily fails to seethecomplexity of the data and may resort to a more simplistic,
dualistic interprétation.
We hâve not been altogether successful in achieving this goal. In every discussion about this
project, we hâvebeen subjected to, and sometimes drawn into, spéculations aboutwhether, or in
what ways the expériences of maieswould be similar or différent. Dailywe hâve confronted what
Kaschak (1992) asserts is the mostnotable aspect of current gender arrangements, namely the reality
"that themasculine always defines the féminine by naming, containing, engulfing, invading, and
evaluating it.The féminine is never permitted to stand alone orto subsume the masculine" (p.5). We
hâve sought to allow thèse female students to stand alone and speak for themselves. As Catherine
Bateson once asked, "after ail thèse âges in which 'man' has meant human, perhaps readers will be
able to generalize 'woman' to the samedegree." (Bateson and Bateson, 1987, p. 197)
Caplan and Caplan (1994) demonstrated howstudies on sex and gender différences are fraught
with poorly designed methodology, research questions based on false assumptions, and
unsubstantiated conclusions. The fact that most scientists hâvebeen membersof the privileged
catégories of class, race, and gender has profoundly affected what questions hâve been asked, and
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what direction their research has taken. This is not to say that gender différences do not exist, but
when one is recorded, it tends to be too small to be of any practical importance, as the différences
within a gendergroup are much greater than those between the genders. For example, researchers
who compare females and maies and then assert that "depressed self-confidence is normative for
females" (Clark and Zehr, 1993) obscure the range of confidence among females and label the entire
category as impaired. Unfortunately, the réfutation of such results is seldom well publicized and
thèse beliefs take on a life of their own in the minds of the public.
Byrne (1993) calls this phenomenon the SnarkSyndrome, a term she has borrowed from Lewis
Carroll, who in TheHuntingfor the Snark, says "What I tell you three times is true." In a more
académieway, Byrne defines the Snark Syndrome as "the assertionof an alleged truth or belief or
principle as the basis for policy making or for educational practice, although this proves to hâve no
previous crédible base in sound empirical research" (p. 3).
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Methods
This is a longitudinal and descriptive case study.We followed one cohortof students who
entered apost-secondary, pre-university science program in August 1992. We gathered descriptive
data by conducting open-ended, in-depth interviews and by observing in classrooms. In addition, we
analyzed the relationship between astandard measure of confidence, the Coopersmith Self-Esteem
Inventory (SEI) and institutional measures of performance (marks), together with thestudents'
persistence as reflected in program changes and their success in obtaining a diploma.
Sample
Using computer-generated random numbers we chose fifty names from the list of female
students enrollîng inthe science program at John Abbott Collège in August 1992 (N =308); then
invited them by letter to attend an information session about our research project. Next we
telephoned them to confirm that they had received the letter and to remind them of the date and time
of the information session; however, wemade no request that they agrée to participate at that time.
At the information session we discussed the project, showed students sample reports of similar
research, and distributed consent forms (including parental consent forms for studentsunder
eighteen). Students who chose to participate in the study scheduled appointments for interviews with
us. Twelve students chose not to participate or failed to keep two scheduled appointments, resulting
in a total sample of 38 women.
The participants were a diverse group. They had attended public and private schools, which
were either ail girls or coeducational. Unlike most Québec collèges, John Abbott Collège has a
résidence, and some students originated from farms and small towns throughout Québec as well as
from the metropolitan région of Montréal. Their cultural roots included East and West Europe,
China, East Asia, and North Africa, as well as Anglophone and Francophone Canada. Many were
bilingual and multilingual. Unfortunately, neither Native peoples of Canada nor African Canadians
were represented in our sample.
Most women were between 16 and 18 years old at the beginning of the study. Our sample did
include one older student who was retraining in sciences and who, typically for her gender, class and
génération, had been directed away from science in high school.
Methods
Data Collection and Analysis Procédures
interviews
We interviewed the students in their first, third and, for some, their fourth semesters. Those who
changed programs or left the collège were re-interviewed as soon as we learned of their décisions.
The interviews averaged over one hour in length.The interview guides (see Appendix) were derived
from the work of Meece et al. (1982); Gerson(1985); and Mura et al. (1986).
In the first semesterwe asked students to recall how they came to choose a science program and
to describe early expériences relatedto sciences, their collège expériences and their aspirations
aboutthe future. The interviews focused on school expériences, but inevitably, life being one rich
tapestry, relationships with family, friends and employers were sometimes interwoven. The séquence
of topics in each interview was determined by the student, as the interviewer worked to maintain an
open, conversational style. The second and third interviews began by asking students about their
immédiate expériences. In addition, we often asked about issues from the previous interview. The
later interviews tended to conclude with an explicit invitation for the student to talk about her sensé
of confidence and how it may hâve changed over the time spent in collège.
We used intermittent classroom observations to verify and elaborate our understanding of the
expériences that students described, as well as to generate questions and hypothèses to be explored
in later interviews.
analysis of interview data
The complète transcriptsof interviews were verified by the interviewers listening to the tapes.
The transcripts were then copied to a microcomputer text data base called Note Bene. After the
coding, Note Bene allowed us to index, search and retrieve segments of interviews. In the first phase
of analysis, we derived a set of comprehensive catégories from the data. Ultimately, we analyzed
each student's interviews as a chronological case, observing changes in key catégories and preparing
individual profiles. We used a reduced number of the initial coding catégories to order and compare
the profiles. Our goal was to find organizing thèmes without oversimplifying or over-generalizing.
In the analysis of the interview data we wanted to understand the éléments that influenced
students' confidence. We sought to understand by listening to what they had to say about it. We
looked behind the words for their assumptions about confidence and the rôle it played in their
successes and failures. By listening to their stories we gained insights into how they constructed
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confidence and how the actions of significant others (teachers, peers, parents, and employers)
challenged and enhanced their sensé of confidence in themselves and in science as a career
direction.
To assure validity in the interprétation of the interview data we sought feedback from colleagues
asdescribed by Wolcott (1990), and the student participants, as advocated by Roman and Apple
(1990). We metwith our students in an informai setting each year to discuss ourwork in progress,
and provided them with copies of papers and other communications. Their reactions constituted
another check on the validity of our analysis and interprétation. Furthermore, we consulted at
différent times with independent researchers skilledin qualitative data analysis. We provided each
consultant with sample interviews and compared thèmes and interprétations they identified to our
own. Thèse checks enabled us to identify and correct omissions orbiases in our analysis.
After the second and third interviews, categorical analysis fit the data less well, and we worked
with longer narrative segments. The longitudinal natureof the data allowed, indeed demanded,
différent waysof understanding, ormaking sensé of each student's story. Thus, one aspect of our
analysis became focused on the work of Margaret Somers.
Somers (1994) has synthesized work in narrative studies. She proposed a theory that focuses on
the stories people tell anduse as guides in the construction of identity: "people construct identities
(however multiple and changing) by locating themselves orbeing located within a répertoire of
emplotted stories " Somers argues "that expérience is constituted through narratives; that people
make sensé of what has happened and is happening to them by attempting to assemble or in some
way to integrate thèse happenings withinoneor more narratives; and that people are guided to act in
certain ways, and not others, on the basis of the projections, expectations, and memories derived
from ... available social, public, andcultural narratives" (p.616).
This is strikingly similar to the "transactional self described by another constructivist, Jérôme
Bruner (1986), for whom the images and stories of a culture provide "a mapof possible rôles and
possible worlds in which action, thought and self-definition are permissible" and, indeed,
compréhensible (p. 66). Chanfrault-Duchet (1990) labels such images and stories collective myths.
Somer emphasizes the sociological perspective in that she explicitly situâtes the individual in a
spécifie historical andrelational setting which includes institutions, structures of power, cultural
networks, and those others who are central or significant to that individual.
Methods
In this study, the students defined who they were and how they saw themselves through the
stories they told about their expériences in collège. In our analytical work, we came to see that
certain thèmes were shared by many students. Initially we identified thèse as normative statements
andour coding labelsreflected their imperative tone, for example, "women should"... "a good
student should " Thèse shared thèmes may alsobe called public narratives, which are part of
cultural, institutional and interpersonal networks larger than the single individual (Somer, 1994). In
other words, they may be understood as partof a répertoire of narratives available to individuals
trying to make sensé of their particular expérience. The list of such collective myths or narratives
include:
- speaking out in class takes confidence
- a good student should be able to learn from any teacher
- girls and women should do science
- a science diploma keeps ail career doors open and opens doors to the best jobs
- a woman should raise her own kids and not "push them off on strangers"
We will discuss thèse narratives in the sections Results and Discussions and Three Perspectives
on Confidence in Science.
bias, balance, and frequency counts
In a qualitative study like this one, we do not count the frequency of events, rather, we report
the events as recalled. Thèse accounts were not balanced. For example, we asked students to tell us
about encouraging and discouraging expériences. Although discouraging events came readily to
mind, encouraging events were harder to recall. Interestingly, the encouraging expériences they
recalled tended to be associated with jobs and activities outside of collège (see p. 42).
Rather than discounting such anecdotal évidence as isolated or unique incidents, we emphasize
that each life is composed of such events woven into individual history and social context. The
quality of expériences may outweigh or overshadow their frequency. Many of the classroom events
were public and even one incident of rudeness or harsh treatment could affect ail those who
witnessed and participated. Our goals were to identify patterns rather than make generalizations, and
to open up possibilities rather than draw conclusions.
We believe that the value in this approach is principally to illustrate, from the students'
perspective, the kinds of expériences that diminish and enhance their subjective sensé of confidence.
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Rather than revealing the truth we see our rôle as similar to the one described by Jane Gaskell
(1992) as offering alternative ways of seeing the world.
This kind of reportingmay be of value to science students who can recognize their own stories
in those of other students. As they realize their expériencesarenot unique, their sensé of isolation
may be broken. Such insight might be of particular value for female students who hâve a greater
tendency than maies to accept blâme for failures and other négative expériences (Sidorenko et al.,
1989).
We hope that science educators will use thèse spécifie and concrète illustrations to reflect on
their own practices. We see two obstacles to reaching this audience. First, some teachers may not be
aware or may not recognize how their own practices are similar to thèse accounts in effects or
conséquences. Second, this kind of reporting may be particularly foreign or inaccessible to teachers
in the sciences who customarily value generalizations based on statistical évidence from quantitative
studies.
Quantitative Measures of Confidence
A quantitative analysis was done on the relationship between confidence and académie
performance and persistence. We chose as an objective indicator of confidence the short form of the
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (SEI). Académie performance was measured by course grades
and number of failures. Persistencewas defined as perserverence in the science program.
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (SEI)
The Coopersmith SEI was developed and used for académie settings. It is a twenty-five item,
self-administered questionnaire. Scores were ranked(low, médium, and high) by using the
individualfs quartile rank in the group (scores in the lower quartilewere designated low self-esteem
while those between the lower and upper quartiles were classified as médium).
Self-esteem, assessed by the Coopersmith SEI (1981b), is defined as "the évaluation a person
makes and customarily maintains with regard to him-or herself." The instrument "centers on the
relatively enduring estimate of gênerai self-esteem ratherthan on spécifie and transitory changes in
évaluation" (p.5). We used the Adult Form adapted from the original School Form of the Inventory.
The Adult Form is designed for persons 16 years of âge and over. The total score corrélation of the
School Form with the Adult Form exceeds 0.80 (p.6).
Methods
Like the majority of objective measures, the SEI was standardized on ail maie samples. Initially
Coopersmith used mixed samples of school children to validate the SEI. However, he excluded
female subjects from the researeh on which the more theoretical work, Antécédents ofSelf-Esteem,
was based, but used the mothers (and the mothers' time) to provide information on the behaviour of
the sons and their fathers.
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Results and Discussion
The Setting: a Science Program at CEGEP
The purpose of the science program is to give students a gênerai science éducation équivalent to
the first year of a Canadian university outside Québec, and to prépare them to enter undergraduate
programs in science, engineering, or health-related fields. The program comprises two streams: Pure
and Applied Science and Health Science (fig.l). The normal work load is seven courses per
semester: three concentration courses chosen from mathematics, physics, chemistry or biology, three
corecourses English, humanities, and physical éducation, plus one student élective. Some students
may opt for a course in geology or computer science to supplément their interests.* The science
program isdesigned to becompleted in four semesters (two years), however, the majority of
students take at least one additional semester to graduate.
figure 1. Program Distribution of Persistera
Thechart shows the distribution in the Pure andApplied (P &A) and the Health Science
streams of those students who stayed in science during the course of the study.
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* A revision to the program was implemented in 1993; thus courses and workload are now différent. Our cohort of
students followed the old system..
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institutional characteristics
The average class size in a science course is between 35 and 45. Biology, chemistry and physics
courses meet five hours per week. Three hours are designated as lecture and two hours are for
laboratory instruction.
Classroom observationswere limited to lecture sessions. Chalk boards and overhead projectors
were the only tools used during the class visits. Ail lecture sessions, except for biology classes,
includedsome problem-solving time in which students worked on mathematical or computational
problems, usually at their desks, while the teacher walked about the room. During one lecture,
students competedfour-at-a-time to solve designated problems at the chalkboards. Scienceconcepts
were presentedfirst through mathematical démonstration or proofs, rather than through discovery or
intuition.* A teacher in either chemistry or physicsmightbegin a class with "What we are going to
do today is take a look at [concept]. As practical "number-crunching" starts, thèse [problems I will
display on the overhead projector] are the same as you will find on pages... [in your textbook]."
After twenty to thirty minutes of "number-crunching" a teacher might give another twenty minutes
oftheoryor explanationof why the concept is important; "Now, without doing it quantitatively, let's
see how... [it works] on the basis of modelling." And later, "Okay, now we can discuss what we can
do with this [in every day life]."
Student participation consisted of responding to teacher-initiated questions, and sometimes
offering their own. The proportions of such teacher-student exchanges within lecture présentations
varied considerably. In most of the lecture classes, students appeared passive. However, closer
observation revealed that they were working in complex ways. In addition to listening and taking
notes, students engaged in private exchanges in which they asked each other for explanations of the
lecture. Thèse exchanges, although problematic in that they created a certain amount of ambient
noise, did help some students to stay on track. Such talk may be productive rather than
dysfunctional, and may be particularly necessary where opportunities to ask questions are limited
(see p. 45-57). Many students worked on assignments while the teacher lectured. Frequently thèse
assignments were for other courses. Thus, the level of attention directed towards the lecture varied
widely.
Teachers asked rhetorical and closed questions more often than open ones. "How do I get the
magnitudeof a vector from the components... ? Do you agrée that... ? Do you want the exam Monday
or Wednesday?" There were few discussions.
* Students described physics, in particular, as being counter-intuitive.
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Observations in asélection of math and science courses suggested that they werebased ona
conception of college-level science as abody of facts and prerequisites to be communicated by
teachers and mastered by students. As agood study strategy, teachers regularly recommended that
students study old exams on file in the library.
The above description sets the dominant institutional climate. There are teachers who use
différent stratégies, hold différent values, and occasionally pursue différent goals, but common final
examinations for multi-section courses, in practice, limit the degrees of freedom for teachers.
teacher culture
At the post-secondary level, science teachers are predominantly maies. Ail of our students'
science teachers were over the âge of forty, and thus approximated a fatherly or parental status. The
combination of maleness, âge, and académie certification constitutes an extrême status and power
differential between teachers and seventeen yearold female students.
Most science teachers at our collègewould say that gender does not matter in the science
program. Nonetheless, there is a gendered hierarchy of student achievement in the sciences that
seems unique. Teachers and académie advisers use the terms top female and top maie, not simply top
student. When an académie advisor told astudent she was the top female in her program, the student
said, "No, don't tell me that! [laughter] Because then I hâve to keep it up. And, then Fm like, Okay,
so who's the top maie?"
The achievements of top students, particularly in external compétitive examinations andin
admissions to médical school, are significant sources of teacher satisfaction. However, in
conversations with our peers, we most often heard teachers discuss students' abilities in terms of
their weaknesses, and what they do not know, rather than in terms of their accomplishments.
Teachers attributed students' failures to inadéquate préparation, poor study habits, andlax
admissions criteria.* It was acknowledged, however, that today's students do hâve a broader
préparation and wider interests.
Amongstudents, particularly those inother programs, the sciences hâve the réputation of being
killer courses. The main goal appears tobeto prépare students for university science or engineering
programs, rather than to give them agênerai orbasic science préparation aimingto make a student
scientifically literate. Departments offergênerai interest courses, such as Chemistry ofWinemaking,
and Biology ofSexuality, which students refer to as not real science.
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Quantitative Data Analysis
confidence
The mean self-esteem score in Year One for ail 38 students was 67.316 with a standard
déviation of 17.099and a médian of 69.00. The meanself-esteem score in YearTwo(calculated on
33 students) was equal to 71.758 with a standard déviation of 19.357 and a médian of 76.00. For
Year One, students whose scores fell below 64 inclusive were rated as low self-esteem. Those whose
scores were between 65 and 75 inclusive were médium self-esteem, and those whose scores were 76
or greater were high self-esteem. For Year Two, low self-esteem was 65 or lower, médium was 66-83
inclusive, and high corresponded to 84 or greater.
Change in self-esteem from Year One to Year Two was calculated in severalways. Subtracting
raw score self-esteem at Year One from the raw score at Year Two resulted in a mean différence
score of 2.303 with a standard déviation of 12.924 and a médian of 4.00. This différence score was
converted into a dichotomous self-esteem différence score. Students whose self-esteem decreased or
stayed the same from Year One to Year Two were labelled Decrease/Same, while students whose
score increased were labelled Increase. Twelve students' self-esteem decreased or stayed the same,
while 21 students' self-esteem improved.
Another différence score was calculated from the tertiary splits on self-esteem described above.
Participants' rank on self-esteem at Year Two (low, médium, high) was subtracted from their rank at
Year One. Students whose self-esteem decreased to a lower rank were coded as Decrease. Those
whose self-esteem remained relatively constant were coded as Same, and those whose self-esteem
increased to a higher rank were coded Increase. Six students' self-esteem decreased by this measure,
21 stayed the same, and six showed an increase over the two year period.
* This is not unique to our institution. See for example Science, 266 (4) Nov. 1994, a feature issue on university
programs, where professors describe students as"poorly prepared in math and sciences. .. fearfully underprepared,'
and varying "widly" in their level of préparation. Ail of the examples of poor préparation are factual: "Even attop
science schools such as MIT and Caltech, faculty members can easily point to undergrads lacking such basic
knowledges as the fact thatwhite light is composedof différent colors"(Gibbons, 1994, p.845).
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académie performance
Students' académie performance was measured foreach year by thegrades they achieved in
science, math, and other classes at Year One and Year Two. Thèse marks were transformed into
déviation scores from the class mean. Performance was also assessed bythe overall average mark and
bythetotal number offailures from each year (see Table 1). One participante grades were
considerably worse than the others, resulting inskewed distributions onseveral oftheperformance
measures. As this participantdid not complète either semester, her data was omitted from the
following analyses.
Table 1 Relative and Overall Performance, and Number of Failures
Year One
Relative Grades*
Math
Other Science
Non-science Courses
Overall Performance
Overall Mean
Number ofFailures
Year Two
Relative Grades
Math
Other Science-
Non-science Courses
Overall Performance
Overall Mean
Number of Failures
Mean
4.10
3.23
7.35
75.97
1.35
-1.56
1.50
6.47
75.30
1.37
S.D.
17.78
17.65
7.92
10.05
1.57
19.89
14.87
7.88
11.79
1.80
* Measured as déviation from class mean.
persistence
Persistence was measured by continuation in the science program. Ofthe original 38 participants,
thirty continued inscience throughout Year One, while eight changed toother programs. Attheend of
Year Two, twelve graduated in science, eleven remained in scienceat John Abbott, three more had
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Figure 2. Program Changes of Students in Sample
Beginning of third semester
Science
End of fourth semester
Left the collège
Other programs
Science
DEC in Science
Left the collège
Other Programs
Beginning of fïfth semester
DEC in Science
Science
Dec in other program
Other programs
Left the collège
The Charts show how students, all originally enrolled in the science program,
transferred to other programs or left the college during the course of the
study, September 1992 - December 1994.
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switched out, and four had either dropped out of collège or transferred to other institutions.
(Participants who graduated afterYearTwo, andwere listedas havingcontinued in the program in
Year One, were included among those persistingin the program at Year Two for all further analyses.)
Thus, a total of 23 subjects were considered to hâve persisted in the science programthrough Year
Two. (Fig. 2)
performance and self-esteem
Five one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were calculated to predict relative grades and
overall performance at Year One from the three-group(low, médium, high) self-esteem scores at
Year One. None of thèse analyses were significant (see Table 2). Similarly, five one-way ANOVAs
were used to assess the impact of self-esteem at Year One on performance in Year Two. As shown in
Table Two, none of thèse anaylses approachedsignificance. Thus, self-esteem at Year One does not
appear to hâve predicted académie performance in science or non-science classes, nor did it predict
overall performance.
Table 2 Performance by Self-Esteem at Year One
Performance, Year One by Self-Esteem, Year One d.f. F p
Math Courses
Other Science Courses
Non-science Courses
Overall Mean
Number of Failures
Performance, Year Two by Self-Esteem, Year One
Math Courses
Other Science Courses
Non-science Courses
Overall Mean
Number of Failures
One way ANOVAs were then used to assess the relationship between self-esteem at Year Two
and performance scores at Year One and Year Two. Of the ten analyses performed, none were
significant (see Table 3). Thus, self-esteem at Year Two did not predict académie performance at
Year Two. Self-esteem itself does not appear to hâve been influenced by académie performance at
Year One.
2.34 1.95 n.s.
2.24 <1 n.s.
2.34 1.25 n.s.
2.35 <1 n.s.
2.35 1.51 n.s.
2.25 <1 n.s.
2.34 1.22 n.s.
2.31 <1 n.s,
2.32 <1 n.s.
2.32 <1 n.s
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Table 3 Performance by Self-Esteem at Year Two
Performance, Year One by Self-Esteem, Year One d.f. F p
Math Courses
Other Science Courses
Non-science Courses
Overall Mean
Number of Failures
Performance, Year Two by Self Esteem, Year One
Math Courses
Other Science Courses
Non-science Courses
Overall Mean
Number of Failures
persistence and self-esteem
Chi-square analyses were performed to test whether persistence in science was related to self-
esteem. Persistence at Year One and at Year Two were both unrelated to self-esteem at Year One,
X2 (2) = 3.12, n.s.; X2 (2) = 3.07, n.s., respectively. Likewise, persistence in the science program at
Year One and Year Two, was unrelated to self-esteem at Year Two, X2(2) = 1.72, n.s.; _X2 (2) =
2.76, n.s. respectively. Therefore, there does not appear to be a relationship between self-esteem
scores and persistence in the science program.
performance and change in self-esteem
One way AVOVAs were performed to examine the relationship between académie performance
at Year One and at Year Two and change in self-esteem from Year One to Year Two. Five analyses
were done on académie performance in each year (see Table 4). Only one analysis was significant.
Change in self-esteem was significantly related to performance in math courses Year One F (2.30) =
3.98, g < 0.05. Post hoc Newman-Keuls tests revealed that subjects whose self-esteem improved
from Year One to Year Two performed more poorly relative to the class average in math courses at
Year One (M = -9.25) than did the subjects whose self-esteem either remained the same (M = 6.31)
or decreased (M = 14.50.) Thus, subjects' self-esteem seemed to improve from Year One to Year Two
if they did relatively poorly in math in Year One. Given the number of tests performed, however, this
resuit should be viewed with caution, since performance of a large number of tests increases the
likelihood of obtaining a significant resuit just by chance.
2.30 1.45 n.s.
2.30 2.12 n.s.
2.30 <1 n.s.
2.30 <1 n.s.
2.30 <1 n.s.
2.24 <1 n.s.
2.24 <1 n.s.
2.28 <1 n.s.
2.29 <1 n.s.
2.29 <1 n.s.
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Table 4 Performance by Change in Self-Esteem
Performance, Year One by Change in Self-Esteem d.f.
Math Courses
Other Science Courses
Non-science Courses
Overall Mean
Number of Failures
Performance, Year Two by Change in Self-Esteem
Math Courses
Other Science Courses
Non-science Courses
Overall Mean
Number of Failures
Performance and change in self-esteem was also assessed using the dichotomous split described
in the self-esteem section of the results. Thèse analyses did not differ from the results obtained with
the three-group split of self-esteem, and so will not be further discussed.
persistence and change in self-esteem
The relationshipbetween persistenceand change in self-esteemwas examined using a Chi-
squareanalysisfor persistence at both Year Oneand Year Two. Neitherof thèse analyses was
significant (X2(2) = 2.27, n.s. for Year One; X2^) =3.24, n.s. for YearTwo). There does not,
therefore, appear to be a relationship between persistence in science and change in self-esteem.
2.30 3.98 <.05
2.30 <1 n.s.
2.29 <1 n.s.
2.30 <1 n.s.
2.30 1.05 n.s.
2.24 <1 n.s.
2.24 <1 n.s.
2.28 <1 n.s.
2.29 <1 n.s.
2.29 <1 n.s.
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Qualitative Data Analysis
One advantage of an in-depth rather than a comparative studyof confidence is that it highlights
the différences between young women and remindsus that generalizations such as women lack
confidence misrepresent many of them. The feelings andexpériences of confidence that thèse
women described were asdiverse as their backgrounds. Yet, all thèse women had done well enough
in sciences in high school to be admitted to a college-level program and the beginning of their first
semester wasa time of high hopes and aspirations. For most of them, collège was a new beginning
following the successes of high school.
too much confidence
Some women thought that an excess of confidencehadbeen problematic, or at leastunrealistic.
Others saidthatthey either lacked confidenceor didn't hâve enough.They all claimed that the
confidence they described was an outcome rather than a cause of their successes or failures in
courses.
One women was in an advanced or accelerated program in high school. She begantalking about
confidence in négativeterms: "Confidence? I think that if you don't think you will do well, you
won't." Her narrative identifies a séries of real events associated with workload, the level of
understanding, and évaluations from teachers, that lead to discouragement.
Like, at the beginning of the year I was like really, oh yeah, this is going to be good, Fm
goingto dogood in this class... then you getmorework andthings get more confusing and
the teacher gets more picky. Your marks start going down andthen you startto get discour
aged.So then it's just like, why bother,Fm not doing good any more. That's why I find lots
of people just let go of a course.
Although this narrative starts with "if you don't think youflldo well, you won't," it appears those
thoughts come to her laterwhen the workload, her lack ofunderstanding, and the teacher's évaluation
got herdiscouraged. The positive thoughts in the beginning, "this is going to be good," did not assure
success.
Another student said she had "too much confidence" and had to narrow her expectations about
what she could do in the future. This is a picture of confidence adapting to a new awareness of
"things that get in your way".
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I had too much confidence when I came hère. [You did?] Yeah,coming from asmall
school... being the best there. Not ego, but you thought, I can do this, I can do that. Get
hère and it was a lot différent Yeah, it definitely changes. It has a lot. Like I still
hâve confidence and - not so much the level changes, but how you - a différent way of
looking at it I guess? ... I still know I can do something, like I still hâve confidence and
everything, but I know that you hâve to workat it and it's not aseasy, it's not just, okay,
go out, [and] do this and you'll do it, and you'll get this, sort of thing? There's little
hooksand loopholes and things along theway that get in yourway... just unexpected
things that come up that youneverthought about, like not liking something you thought
you would or just things getting in the way.
Not every student got caught on the"little hooks and loopholes." Nearing graduation this
student still believed anything was possible.
I think I could do anything that I want. I could do anything, even if I don't want to do it.
... I could even become a psychologist. I don't think Fd be happy in it, so I won't
become a psychologist. If you work hard you cando what you want.
Still, this student experienced doubts she could get into the career of her choice (medicine) after
receiving disappointing grades the first semester. Like the previous student, she says herconfidence
in herselfdoesn't change, despite doubts about what opportunités lay ahead.
Like, last year Iwasreally confident that Iwould get into medicine and nowI gotmy
grades and it's like, oh, my god, what happens if?What if, what if? And then I guess I
put more pressure on myself to keep studying. Like, I don't hâve tests this week. But, I
will study. I will study just like I would hâve tests, I guess. [Whataboutconfidence in
your own ability somehow, does that change?] No. No. Cause, I know I can do it. I know I
can getgood grades. I gotgood grades before. I don't knowwhy Iwouldn'tbe able to get
good grades now.
In both students' narratives we see the shared belief that "if you work hard you can do what you
want." However, the first student has scaled down from anything you wantto something. Obviously,
thecompétitivegrading scheme,aswell asstringent acceptance requirements athigher institutions
assure that not every student can get good grades, or that those who do, canbe anything and
everything, as this student suggests.
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[Can you think of times where yourconfidence haschanged - lows and highs and that
kind of thing?] When I went into [collège] I was all confident that, you know, I could do
it and everything. And then it just kind of like soared to an all time low, when I found
out that I couldn't
The contrastbetween thèse last two students illustrâtes the link between changes in confidence
andcompétence, or successfully meeting the demands for achievement. The maxim, "if you work
hard you can do or be anything" was widely shared. Those who encountered "things that got in the
way" modified that belief. A student who was successful might attribute this to hard work. A student
who worked hard and still did not succeed offered other explanations that included a lack or loss of
ability. Nevertheless, no students said that a lack of confidence in themselves caused such problems.
doing well
Those who had worked hard for marks in high school were most vulnérable to doubts about
their ability. One student who had been a hard-working honours student in high school, was tearful
and depressed before the end of the first semester. "F m having so many problems with school I feel
like I don't hâve brains any more." Her "problems" at collège were not failures, but rather, grades in
the 65-75 per cent range. She was passing, but not doing well enough to qualify for admission to
university programs in medicine, dentistry or physiotherapy (the three most fréquent préférences).
Students with a similar profile (passing, but with unaccustomed low grades), felt they were not
doing well.
Students' beliefs about the admission criteria that universities use influenced their
interprétations of how well they were doing. Expectations about grades, and définitions of doing
well were derived through a complex weighing of their own past history, current prospects and future
aspirations for schooling and careers. For most, 75 per cent was the lowest "okay" acceptable,
tolerable or good-enough grade. Thèse young women were already aware that once at university or in
the workforce, women in scientific fields would be more visible than men. Therefore, they felt they
needed proofof their compétence, such as obtaining high marks.
Students who were not doing well revised the picture of themselves. They talked in terms of their
abilities, particular mind-set, "knack," and gifts.
I just had this différent idea that, you know, sure I can do it, I did it in grade eleven. Then
when I figured out that I couldn't, it kind of shocks you... Sometimes Fil go to bed and
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just like think about it, you know. I end up not being able to sleep, cause I just startthink-
ing so much. You know, like why can't I get it?And then I just found myself like, "Oh
well, I can't get that," just makingexcuses, you know. Justbecause I don't hâve the proper
mind or something.
Not "getting it" led another student who had done consistently well in high school to speculate
that"maybe I just don't hâve it" andeven to wonder if she hadonly imagined she "had it" earlier.
She was thinking seriouslyof switchingto the commerce program at the end of the first year, but
stayed in science because she was stubborn andremembered, or thought she remembered, things had
been différent in high school.
Like, when I remembered highschool... I said, "Well, no... it was easy in high
school." That's why I didn't know what had happened. My markswere so good in high
school. I enjoyed it so much. And I liked science so much. And then when I got hère,
like nothing wasclicking in any of my courses. And I couldn't understand. And I said [to
myself], you don't just turn stupid, or you don't just lose your study skills, or whatever I
had, they wouldn't just leave. And, yeah, so thatwas it. Right away over the summer, I
was just switching to commerce. Cause I said, well, maybe I just don't hâve it. Maybe, I
was just imagining high school.
To some students, a différent abilities explanation was suggested. This woman who also
experienced a décline in grades, was wondering,
... whether you're still as smart as you thought you were, orwhether you were just
smarter then... And, then another thing, like, I liked my [discipline] teacher, but he said
"My wife" - that'shim saying it. Hegoes"My wife couldn'tdo [this course] to saveher
life. She couldn't get past, like grade 9 math" he said "but she's still a very intelligent
woman, just in différent areas." So that's maybewhat I think it is. Maybe Fm not intelli
gent in math, physics and chemistry, but I hâve -1 know there's otherareas [where] I am.
Redefiningthemselves asmembers of thatgroup who can't do sciencehasnégative conséquences
for their dreams about careers and for their self-image because they hâvebeen taught that"the best
students do science," and science programs are theopen doors to allof thewell-paying, high status
jobs. "Everything would be closed to me if I don't do well."
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Students who were not doing well intheir science courses re-evaluated their career aspirations,
sometimes trying unsuccessfully to rearrange theheirarchy of careers into aséries of équivalent
choices.
I had a chart, like if I wanted to put it into this sensé, I had a chart. At the top is zoology,
we'U call it the animais - zoology - and then next might hâve been, you know, I haven't
really thought out the restbecause the top was so clear, but the rest would be like, you
know, what is it, what's the other one? - anthropology - there we go! - archaeology and
then it would go lower and lower past the différent jobs that I like. I think what you hâve
to do is just move the top to the bottom and put them all on the side, equal with one
another and just choose But, that's hard to do because what Fd really like to do is
zoology I don't think you can [make them equal] because if that's what you want to
do how can you put everything else on equal footing? So, there's nothing I really want to
do as much as that one. So there is no chartbasically. When I was younger, you know,
you had everything [pause]
A student might begin revising her career dreams on the first day of classes, before any of her
work hadeven been evaluated. This happened to one woman afterher teacher announced that they'd
hâve to hâve 90-95 per cent to get admitted to the most sought after university programs. Teachers
may intend such statements to motivate students to work hard and do their best, but they may hâve
the opposite effect on students who know how few areable to achieve a 90-95 per cent. Thus the
emphasis placed on being a top-student can be a source of discouragement.
One of the teacherscame in, one of the first things he saidwas, "If you don't get 95, ninety
to 95, McGill [University] doesn't accept you The lowest they'11 accept is eighty, and
if you hâveany marks in the seventies, sciencecoursesin the sixties, they won't accept
you. Won't even look at your circumstances." So right there I felt, you know, like in shock.
.. I couldn't breathe, I said, "Oh my god, forget it." That's exactly what I said when I
went home. I figured Fd hâve to look for something else besides health Like Fm - I
can't. There's no way I can compete with thèse people, what happens if I don't get up over
85 or whatever? I just got discouraged.
Another student persisted pastthis earlydiscouragement into her second year.Although she still
dreamed of being a dentist, she did not take the required tests for admission because she believed her
seventy average wouldn't "open the door."
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Iknow that you were supposed totake atest. Ididn't take it cause I knew Ican't get in. I
feel like Fm noteven gonna open thedoor. I can't even go to the door. Like the mat of
the door I can't even go. They're not gonna accept me.
Declining expectations, combined with messages from teachers and guidance councillors that
only the highest grades will qualify students for university, was asignificant discouragement for
many women, including some students with an honour roll background. "l've never been as
discouraged as since l've started [collège]. Now Fm looking [at other university programs because]
I can't aim as high."
Conflicting information from différent sources sustains uncertainty about the feasibility of
career aspirations. Thèse periods of discouragement and doubt, which often diminish a student's
motivation, are costly because the fast pace and sequential nature of required courses need
continuous, steady work. The uncertainty raises thequestion, is it worth itl
When I came to CEGEP, I was pretty confident I would finish with high marks and I
would go on straight for aveterinary. And, then after - It's like, well, my marks started to
go down. It's like I didn't hâve as much confidence that I would be able to do it. And,
then last fall, [another woman said that] her son with the 92average was refused -1 was
like - Then it's like -1 figured FU never get into veterinary. So, I wasn'tsure what I
would do, or if itwas even worth -1 was, like, unsure if Fd get accepted ornot. So, then
-Well, itwas like -1 think itwas two weeks' ago - And, the guy who was telling my
Mum [that] someone with a72 average was accepted, well that helped alittle bit You
don't knowif you'll beable toachieve itornot Especially, when - Like, I wasn't
sure when I-When I found ithard and that, but then when I found a92 average was re
fused, itwas like... [Did you give up your dreams at that time? What did you think?] Not
really. Well, I thought, well, I don't know if FU be able to do - Go in and study for a
veterinary. Idon't... But, after acouple ofweeks I figured, well, if Ican't get accepted
for aveterinary, there's always lotsof other things I could do. But, it was like - Fd like to
beaveterinary, but like, well... I figured Fd apply anyway and if I was refused, I was
refused.
évaluation, marks, and confidence
Teachers' methods of evaluating students could encourage or discourage students early in the
term. Most students approached collège with high hopes. This student worried about failing the
summer before even beginning collège. Her mother reassured her; "It isn't set up for you to fail,
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peopledon't want you to fail." However, she was among the eighty percent of studentswho failed the
first test in oneof hersciencecourses. Her first thoughtwas"OK, wrong program" becauseshe had
studied, workedhard, andthoughtsheunderstood basically everythingin class. She stakedherhopes
on doingbetteron the next test, "now that [she] saw how the tests are... [and] know how it is."
Many studentsencountered testingbasedon aweed-them-out philosophy. This approach may
hâve goneout of fashion in the best American universities, as journalist Ann Gibbons (1994)
claimed in a spécial feature in Science, on science éducation. There are still teachers who believe
thata difficult first exam will motivate students to work harder. A failure rate of 80 percent on a test
might, as Mary Frances Richardson (1993) said, be compared more accurately to clear cutting rather
than weeding out.
One student did well in high school and expected marks in the 90's. During her first interview,
she was discouraged because she had failed her first math test. The class average was 60 percent.
She "guessed" she "didn't study the right things" but the results of the test made her feel like she
didn't want to study any more.
"Something in the seventies" would hâve been "okay" with another woman, who was "not
expecting nineties." But she, too, was shocked and discouraged by the results of the first test. "At
first I felt like I didn't want to stay any more."
Exacting examinations with high failure ratesdiscouragedmany students early in the first semester
and caused some to question whether they were in the right program. In our interviews, we clearly saw
a rangeof reactionsthat pointed to confidence being sustained orundermined by teachers' methods of
evaluatingstudent learning. One student who hadstudied abroad had considérableinsight into the
discouraging effects of"super hard" tests.
Like I know some teachers, they make their tests like super hard,which I find is very
discouraging. Because, even if I studied... [if] you put, like, a really really super hard
problem on the test, I wouldn't be able to do it. And I would be really discouraged and I
would hâve no confidence.
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trick questions
Frequently, teachers useincreasingly complex problems to sort students by means ofobjective
tests. Students call this category of problems trick questions. Past performance and regular study are
no insurance of success.
All his tests are trick questions. Like they're all the hard, the hardest examples, of every,
every single question. You hâve to do some sort of manipulation to it, if you're going to
get it.
The nextquotation contains the éléments that teachers might use to describe trick questions,
although theywould be unlikely to use that term. Most teachers agrée that it is acceptable, even
désirable, to include in a testa few questions, that require students to "put différent things in
différent situations. Thus, a student cannot "memorize" but has to"understand" inorder to "put it
into the équations." The pedagogical justification for asking students to apply known concepts in an
unfamiliar context is toencourage them to think more deeply about the concept and not simply
memorize and use an algorithm to solve a problem. Undoubtedly, teachers also use trick questions to
détermine who is worthy of topmarks in aclass. Teachers believe such questions separate the
weaker students from the stronger ones.
I like teachers whowill teach you the material and then in class give youexamples
Then you can go home and you'll know the type of question that'll be asked. You'll
knowwhat to expect. And thisteacher, he'll givematerial and thenon atesthe'U give
youthe questions. And you don't really know all the terms and you don't... Well, you
think you know the material and then, Iguess, when itcornes toasking it, you hâve toput
différent things indifférent situations. They'11 trick you, soyouhâve toknow really - I
don't know howtoexplain this? You canthinkyouknow something andthenwhensome-
oneasksyouto dosomething with it, it's likeawhole différent thing. You think youknow
it.You canmemorizeit.You cando anything. But, to understand it you really hâveto know
how to put it into the équations.
When "all [a teacher's] testsare trickquestions," students feel frustrated by the évaluation
process. Thisstudent came inliking math and had taken calculus inan advanced high school program.
My first quiz I didvery well, but I was like just starting to like - oh my goodness thèseare
sohard... but I did getthem. And then my second quiz, nowmy marks are starting togo
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way down. Like just, I don't know what to do now with all thèse trick questions. Even if I
get it, Fm so sure that it's not the right answer that I cross it out, and then I don't do it. And
I don't [know] about this last test. Fm now doubting if I even passed.
Knowing is demonstrated predominantly in one way: "knowing how to put it into the
équations". "Trick questions" make it difficult to know what one knows and to judge one's own
performance. Confidence can be brought down, even erased, by such questions because they
dissolve trust; trust in what one can do, trust in what one knows, trust in the teacher, and trust that
"you'll know what to expect". One student even lost confidence in her textbook because there were
errors in the solutions to problems.
And it's not just me, it's my other friends [who] used to do well in math... and it's the
whole crap, all thèse trick questions, [laugh] They're, they're like... I now don't trust
that I can do a question any more... And, and having confidence really affects your
marks. Like, like my math, like you know, I had no more confidence in my ability of
solving problems so he [the teacher] just erased my confidence.
Students are aware that not only their understanding, but also the level of difficulty of the
problems, and the teacher's way of marking hâve an influence on their marks. The institutional
legitimacy of marks, and the power of those who détermine them, are less open to questions than are
the student's behaviour and abilities. This créâtes doubts and uncertainties.
The student quoted earlier, who had attended schools outside of Canada, made the clearest
connection between how difficult or tricky the exam was and how well she could do. She was
discouraged by low marks even when she was certain she understood the material.
Well, I thought that I understood everything and in fact I did... it's just that the questions,
the exam, it was set in a very difficult - a very high standard. And sometimes it's difficult
to understand the questions and sometimes they were tricky, so I was sad about it. Like I
understood, I understood, it's just that I liked [the subject]. It's just that the course
itself was very difficult for everyone... except for some of those particularly brilliant
[students]. So the course was difficult and it discouraged me to a certain extent, but now,
cause I found out that in Canada the science course is less difficult, then I regained my
confidence.
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Onestudent, whose favourite subject atthe endof highschoolwas math, failed calculus the first
year. Reflecting onthis surprising outcome, she questioned her capability and her study habits. "I
thoughtI was capable ofgettingeightiesandup." Although shewonderedif she shouldhâve studied
more, she also believed she understood more than her marks indicated because the teacher's marking
System placed too much emphasis onright or wrong answers, which made it easy tomiss aquestion
and lose marks. She obtained aninety per cent when she took the course asecond time. It isinteresting
tocontrast her account of the failure ("I didn't try hard enough.") withher account of the 90, ("I guess I
just liked the teacherbetter").
The connection betweenliking the teacher and doing well is animportant thèmethat will be
discussed in détail in the section on relational learning (see p.58-66).
Perhaps the student who wasoutraged rather than discouraged by a low score on the first test
conforms most closely to the common image of someone who has confidence.
The tests are awful. The first test I got sixty per cent. I wasreally mad and I went to see
[the teacher] and I complained a lot! [laugh] I was like, this is impossible! Fm notused
to this. I studied alot and - The average must be - I dunno, like fifty orsomething. I
think four people in his two classes, or three classes, got 75 or more. So I went to him
and [said] like, this is impossible! and I was almost screaming. Buthe has agood sensé
of humour so, I guess it didn't really matter I went like, "Next test, will it be
easier?" and he goes "It should be." [The student retorts.] "Well you better make it!".
[laugh] You know, I was really mad - "You better make it!"
This savvy student knew thatout of nearlyone-hundred students, four scoresabove 75 was
impossible and acted onthis knowledge. Her powerful narrative contrasts strikingly withthe student
who was expecting an eighty inacourse, butdid not ask the teacher about itwhen her final grade was
seventy. The interviewer asked if she talked toanybody about that disappointing grade.
I don't really talkto anyone about it. I just thinkabout it. It goesover and over in my mind
and - likewhatcould I hâve done more to understand. I should hâve studied more, you
know. That's all inmy mind. [And do you talkto the teachers about that?] I don't really
talk totheteachers. [laugh] I -WhenI don't understand something, sometimes Iwill goto
themand seethem... askthemabout thequestions and stuff. But,other than that, I usually
keep to myself.
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Thèse two extrêmeexamples vividly illustrate theconflation of confidence, voice andpower.
The most vocal, "I take a lot of space in the labs... I go like, scream it 'Sir' come hère," contrasted
withoneof themost silent, "I justkeepmy mouthshut. I dunno, I justmove aside I guess."
marks and persistence in science: a good enough mark
The tension around marks is an élément essential to our understanding of students' choices to
persist in programs andcareers. It hasbecome conventional wisdom that a maie with a grade
average of seventy may still aspire to engineering while a female might consider an eighty not good
enough. This différence has been another of the so-called indications that women lack confidence.
We are reminded, however, that theirs is a concrète concern basedon realistic perceptions. They
know that the performance of any outsider, déviant, or new kid on the block, is subjected to greater
scrutiny than the performance of insiders.
As one student said, in a male-dominated field, women hâve to deal with such obstacles as
"arrogant men," being called"bitchy." Anticipatingthat they will be going against thecurrent they
want the comfort of knowing that the work itself cornes easily or, as the following student said,
"naturally":
[Hâve you felt any time that you hâve sortof an advantage, or disadvantage, being a
woman doing science?] If I was going into engineering, which I really wish I was good
at, because I would definitely pursue it. But, Fm -1 could probably get by and become a
décent engineer,but I don't think I would really enjoy it. [Why not?] Because -1 don't
know. Cause I really like biology. So I guess -1 dunno. If I ever decided to be an engi
neer, I might actuallyenjoy it. But, I guess I don't really know enough about the field to
begin with. l've not really considered it. But, I just wish -1 guess, I think, cause physics.
.. I can pull off an eighty, maybe eighty-five-ish. But, Fd wanna to be able to pull off a
ninety, no problem. You know. I guess cause I just think that I should be really good in it,
in addition to enjoying it. Not something that I hâve to really, really work at to do well
in. I like it to come naturally. But, then I know people that hâve seventies in physics and
they struggle with it every day and they're going into engineering, so...
Physics was this student's"better subject" but she thought she was "maybe not smart enough" to
pursue her dream career in aeronautics or space as an engineer.
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Fmnotscared of hard work cause l've been used to- l've been trained to, youknow,
spend lotsof hours on homework, but I guess itsjust thematerial thatFm, like, sort of
hésitant because I think maybe,Fm not smart enough to do it orFm like - at least to be in
that higher part of the- you know, likethe category, likethetop twentyper centorwhat-
ever it is that would, you know, give you an edge onthe other people - thecompétitive
part of it. Like maybeFm notsmart enough to achieve that goal.
Examples like this contribute to our understanding of why grades in the nineties are important to
thèse students, and whytheir own standards are so high. In addition tobelieving that they need
nineties to get into university programs, they also feel that they hâve tobebetter than average to
make it inmale-dominated fields. Believing that they hâve tobebetter (nineties, not eighty to
eighty-fives) isbeing realistic. It isnot being overly concerned with marks. Those who compare men
and women with seventies, and note that the men hâve the confidence to go into engineering but the
women don't, ignore the reality that awoman in aman's field isexceptional, hypervisible, and
required to prove her compétence.
My dad is an engineer at... he says thatgirlsare usually betterthan the men. I don't
know if it's because they know that they're in the minority so they're working harder.
Half-way through the second year, thèse two students were finding it difficult to choose acareer.
One of them, whohad aspired tobean engineer, was nowconsidering teaching. The other was
undecided.
Irealize that even though people say "Oh, you're good. It was smart. Good idea," [that]
there are a million other people that are smarter. And I find that now, in the world of
science, when like thèse bigdiscoveries are all over and it's progressing so fast, I find
that youhâve to be exceptional to make it. Like good is notenough anymore, I don't
find.
I find it difficult now, because whatever you consider now, youreally, really hâve to look
atthe future. You can't justsay, "This really interests me,"because if you wantto be an
engineer, youhâve to lookahead and seethat there are amillion and one people in it.
And it will be really hard to get a job, unless you're exceptional.
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importance of friends
All through the first year, students questioned themselves: will I do well, am I in the right
program? In earlier work we identified transition issues such as larger institution and class sizes, loss
of status, and interrupted relationships with peers and high school teachers (Cornell et al., 1990). In
this study we observed a more complex network of influences. However, relationships with friends
and peers continued to be important to success, especially when students had problems
understanding teachers and course material.
The first semester was, like, shaky... I think it was lack of other friends in my class. I
didn't hâve -1 didn't know anybody in any of my classes. Like, Fd made some friends in
the class, but I wasn't - It was more independent leaming. I felt abandoned. Like, I
couldn't go to anyone for help. Like, I had two really bad teachers... and, usually, if I
hâve trouble, you know, I can go to friends. Like, in high school I would hâve friends to
go to and say like "Okay, how do you do this?" But, I didn't hâve that because none of
my friends were in my classes."
There is a practical purpose to knowing other students in a class. They can help and advise on
how to do the work in addition to providing social and affective support. A student who reluctantly
switched out of sciences suffered from a lack of friends. She told this story when asked to recall an
incident that was particularly discouraging. It highlights the élément of confidence that
Coopersmith labelled significance, which included the responsiveness and interest that others
accord, (see p. 10). The student's story may imply a judgment about her own virtueas well. She may
hâve begun to feel that she was not good enough to deserve help, as we see from her conclusion that
"this person felt too good to help me."
Probably, just when I would ask other students for help, that I didn't know, that I felt
were doing well on the course. And they were just not interested in helping me. Cause if
Fm understanding something, Fm willing to help anyone. And it's just not like me. And
it hurt me that they weren't willing to help me. And it just, you know, brought down my
confidence at the same time; that this person felt too good to help me or something.
Another student, who found classmates approachable and willing to help, linked the practical help
of peers, to asking questions and growth in confidence. She said that her confidence grew when friends
asked her questions because "You feel they trust you." She continued by saying, "I don't lose
confidence in myself easily, I don't give up. If my friends are confident, then I feel confident."
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In science, you get to know everyone. So, I find I talkto people all the time and it's so
mucheasier, you cango up and askanyone a question. You know, if you can't find a
teacher, like"Oh, did you get this physics thing?" And they'relike "Who are you? Oh,
yeah, yeah you're in my physics. Okay, yeah. Hère, this is how you do it."
Having friends was important during class, as well as outside class. Friends and acquaintances
sitting nearby, might supplément orclarify something from the teacher's présentation that a student
found puzzling. Alternatively, sharing not understanding could beequally reassuring:
There's twoother girls that I usually sitwith in my physics class, and they both feel the
same waythat I do. Like, usually, like we'll be sitting in class and Fm starting to be like
overwhelmed by what he's saying, because I don't - It doesn't fit anywhere for me.
Then Fil like - Fil mention something. Then Fil be like "I don't understand" and she'll
say"I don't understand too," andthen thatkinda makes me feel better. Like, Fm not the
only person. And then Fil try, and if Fm having a lotof trouble, then Fil go home and
try and figure it out, or look it up or something to do a little better. But, sometimes Fil
just say "Oh, well, other people don't understand. I don't either. We'll all be alright in
the end." And I don't do anything for it.
[My friend] can say,"Look, don't worry, Fm in the same boat, I don't understand either"
- at leastFm not, like on my own, like the only one thatdoesn't understand.
Friends both clarify and reassure. Hearing so many students say that they used this classroom
resource madeus aware thatstudent-to-student talkduring lectures couldcontribute to student
understanding. We saw fréquent instances of this during classroom observation, (see p. 21)
confidence from doing
In the second (and for some students third interviews) we asked students to describe their
feelings of confidence during the collège years. Stories of gains in confidence most often featured
jobs, sports and interpersonal relationships. Thèse accounts of action, engagement and
accomplishment contrasted sharply, and for usdisturbingly, with the slumps and déclines they
described in the académie context.
[We look at confidence and how it might vary over time and events that affect it.
Maybe, if you can reflect a little bit on that. Hâve you seen timeswhen your confidence
would go down or up? Do you see fluctuations like that?] Yeah. I find it varieswithin a
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semester; quite a bit. On the whole, I think my personal self-esteem, like, has risen.
Like, I know more who I am. Just, like, Fm more aware of what I want... and what I
like. Like, Fm just more aware as a person. Academically, it's definitely gone down.
Like, I doubt how intelligent I am [laugh] a lot of the time. Not a lot, half the time per-
haps. [pause] But, it hasn't been completely shattered by my CEGEP expérience.
[Can you recall particular leaps or boundsor rebounds in confidence? Times when you
felt you were really aware of a surge, or alternatively aware of a plummet?] Well, a
surge, like, at work usually. Cause when you hâve to deal with people, whenever there's
actually a problem and people complain, you're able to handle it. So that makes me feel
confident. Or, whenever I hâve to tell someone to do it and they give me problems, I still
hâve to get them to do what they hâve to do. So, I think that boosts my confidence a
little, when I actually get them to do something.
Confidence seemed to come from doing things that had tangible conséquences.
I swam [competitively]... and like I was disciplined and I always did well during school
when I was doing it and... as I stopped... I think sort of, I didn't care as much and
there was less motivation. It's funny, because I would think that my marks would go up
since I had a lot more free time... but I was more motivated then than when I stopped. So
it was hard for me to get back in [to swimming] but I got a lot of confidence from that
because when I worked hard, even though I was busy and I did a lot of things, I still did
well. So I think I got a lot of confidence from that I mean.
I think if you're used to like succeeding or at least doing well on something it will be a
lot easier to try something else because, "Hey maybe if l've done okay in that field,
maybe I can try something over hère," you know?
But I guess, like for me the more things that I do or the more things I accomplish in, I
find it boosts my confidence or makes me, you know, like a more rounded person I guess
you could say. Cause I like to keep busy, I don't like to - you know, now Fm working. I
hâve two jobs but I don't get very many hours in either one... but yeah, because I find
when I - Fm sort of testing myself now... Fm curious - like Fm trying to figure out
maybe if Fm more occupied, if I hâve something that will keep me busy and stuff maybe
F11 manage my time better.
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The boost in confidence from outside work carried over to their studies. Sunter (1994) found that
the académie performance of female students improved as they worked more hours outside their
studies. While maie students' académie performance seems to sufferwhen the numberof hours of
paid work increases, female students thrive on amixture of paid work and studies, regardless of the
number of hours they spend on outside work. Our students' narratives confirm this finding.
confidence, voice, and power
Belenky etal. (1986) observed that the women they interviewed used the metaphor of voice
when talking about theirintellectual development. This led the researchers to conclude that the
development of asensé of voice was intrinsically linked tocognitive development and the sensé of
self. Gilligan et al. (1988,1990) hâve demonstrated that young women create and define themselves
through achieving avoice, and this voice isachieved, in part, through engagement or connection
with others. Speaking out publicly was the context or situation in which students consistently
described lackofconfidence as a problem.
The following quotes show how students defined this connection in the process of talking about
how their feelings of confidence might hâve stayed the same or changed over time.
[What happens to the feelings ofconfidence during the CEGEP years?] I think my
confidence has increased ahell of alot. When I was in high school I wasmore drawn
back. Iwas just sitting letting everything happen. Just, you know, taking it'stoll. Now Fm
alittle more involved and I hâve more courage, like to ask questions in class and things
like that.
I dunno - like, I hâve a problem with doing orals. I can't... like, I can do them, but it
really bothers me and itworries me and I... To hâve confidence in myself; to speak out
publicly... since elementary school it's been aproblem. l've done it all before, you
know, gotten up in front of the class and whatever, but I don't enjoy it. [laugh]
Doing orals (présentations before the class), and asking questions in class were consistently part
of students' operational définitions ofconfidence. They defined their reluctance or inability to ask
questions inclass as alack of confidence and thereby personalized the problem. Nevertheless, student
narratives andclassroomobservationsclearlyrevealed that the classroomenvironment could
facilitate or inhibit speaking. As the central power in the classroom, the teacher was the most
important of thèse factors.
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Well, it really dépends on the teacherI find. Some teachers really don't mind even if it's
like the most elementary question or simpleorwhatever, they don't mind answering it.
But others they might say "Well, you should know that by now! You don't hâve to ask
this! What are you doing in this course, if you don't know this already?" And those
teachersare really no good. They just discourage you beyond belief. So, it's not really
what you're in, but who's teaching it.
Asking Questions
When we invited students to talk about how things were going, and when we asked them to
describe spécifie encouraging anddiscouraging events, askingquestions occupied a central place in
their narratives. Listening to students talk about asking questions reminded us that, from the
student's perspective, asking questions includes a complex, and sometimes difficult, interactionwith
the teacher and the rest of the class (Kubanek and Waller, 1994).
having the right to ask questions
How toAsk Questions in Class is one of many learning and life skills workshops offered by
counsellorsat our collège. Its continuing demand is one indicatorthis activity is problematic for both
studentsandteachers. The workshop descriptionstatesthat"frequently, students refrain from asking
questions in the classroom because of a variety of irrational fears" [emphasis added]. The councillors
urge students not to be afraid, and tell them, "you hâve the right to ask questions." It is clear from our
students that some of their fears arejustified by their expériences rather than based on irrational
preconceptions. Not all teachers seemed to be awareof students' right to ask questions, or responded
to questionswith respect. Although most teacherswould willingly respond to students' questions
outside of class,many students encountered teacherswho prohibited, restricted, or inadvertently
discouraged questions during lectures.
having the power to ask questions
Student-initiated questions are relatively rare classroom events. Dillon (1988) summarized an
extensive review of writings about student questions in elementary and secondary school classrooms
(1938-1980). Observing 721 high school students nearing graduation in 27 classrooms, Dillon heard
less than one per cent ask information-seeking questions. Thus, it is unlikely that students will arrive
at collège with a lot of expérience in asking questions or confidence in their ability to do so.
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Oneclassroom dynamic that makesasking questions problematic, is the power differential
between teachers andstudents. Asking a question is exercising the power to direct the attention and
response of the person questioned; if a person in a less powerful position wants to ask a question, the
more powerful one must allow it.
Even when teachers do allow it, asking questions in class sometimes goes wrong. Students
described questions going unanswered orbeing answered inadequately. This could happen if the
teacher misunderstood the question, hurried through an explanation, or was unable to answerto the
student's satisfaction and simply repeated the explanationthat eluded the student the first time.
We put up our hands, occasionally he'll answer the question... He just goes whoosh!
This is how it's done... And he'll repeat it, what he said ten minutes ago... The same
way. And maybe the girl'U look a little lessconfused, and she'll say"okay." But if you
ask me I don't think she understands.
Another problem is whether the teacher could actually hear the question beingasked. We
noticed duringour observations that it is frequently difficult to hearwomen's voices in the
classroom. The pitch and volume of their voices were less audible than those of the men. The ambient
noiseof studentsandtheventilationSystemcompounded thedifficulty.Teachers who could not hear a
question responded either by asking thestudent to repeat thequestion and/or by movingcloser tothe
student. Being asked to repeat one's question was a mild embarrassment because of two subtle
possibilities: either the questioner did not speak clearly, orsomething waswrong withthequestion.
Female students were more likely to sit toward the front of the classroom, nearerthe teacher.
Consequently, and perhaps in order to hear better, teachers tended to move closer to them during an
exchange. The resuit was that the reply was more likely to be at a conversational level ratherthan
directed towards thewhole class. This made women's questions more private, and gave themthe
appearance of personal concerns rather than ideas or issues that affectedeveryone. The residual
impression for many female studentswas that asking questions takes the teachers' and other
students' time, and does not benefit the whole class.
Sometimes asking questions wentpainfully wrong when theteacher wascondescending,
patronizing, orhumiliating towards the questioner. Almostonethird of interviews in the first year
included accounts of students being yelled at, or called stupid when they askedquestions. Many
studentsrecalled that in elementaryandhigh schools"peoplewould laughat you." An unfavourable
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reaction from peers, such assnickering, laughing orevenalook mightsilence asensitive student for
the rest of the semester.
A teacher's actions, and the reactions of peers in the first few classes of the term, were
particularly influential. One step towards assuming thepower to ask questions was to ask a question
early in the semester and gage the outcome. If the student's question was accepted, she felt accepted,
having established her place in the class and her belief in the permission to ask again. If the question
went wrong, the questioner, as well as others who observed the incident, might be silenced.
I guess it dépends on the first time you speak in a class, how people look at you. If they
look at you like... hey, yeah, that's a good idea, then you can feel you can talk any time
and they wouldn't think of anything. But some people are kind of, like... well, that's a
weird thing to say... and then you don't want to talk any more because you're kind of
embarrassed.
Because teachers vary in their receptivity to questions, students tried early each semester to
discover if the teacherwas the type who welcomes questions. Many student stories contained what
appear to be stéréotypes;"He was the type that just kind of made lightly of comments," or "She was
another of those, if you don't understand, you must be stupid." Thèse descriptions reminded us that
students had awide expérience of teachers andshared a subculture of shorthand labelsor stéréotypes.
They requiredrelatively few eues in orderto categorize a teacher as one who accepts or rejects
questions.
We can go to him any time. Well, most of the other teachers are like that too. It's just that
some you don't really want to by the way they talk to you... They're the kind that pick
on students... They will say things like, "well if you guys don't know how to do this
yet, then we've got kind of a problem."
having time to ask questions
Teachers assume that students will ask a question if they don't understand, but many do not hâve
time to know whether or not they understand. The pace at which the teacher conducts classes may,
itself, limit questioning. When asked why no one was asking questions in a class where many students
were having difficulties, one student speculated that it was because the teacher "kind of rushes over
things... and he's already on the next thing when you think to ask a question." She would like "a little
more time to take it in and... think about it and say, okay, do I understand this? And if not, then you ask
a question."
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Sometimes students could successfully moderate the pace at which the teacher gave information;
"He does itvery fast... you gotta ask him to slow down, but he will." However, students' attempts to
negotiate amore satisfactory pace could also fail. This student told of one such expériences, as she
explained her décision to leave thescience program altogether.
Like one time we were inaclass and [the teacher] did something again really fast on the
board. He goes, "Does anybody not understand?" So I was sitting there... FU ask, you
know... question marks everywhere, and I put up my hand and I said, "Can you just
give us two minutes, to just lookat it and soak it in?" So maybe I will understand some
thing, you know, because he just did it fast; "Does anybody not understand?" He goes,
"Okay, fine." So he stood there, waits about two seconds, looks at meand he goes, "You
done soaking yet, you finished soaking yet?" Like totally sarcastic, you know. He thinks
he'sreally funny. What ajerk! And the whole class is looking, thewhole class.
Maintaining a mutually satisfactory pace can be problematic for teachers and students. Between
secondary school and collège, the rates of présentation, and the quantity of course material increases
significantly (Cornell etal., 1990). Science teachers, inparticular, struggle with course content that
seems tobe continuously expanding. Part ofthe image of the science program isthat itrequires more
effort than other programs. This collective myth is shared bystudents and teachers. Sequential courses
that build on prerequisites, as well as common final examinations, pressure teachers to keep in step
with colleagues in adefined curriculum. "It's almost exam time and we're not finished the program. So
now we're going at warp speed!"
[The teacher] said he'sgoing to do the whole course really really fast so at the end we're
going to hâve five weeks or something just to get it clear in our minds. But l've gotta get
one concept clear in my mind, then another, instead of like all at once at the end.
To manage the time problem, some teachers confine question asking to designated periods at the
end orbeginning of aclass. The most acceptable time for asking questions proved tobe outside of
class time.
[The teacher] did not like people asking, during lecture, anything like; "I [don't] under
stand what you'redoing." And he didnotwant to explain it to youwhile he was teach-
ing... But if I had a question that I didn't understand, I would wait until he was finished
his lecture, and Fd call him to come overand helpme. And then it was fine.
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going to see the teacher
Teachersschedule office hourswhen they are available to give students help. Although
comparative data for arts and social sciences is not available, we hâve a strong impression that in
maths and sciences, going to the teacher for help with course work is more expected by teachers and
more practised by students than in other disciplines. This is consistent with the belief that learning
sciences is différent from other types of learning because science requires more explanation.
Because time for questions and discussion in class is so limited, and explanations are essential,
interactions with teachers outside of class time, and the quality of those interactions, are particularly
crucial to students in math and sciences. Going to see the teacher was a major thème in our
interviews.
In the sciences it takes a lot more explanation to understand something. [In other
courses] if you read something and you don't understand it, you go to the dictionary, you
look up the word. You deduct. Youjust follow through on logic. "Well, he's talking about
this and going to that." Youread it over. You try and like... get into it. Whereas in sci
ence, if you don't understand the math problems, you don't understand. It's not even so
much that you hâve to understand it in the beginning, as you hâve to know it. You hâve to
know that from this step, you go to this step - you go to this step, to that step. And someone
has to explain it every single step of the way. The way we are taught hère, it éliminâtes the
use of logic.
stupid questions
When a student does not conform to the teacher's expectations about what kind of questions are
appropriate, and when is the appropriate time to ask, either the student or the question may be
labelled stupid. The math and science curriculum is based on a building-block concept of
knowledge. There is an assumption that students will hâve mastered the prerequisites of each topic.
To hâve missed a block, or hâve forgotten one, could be treated as a fault.
If a teacher treats some questions as stupid, students must intuit the criteria the teacher uses to
define such questions. As the following exchange between a student and an interviewer
demonstrates, it is not always easy to anticipate which questions will be so labelled.
Like my... teacher, just for example, if you ask a stupid question, he like gets mad at you..
. So in that class I definitely don't ask questions. [What kind of thing can you think of has
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happened?] Someone askedhim aquestion andhe said; "Well, Fm the teacher, let me
finish my lecture and if everybodywereasking stupid questions like this, thenit would be
a free for all. Let mejust do my lecture and then we'llsee."[Does anybody ask questions
in that class?] No, notreally. Not any more. Not after what he said. [So hedoesn't want
questions... stupid questions.] Sohow are you supposed toknow if it'sastupid question
or not?
The teacher has the ultimate power todétermine if aparticular question is astupid question.
One student explained that it might be something the teacher has "already explained in class and it
just went over me, or I didn't pick it up the first time and I should hâve remembered or something."
This student assumed she was expected toknow all material the teacher had explained in class, and
be able to immediately recall everything she had previously learned. "If you didn't read, and in the
five minutes you [didn't] understand, well, your fault then, right?"
At collège, aswell as in earlier schooling, students hâve expériences where teachers and other
students evaluate their questions and, byassociation, the student's knowledge, effort and ability.
Through thèse expériences, they learn that stupid questions are not worth answering, and the people
who ask them are unworthy (Good etal., 1987). Thus, asking always entails arisk, as astupid
question reveals a fault in the student and makes her vulnérable to criticism.
What appears tobeoperating hère are différent perspectives onquestions which maybe
influenced by gender, âge, and ways of knowing. Thèse différent perspectives may create competing
définitions of the situation. FoUowing publication of In aDifférent Voice (Gilligan, 1982a) more than
adécade of researeh has documented the existence of two frameworks for reasoning about problems
orresolving conflicts. Gilligan first identified thèse as the justice perspective and the care
perspective. Individuals usingone of thèse frameworks organize the basic élémentsof moral
conflicts (self, others, and the relationship between them) in différent ways.
Briefly explained, individuals using ajustice framework tend toemphasize these//component,
whereas individuals using thecare framework place theemphasis on therelationship between self and
others. Neither maiesnor females use exclusivelyone perspective, however, maiestend to focuson
justice concerns while women emphasize concerns of care. Gilligan points out that if girls and women
had been eliminated from her study of moral reasoning, the care focus would hâve virtually
disappeared.
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We see thèse conflicting perspectives in the following narrative as a student described events that
occurred when she and a friend were working togetherduring an in-class problem session.The
studentswere solving problems and the teacher was available for individual help. Her friend asked
the teacher several questions.
And she kept on going up, every time - if she didn't understand something, and I didn't
understand, she would go and ask him... And she went [again] to ask him and then I
could tell something was going on because she got really upset. And she came and sat
beside me. She was like... "I hâtehim! Nah, nah, nah, nah nah." Started like swearing.
"What a jerk, I can't believe it!"... And she said, "Well, I went up and I said I don't
understand this." He said,"You don't understand anything, do you? Are you stupid?" I
said, "He called you stupid?" She said, "Yeah, he said you don't understand this, you
don't understandthis, now you're coming again, so I can tell you're not doing any
work." And then, she said, "it's not true." I mean, she didn't tell him that, but she said, of
course it's not true, Fm doing the work and I don't understand it. And he just really like
shot her down. There were other people, like mostly those were guys there, I don't think
he saidanythingto them. But when shewent up to him, he said"You're stupid, you're
asking me all thèse things, you don't even know the material! What areyou doing? Why
areyou even asking me this? You don't do any work, it's obvious. Look at all the ques
tions you're asking me." So he could tell that she was upset. I was even upset! Then she
got discouraged. I got discouraged! And it didn't even happen to me.
The teacher, observing that the thèse two students were upset, apologized to them just before
they left the classroom. In his apology he said, "You hâve a right to ask questions," which indicated
that he was aware of this right and of transgressing it.
A student who is operating out of the care perspective and who expériences her need for
explanation as central, may define a teacher's refusai to help as a violation of trust. Teachers who are
academically trainedrely almost exclusively on the justice perspective as an organizing framework.
They define agiven situationin terms of fairness/unfairness, reciprocity, and equal respect.From this
point ofview, a student's right to ask questions is contingent on having the requisite basic information
("you don't understand anything,do you?")andhavingexpended enough effort ("I cantell you're not
doing anywork.") A teacherwho judges that thèse criteria hâve not been met (the student apparently
hasnot done hershare) may alsojudge that the studentdoes not deserve an answer to herquestion.
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Sometimes teachers are ambivalent about student-initiated questions. This ambivalence may be
revealed insurprising ways. One teacher, who arranged aworkshop toencourage students toask
questions, introduced the animator as someone who "is going to show you how to make mylife
difficult." Teachers may say questions are welcome, but when they feel compelled to cover acertain
amount ofmaterial within acertain period, questions may become problematic. Although some
teachers philosophically claim that "there are no stupid questions" they probably agrée that
questions which regress to previously-covered material, or slow the pace of présentation, are not
always welcome. Good questions are those that move the topic ahead and originate from students
who hâve understood and can anticipate where things are going.
In telling herstory about the in-class problem session the student remarked that the teacher had
not criticized other students, who were mostly guys. "There were other people, like mostly those
were guys there, I don't think he said anything to them." In making this connection, she suggested
that questions from maie students were more welcome.
Certain ways ofspeaking and knowing may combine to produce agreater number ofquestions, or
the kinds of questions that ateacher may judge as inappropriate. In conversations, females more than
maies, ask questions and, even when stating a fact oropinion, may dosowithan intonation that invites
response. Nevertheless, there is substantial évidence that females ask, and are allowed toanswer,
fewer questions inclass than maies. (Sadker and Sadker, 1994,1992).
Belenky etal. (1986) described four ways of knowing. Two ofthose ways may be more
compatible with an interrogative, rather than adéclarative mode. Received knowers, who see
knowledge coming from outside authorities, may be uncertain of their knowledge and ask questions
even when they think they hâve an answer. Their motive behind this questioning is reassurance. On
the other hand, connected knowers mayaska lotof questions in order to make connections between
différent parts oftheir knowledge. Asking questions is intrinsic to this way ofknowing. Thus some
combinations of learning and speaking styles produce what ateacher, operating from ajustice
perspective, might perceive as excessive, unnecessary, or inappropriate questions.
It isnot surprising that the student who heard her friend called "stupid" for asking too many
questions was uncomfortable going to that particular class, or asking the teacher about something
she didn't understand. This event hadconséquences beyondthe classroom.
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Well, I shouldn't blâme it on the teacher, but let's say you're studying at home and I don't
understand something... well I don't know who to go to if I don't ask him, or maybe he is
right what he's saying, Fm stupid if I don't even know this. You know, like sometimes his
voice will come back to you, even if you try ignoring it. He might hâve a point,maybe;
he's a teacher and this is what he saw. You know, he's been hère a long time, maybe he can
tell you're stupid.
People of différentâges, gender, andsocial classes are differently entitled andempoweredto
speak in public. The âge différence between récent high school graduâtes and collège teachers might
be animportant factor in the labelling of stupid questions. An older student returning to collège to
prépare for a career change contrasted herperspective with what she observed among younger
students. It is important to note that both the older and the younger student are vulnérable to being
"barked at" and labelled as stupid; however, the older student had a définition of the situation and a
strategy that discounted thèse challenges.
Fm older. l've alwaysbeen to acertain degree outspoken, but I think Fm moreoutspoken
[now]. If I required additional help from a professor, I don't think -1 don't see a professor
as an authoritarian figure. My définition of a professor is an individual who maybe read a
few morebooks than I did. Not necessarily. His job is to get [the subject] straight in my
head.Therefore, if I requireadditional help, it's not that Fm stupid it's just that I don't
quiteclick into this as fast as,maybe, I do in othersubjects. Fm not afraid to ask aques
tion. I don't see it asaweakness... Listeningto some of [the other students], you know,
they still see a teacheras an authoritarian figure. They're afraidto challenge them, to ask
them, to infringe on theirspace. They're afraid to be ridiculed, of, sortof, being implied
well, "Aren't you stupid, you don't understand this?" It's like, no, Fm not stupid, you just
didn't explainit clearlyenough... Fve seenit with anumberof them, you know, they say.
.. "Well Fm very sensitive, therefore when a person, you know, barks at me, I cringe
inside andthat's the end of the discussion." My response, more like, is if you bark at me,
FUbarkback.
Baxter Magolda's model of cognitive development
Baxter Magolda (1992) proposed a theoretical model thatcomprised four ways of knowing:
absolute, transitional; independent, and contextual. Within each of thèse ways she found two
distinguishable patterns, one more typical ofwomen, and one more typical of men. Within absolute
knowing, BaxterMagolda distinguished two patterns: receiving andmastering. In receiving, which
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Baxter Magolda identified more often among women, the pattern was defined as an internai approach
that "involves minimal interaction with instructors, an emphasis on comfort in the learning
environment, relationships with peers, and ample opportunities to demonstrate knowledge" (p. 82).
She contrasted this pattern, characterized by listening more than speaking, with mastering, where
"students prefer averbal approach to learning, can be critical of instructors, and expect interactions
with peers and instructors that aid in the attainment of knowledge" (p. 92).
We first read Baxter Magolda's book in 1992 when wewere doing pilot interviews for this
project. At that time, the gender-associated patterns she described among Florida students sounded
plausible, and her arguments, persuasive. When we returned toher study two years later, wewere
surprised to find a major différence between her findings and ours.
One différence between our students and those Baxter Magolda described was that the
components of the received pattern were completely absent. Although wesaw patterns ofabsolute
knowing, we found inour all-female sample more mastery-type behaviors. We found noinstances
where "minimal interaction with teachers" was the preferred way of learning. In fact, the désire for
contact emerged as amajor thème inour data (as it also was in an earlier study of thetransition from
high school to collège (Cornell etal., 1990). The students we interviewed placed ahigh value on
interaction with instructors, describing as problematic those instances where itwas missing or
inadéquate. Those students who avoided instructors did so only after uncomfortable expériences that
taught them to be wary.
We speculate that there may be two sources of thèse divergent findings: clear différences in
student behaviors, and différences in interprétation.
The received, absolute knowers described byBaxter Magolda "did not suggest any change on the
part of the instructor orindicate any interaction with the teacher" (p. 83). In contrast, our students
readily described the teaching that they liked and disliked inhigh school, at collège, and even in
recollections ofelementary school). Those who manifested absolute knowing tended toassume, or at
least assert, that the instructors knewtheir discipline. They also recognized those timeswhenthe
knowledgeable instructor was not able tocommunicate with them effectively.
This second semester collège student, like other students in our sample, criticized the teacher
although at first, she was reluctant to do so:
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My teacher this semester, he's avery good teacher - Well, no, he's avery good physicist.
But, as a teacher, not as good, because he doesn't give us theory. He just does - He does
problems right away, but he doesn't - The thingis, he doesn't even write the questionson
the board. So, we hâve to figure out when he's speaking,what we're looking for. What's
the question now?Cause you're tryingto figure out, you know,what the questionis.
Alternately, différences may arise from the interprétationof the students' narratives. As a skilled,
qualitative researcher, Baxter Magolda liberally quotes from her interviews. This allows the reader to
reflect on otherpossible interprétations. We illustrate this with a quotewhich Baxter Magolda usedto
demonstrate the balance of listening and speakingout in classwhich represents for her, a case of
received, absolute knowing.
I like to listen to what the teacher has to say, and it dépends on the class Fm in whether I
speak out or not. In high school, I felt comfortable with everyone in the room, and we
were encouraged to speak out. Some of thèse classes are larger, so you don't hâve a
chance to speak out. I usually listen. But if I hâve an idea or I know what the teacher's
asking, then FU speak. I usually don't speak out just for the sake of speaking out.
Baxter Magolda interpreted this as "Amy saw no point in talking other than to offer an idea or
an answer." She concluded from this and three other examples that "verbal participation was of
minimal importance to them" (p.83).
Our interviews contained strikingly similar statements, but we heard them very differently. We
couldn't hear Amy, but we saw in her words a désire to speak out that was stifled by feeling less
"comfortable with everyone in the room" and less "encouraged to speak out" than in high school.
She appeared to be inhibited by the structural obstacleof larger class size, ratherthan to act out of any
individual préférence for listening.
Baxter Magolda paid little attention to structural factors such as how teaching and learning are
organized, and the power of the teacher to define what constitutes knowing. One of her important
observations was that "individuals did not use only one pattern of knowing and reasoning all the
time; some consistently used similar patterns over time, whereas others moved back and forth
between patterns" (p. 13). Thus, it seems to us that, like confidence, ways of knowing are not a
fixed or stable part of the self. They are tools that a student brings to learning situations. Clearly, not
all students are equally proficient with thèse tools. To what extent do students' ways of knowing and
learning dépend on how they are being taught and evaluated? Most science classes in our institution
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aretaught andevaluated more as absolute knowing thanasreasoning. Students areexpected toknow
the facts and they are tested accordingly.
I haven't done physics since last year. And the teacher I hâve is totally différent than my
high school teacher... Like, even formulas - like the same formulas butjust with a
différent twist... I come in and it's confusing. But I went and saw [the teacher] right
away. Heknows I didn't take [the entry level course], sohehelped me along right away.
[How does the teacher décide what helpis necessary?] He gave me the final [exam]
from [a prerequisite course] to see if I could do it.
Inher discussion ofgender différences instudents' willingness toask questions, Baxter Magolda
ignored the researeh onteacher-student interaction inclassrooms which consistently documents the
greater advantage and entitlement ofmaies (Sadker and Sadker 1992; AAUW, 1991). Indiscussing
gender différences inasking questions, it isessential tobear inmind who ismore entitled toquestion.
Developmental factors aloneareunlikely explanations foranydifférences inbehaviour between
the Québec and Florida students. At the time oftheir first interview, our students were, onaverage,
one year younger than Baxter Magolda's, the majority of which (eighty percent) were eighteen at
the beginning of the study. However, there may hâve been significant cultural différences that
contributed to our students' more fréquent criticisms ofthe teaching they experienced.
If the différent findings arose through interprétation, it might bebecause our goals differed.
Baxter Magolda sought to identify patterns, create developmental models, and classify students
accordingly. Her main goal was torefîne developmental theory by looking for patterns ofgender
différences instudents' perspectives on knowing and reasoning intheir collège years. She expressed
disappointment when she "hadto accept that there was more similarity than différence in thèse
women's and men's ways of knowing" (p.13).
Our goal was not to refine theory, or to look for genderdifférences, but to understand students'
perspectives on their collège expériences. We refrained from classifying eachstudent according to
anyspécifie model ofcognitive development, believing thatdetailing therealities of students canbeof
more practical use to educators.
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feeling free to ask questions: confidence and trust
All the students in our study identified feeling empowered to ask questions as important to their
success, and feeling unable or reluctant to ask questions as a serious obstacle to their learning. Thèse
feelings were central features of the stories told by successful students. Asked to talk about how her
classes are going, one student began with;
I like the teacher [who] seems to care; like... if you ask him questions, he's like...
there's no dumb questions Fm shy anyways so I don't really ask questions, I feel
that if I really wanted to, I could.
Even for a student who rarely asked questions, feeling that she could ask was an important part
of being in a good learning relationship with her teacher. On the other hand, not being allowed to ask
questions, being laughed at or given inadéquate, sarcastic or condescending answers were
discouraging expériences associated with not doing well, changing programs and failing grades.
Throughout thèse interviews, we see a clear path linking questions to confidence. It is not simply
that asking questions requires confidence, but speaking, being listened to, and obtaining respectful
answers actually builds confidence. Speaking requires trust that one will be listened to even before
the question is asked. Teachers can create or destroy that trust by making the student feel inadéquate;
"You should know this already." Trust also fails when the teacher allows other students to show
disrespect for a student's question. Students begin to trust when the teacher invites queries, and when
they observe that when someone else asks, the teacher answers "whole heartedly and makes sure they
understand." Ultimately, losing trust in the teacher blocks students' learning, while sustained trust
builds their confidence in the teacher and most importantly, in themselves.
Relations with Teachers
There's good teachers and then there's super teachers, and then... there's some teachers
that will just teach you what you hâve to do and that's it.
In an earlier study on students' perceptions during their transition from secondary school to
collège, we often heard them lament the loss of being known as individuals as they moved into
bigger, more impersonal, institutions (Cornell et al., 1990). The students told us that if collège
teachers would only learn their names and say hi in the corridors, they would feel more comfortable.
The developmental model we used to understand thèse statements was one where students should
progress from being dépendent and teacher-focused learners in high school (homework was seen by
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students as doing work for the teacher), towards amore independent mode of learning at collège. We
believed this process of maturation prepared them for the impersonal setting of most universities,
where students are expected to be autonomous learners with little professorial contact or
encouragement.
During this longitudinal study we spent many hours listening to interviews withcollège
students. We also met with older university students at workshops and présentations that we gave
concerning the project. We hâve seen that most female students welcome their autonomy and
blossom with increased responsibility. However, statements about the centrality and importance of
solid learning-relationships with teachers did not diminish with theâge of the learner. Student
narratives convinced usthat having contact with, and encouragement from, their teachers empowers
students of all âges to learn and persist intheir studies. Alternatively, distant and impersonal
teaching is associated with failing grades and program switches.
liking the teacher and "staying in relation"
If I can go up to them and feel comfortable andtalk to them, then it's a lot better for me...
Whereas, if they just look at you like astudent and you just got tolearn - ButI guess I gotta
learnthatway! [laughs]
That's how I feel, like if they don't know you, they're just gonna do it as fast as possible
and they're not gonna care on how they show it to you.
Students1 relationships with teachers greatly affect theirmotivationto learn, andthe choices
they makeat collège. During their interviews, students regularly included "I like the teacher," as
they talked about doing well in a course ora discipline. Should students base theirchoices of
courses and programs onsuch factors as liking ornot liking ateacher? One of our colleagues
explicitlywarned students against choosing a field of studytaught by a favourite teacher. Howwould
theyknow, hecautioned, whether theylikethesubject orjustenjoy theteaching?
ways of knowing
In studies of women as learners, Belenky et al. (1986) distinguished between separate and
connected knowing. Separate knowing is using the procédures of critical thinking which are
characteristic of academia. Connected knowing, which involves both feeling and thinking, is rooted in
relationship. Belenky etal. adopted the terms separate and connected from Gilligan (1982a,b) Lyons
(1983), and Surrey (1991), and hâve used them to describe différent ways ofconceptualizing and
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experiencing the self. Separateknowers are essentially autonomous, while connected knowersare
essentially in relationship (Belenky et al., p. 102).
Thèse conceptshâve been incorporated into relational theory, a perspectiveon women's
development deriving from the work of Carol Gilligan (1982a, 1988a) and a numberof people
working through the Stone Center atWellesley Collège (Jordan et al., 1991). According to relational
theory, being in relation with others is a central motivation for women. Being in relation is to hâve
an inner sensé of connection that is basedon mutual trust and respect (Surrey, 1991). Accordingto
ourreseareh, being in relation, and feeling a connection with a teacher, appears to increase students'
motivation to learn.
A core concept in relational theory is self in relation. This term signifies that the self is created
andsustained in relation to others.Crisescanoccurwhen one loses touch with one's own thoughts and
feelings, becomes isolatedfrom others,and/or becomes eut off from reality. Thèse events signify the
state of being disconnected or out of relation. To be in relation requires consistency between one's
own thoughts and feelings, the thoughts and feelings communicated by significant others, aswell as
prevailing définitions of reality. Gilligan (1991) assertsthat relationaltensions are prominent in the
area of knowing, particularly when there is a misfit between what one knows andwhat one is told by
someonewith whom one wants to stay in relation. This can lead to disavowing or denying aspects of
one's self in order to maintain the relationship.
Our initial interviews established a clear picture that students prefer to learn in the context of
relationships with others. Analysis of thèse interviews provided convincing évidence that this is not
a developmental stage which students outgrow, but rather, a strong and enduring préférence that
should be honoured. In light of this, relationships with teachers and peers becomes much more
important, indeed pivotai, in student décisions to continue in science or change programs.
Relational préférence can be distinguished from cognitive development because it persists
through différent learning styles, developmental stages, and ways of knowing. We believe it is
central to motivation and persistence because students who deny, or are unaware that their relations
with teachers are important, don't do well. Only when they accept or recognize this préférence, do
they begin to succeed.
The pertinence of relational theory gives meaning to data that initially appears discrepant (for
example discovering that second year collège students, even graduate students, had not outgrown their
désire for a feeling of connection with their professors (Sorisky, 1993)). Rather than labelling this as a
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developmental deficiency in students,we argue thata studentwho wishes to be in relation with others
while learning should hâve herpréférences acknowledged and respected.
Collège may beproblematic for astudent's development as learner (and togênerai psychological
development) if the student is forced tobecome aseparate learner rather than supported to learn the
procédures of separate knowing. A science program may exacerbate the désire for connected knowing
and learning with others because science teachers place such ahigh value onnotions of objectivity,
separate knowing, and individual work. One reason female students switched out of our collège
science programs might bethat they were unable toestablish the learning relationships they valued.
Such relationships hâve, inthe past, been labelled immature and dépendent. One second-year
student found that "If Fm able torelate to them as not just a teacher, but also ahuman being, I do
well."Far from immature, shewas exceptionally mature intheorganization of her studies, in her sensé
of responsibility and in her sensitivity toother people's needs, including those of teachers. "I know it's
school and I should belearning at school, but just... saying, 'How's the family?' or something like
that helps, you know."
If I cango up to them and feel comfortable andtalk to them, then it's a lot better for me...
[If] Tmable to talkto them... like jokearound withthem,it's easier... whereas if, when
theyjustlookatyoulikeastudent and you just got to learn. ButI guess I gotta learn that
way [laughs].
In the next quote, we see that this student has been thinking about this problem, and discussing
it with other (maie) students to try to understand why the learning conditions she desired were so
difficult to attain. Différences in âge, expérience, and power, compound thedifficulties for female
students intheir attempts toestablish thelearning relationships theyneed. Clearly all students don't
outgrow their désire for learning inrelation; although theymaylearn to keep quiet about it because it
is not "how you're supposed to learn."
I don't know if it's just with girls, like, orif it's just me, but... I wasjust talking to some
guys and they said "Oh, just teach me the stuff. I don't care about anything," you know. I
was just wondering maybe it's girls that say - Girls relatebetter, or do better under
conditionswhere it's more... just more friendly... It puts me at easeand I feel like Fm
not scared to go and talk to [the teachers]... It's hard to explain... I feel better and -
[pause] I guess, also a lotof my teachers are maie, and... I don't know if that'sa factor,
[but] if they're mean and cold tome, Fm like - Fm petrified of them and Iwon't gonear
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them again, you know. But, if Fm able to - They're my teachers but they're also like my -
like some of my teachers... say "Come on [name], you can do it. You're really good at
this... " Just a little bit of praise helps, you know... like it gives me confidence, I guess.
And, I don't know why, I just... find I relate better if somebody - If there's - It's not just -
I don't know how to explain it. [laugh] It's not just the school there, if he's also saying to
me "Okay, as a person you can do it. Go for it," you know. "Or, maybe you should, you put
some more work into it" and stuff like that, you know. But, I hâte when the teachers, you go
to them and they're just - They look at you like you're a lower form. [laugh] I mean, I
know Fm eighteen and some of them, well they're older and of course they hâve... I
mean, they hâve more expérience and stuff but, don't make me feel like an idiot and all -
that's not gonna help, you know. Fm not gonna learnby that. Or,even if the teacher just
says "Hi" to me in the hall, or just something, you know, like, I just feel better. I dunno
what it is.
not understanding
A student who understood what learning conditions she preferred, even though she could not
easily attain them, was still advantaged compared to a student who did not recognize or understand
her préférences.
Fm doing the best I can now [to raise] my marks, but my marks from last year are lower
than my marks this semester. Probably because Fm learning what kind of teachers are
best for me. I kind of regret that too. Cause if I would hâve had, or if I would hâve
known what type of teachers I prefer, at the very beginning, maybe I wouldn't hâve
failed those courses... Science is like, if you don't understand something, you wouldn't
like it. It's when you understand it, you like it.
We hâve argued that asking questions is an important route to understanding. Having relationships
with teachers that made it possible to go to them for explanations was advantageous for students
because understanding and believing that one could understandwas at the core of their feelings of
confidence. "Confidence is tied to both how well I do and how well I understand. So, if I didn't
understand, then I wouldn't hâve high confidence."
This student explained that partof her préférence for physics compared to biology was influenced
by the teachers.
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Ihad twogood teachers. Andthey, you know, they encouraged questions. Their lectures
are not lectures they're more like discussions, orthey make it lively, so you don't feel
like you're sitting in a lecture. And, you're interested - Fm always -1 always listen...
And I go to class regularly. So, like, definitely there's like a teacher's influence on the
subject.
The priority ascribed to encouraging questions was echoed much later in the interview when
she described another teacher who was "awful":
Definitely did not encourage questions. Would embarrass people if they got the question
wrong, or if they put up their hand and askeda question he was reluctant to answer
them. Thediscussions - Like, the lectures were lectures, it was justwriting ontheboard
and uscopying. There wasno- There didn't seem tobeany effort onhispart tohelp
students. Like, he just was there to do his job, to write things on the board. I guess that's
whathe thought his job was - to writethings on the board and thatwas it. There was, like,
noencouragement from him for students to learn things.
Finding that the teacher did not encourage in-class questions, butdetermined toget her questions
answered, the student went to see the teacher outside of class:
I went to askhim and he couldn'texplain to me. I honestly -1 can't say that he didn't
knowthe answer, because he has a Ph.D in [discipline]. So, I thought maybe it's just he
didn't remember or he was not willing to tell me the answer. Because, I asked him
outright, "I don't understand this. Can youexplain it to me?"And he was like "Well you
know that's not really importantso don't worry about it." I was like, "Well, I want to
know the answer, even if it's not useful for this lab. I hâveaquestion now andit's related
to [the discipline], directly related." He couldn't answer me, so... I was like, "Okay, you
don't want to put in the effort for me, I won't put in effort."
Another student had a similar expérience with teachers in other disciplines:
I find last yearwhy I was discouraged -1 wasn't doing very well. And I don't, like I
don't wanna blâme the teachers, but I do find like a lot of my understanding dépends on
the teachers... Like, I know from my math and physics when it didn't click, it was be
causeof the teacher. Cause when I hadanother teacher I did reallywell and I understood
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everything. There wasnothing, youknow, that wasn'tclear. I guess it's justthewaysome
teachersexplain. Not that they don't know their stuff. Like the teachers I had that I didn't
understand, theykneweverything. They just- it justdidn'tclick theway they taught.
The two teachers with whom it "just didn't click" shared one characteristic: they stifled student's
questions and wouldn't orcouldn't answer their questions. This studentwas tryingto create orachieve
understanding through asking questions. Unanswered questions blockedherunderstanding and withit,
the hope that it could ever be achieved.
And if you went to him he - It was if he didn't want - He wasn't interested in you. He
didn't, he wasn't, interested in you knowing the material. He was just interested in
teaching so, you know, he couldget paid. It was his job, so he did it. I found that if you
askedhim, hewouldn't try différentways ofexplaining. Hewould just say the samething
over andover; explain it the sameway. So you wouldn't catch it [pause]. My second
semesterin [another course], I found thatteacher -1 would ask her for help outsideclass,
because she didn't like to explain why things were done. She just wanted us to learnit.
Saying thatthe understandment of the problemwould come in [the next course]... She
said, "You'll understand it the next time. Forthis course just learn it and memorize it." So
I went to heroutsideclass, thinking she'Ugo into détail outside class. Cause I explained
to her I needed to understand something, to learn it. And she refused me. She said "No."
So I was really surprised at that. Cause I thought outside class she would, and she said
"No!" So I was surprised at that.
The narrative of this insightful student also illustrâteshow not doing well in one or two courses
can hâve depressing and demotivating effects. Putting in aneffort becomes more difficult. Such
failures may lower marks in other courses in two ways: a student may concentrate on a difficult course
and neglect others, and grades may slide as a resuit of "being sad every day."
I got a feeling of what it was to hâve low self-esteem. Like... hâte school and be dis
couraged. So, Fm so happy Fm over that. Being sad every day, it was so - Like it was
always a nagging feeling. And it was always telling me, whenever I went to school, it
was like, "You're not good." I was so mixed up, I didn't like it at all... Everything I did,
it was - Fd study for a test, Fd get it back and Fd do really badly. And it was just always
constantly nagging at me. It was always like I had failed. It was so frustrating. It was so
sad. Everything Fd hoped for -1 always wanted to get accepted at university, and even to
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graduate CEGEP, it was like looking pretty- Well, I was sure I was gonna graduate
CEGEP, but I mean it wasn't enough just to graduate, I wanted -1 had goals for myself
and I wasn't reaching those goals. Even coming half way to those goals. It was really
depressing and it was always nagging at me.
Students who require a more in depth explanation in order to understand certain concepts may
be particularly at risk.
But, that's why I say it is - It's the teacher, because otherteachers I get along [with]
reallywell; I do really well in their classes. And that's why last year, I didn't like science
asmuch. Iwasjust in it andjustgoing through the steps. Because, I thought Iwasn't good
atit. I thought it was me, andthatI justwasn't goodatanything. And now I see thatI can
dowell and it's... When youdon't understand something and you know you can'tget
help, you don't wanna sit down and really learnit on your own. Like, I find when I see
Fve done well on one test in [discipline] this semester, I really want to make sure I do
well on thenext, to keep the average up. But,when you're already down, you don't really,
you don't wanna work to get it.
This student, who saidherconfidence "soared to analltime low,"hada very difficult first
semester and switched to social sciences in the second year. Her story of how she found out she
"couldn't do it" began, "I didn't hâve the greatest science teachers, you know... " However the
lengthy andmore elaborate part of the narrative focuses on "not understanding."
Fd always go home,or Fd go to my boyfriend's house, whatever, and Fd just start to
cry. I just hated it. And, I dunno. I wouldn't wannaget up and go to school in the morn-
ings. It wassucha drag... I hated, like, notunderstanding. It was really frustrating to
me. Like, I couldn't understand it, no matter what. It's just... Or, I could just, just, just
grasp it, you know, and pass, but barely.
Ultimately this student used the theory of différent abilities to explain why she was not
understanding (see p. 31). She said thatwhen shewas thinking about "Why can't I get it" she found
herselfmakingexcuses. "I don't hâvethe proper mindorsomething. I think you hâveto hâvesome
abilityto get it. Like you know, 'causesome people are stronger atotherparticular things than other
people."
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Such anarrative increases our understanding of the complex realities that getwhittled away in
survey researeh. We might predict this student wouldcircle "lack of ability" rather than "poor
teaching" as the reason for switching out of science, even though she mentioned the teachers first in
her account of how her confidence "soared to an all time low".
Students had multiple explanations for not getting it. Thèse included family problems and a
gênerai lack of interest in school. However in their extended narratives we can trace a chain of
factors thatappear to go back to not understanding, notbeing ableto relate to the teacher, andtherefore
notbeingable to get theexplanations they needed. Inthethirdsemester, this studentwas finding the
work harder. Notice how shelinks not liking the teacher with notunderstanding his teaching.
It's a lot harder... all the sciences classes, I find, there's a big différence... Between
second and third (semester) I found there's a lot of things that area lot harder. Cause in
one, I don't like one of my teachers... and I don't understand how he teaches. I find it
makes it hard and the material is harder. The concept of what we're doing, I don't quite
get... and I didn't understandalmost anything. I actually failed my first test in my
whole life.
We identified in the interviews two prescriptive beliefs that underlie and direct the plot of this
story. One is "you don't want to blâme [badmouth] the teachers." The other is "a good student
should be able to learn from any teacher." Thèse two ideas correspond to what Chanfrault-Duchet
(1990) calls collective myths, and Somers (1994) calls public narratives. Thèse shared beliefs guide
or set boundaries for individual accounts of expérience. Statements such as thèse, often repeated,
directed the explanations for "not getting it" to the student and away from blaming the teacher. If a
good student can learn from any teacher, then those who cannot must be poor students. The différent
abilities explanation may be understood as part of the process of making sensé of how a smart
student might fail; she may still be smart, only in différent areas; or may not be smart enough or
good enough to learn science from any teacher.
In their second interview students were asked to respond to a global question about changes in
their levels of confidence and events that made them feel especially bad or good. The following
account represents what a good student should be like - she should be determined and impervious to
bad teaching or other obstacles.
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There's nothingthatreally mademe feel especially badorgood. I mean, like Fil do, you
know, my sciences becausethat's what I want to do. You know, as long as I hâve the
marks and like, you know, the interest to do it. And if I get abadteacher or something
then, fine, that's what I got stuckwith... but Fm not going to let that stopme, you
know. Like Fm not goingto - you know if that's what I enjoy doingandthat'swhat Fm
interested in, Fm not going to let abad teacher or someone who says, "No, you can't do
it." Fm not going to let them stop me, you know.
Another woman was less invincible. [Was there any timeyou felt last semester, "I don't really
belong hère?" Any time youhad that feeling?] "Notlast - this semester [discipline] is awful. I hâte it. I
don't hâte -1 really like it,but I just, I find theteachers can, for me anyways, makeme like ordislike
the course?"
We indicatedwith aquestion mark anupwardinflection at the end of the student'sstatement. This
questioning tone and the parenthetical "for meanyways" are signais that she believes her response to
teachers is a personal quirk that maynot be safe oracceptable to reveal. Gilligan (1991) drew
attention to two significant phrases that pepper the talk of girls'; / don 'tknow and you know. "Girls
usethephrase 'I don't know' to coverknowledge which theybelievemaybe dangerous, and the
phrase 'you know,' correspondingly todiscover what it is possible for them toknow" and safely
reveal to other people" (p. 11). We learned to recognize such phrases as well as hésitations, false
starts, and questioning as audible signais of a student's on-going struggle to discover what sheknew
and what is safe to say she knew.
As this story of the course that thestudent dislikes continues, we notice thesupposes and
guesses, which are indications of something she should say orbelieve, butis resisting. She
acknowledges with a"suppose" that she may not be entitled tocriticise because she is not doing
well, but becomes more definite as she spécifies the teacher's actions that she dislikes; "He barely
looks at the class." Like other students, she finds it difficult to learn something (the theory) that she
cannotconnect to the task she must do (solving the problem).
And, I suppose it helpsthatFm not doing very well in it either, but I just - he's terr-1...
He stands at the board and he dérives one équation from another and he writes stuff
down andhe barely looks at the class? You couldbe sittingthere a good 15minuteswith
yourhandup and he wouldn't even know. And... you're finding a lot thatyou're not
gonna use now. It's not, I mean, apparent. He sayshe wantsus to learn the theory be-
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cause later on we're gonnaneed it? But, to learn it now,when I hâve to do a problemthat
hasnothing to do with the theory, you know I -1 suppose it's important later... Fm gonna
be thankful, I guess, but right now I find it's kind of useless.
This student takes responsibility. She says that she did poorlybecause she "let" a certaincourse
affect her motivation. The student "ruined", "did so poorly,""should hâve done better" and "let" one
awful course affect her; but we notice that she still says she "can't blâme it all" on the course.
I kind of ruined thatsemesterin away. Like I did so poorly when I reallyshouldhâve
done better... So I kind of regret letting [that course] - [How do you make sensé out of
that somehow, that it went so poorly?] I didn't work. Do you mean like why I... ?
[Yeah ... whatwould youattribute that to somehow?] A lot to myself. I let [that course]
affectme too much. And then I didn't work ashard asI should hâve. It wasn't all [that
course]. I can't blâme it all on that. I think it was just a portion of it.
Relegating questionsto private times and places outsideof classtime, may contribute to the
feeling that "Fm the only one who doesn't understand." Note that this student "looks at the teacher
with this blank look" signalling not only that she doesn't understand but also a disconnection.
Consequently, she doesn't "really talk to the teachers" and doesn't like speaking up.
I feel as though Fm the only one who doesn't understand. And, I don't know, I just look
atif the teacher [laugh] with this blank look on my face andI just -1 just kind of -1 don't
know - It just doesn't feel good. Sometimes I wonder if sciences are for me and if Fm in
the rightprogram andif, you know, my grades are goodenoughto get me into the better
schools. I still don't know what I wannado andI don't know if sciencesare my - should
be - my field. I don't know, sometimes I wonder, when I don't understand what's going on
-1 feel as though Fm the only one andeverybody else does - And, if I don't, then I
shouldn't be there and - UGH!
Understanding the course material was centralto sustainingmotivation. The student who felt that
she, alone,was not understandingwhile others were, was more discouraged than the one who
believed that not understandingwas shared. After being told repeatedly they should be able to learn
without their preferred relationship with teachers, many students continue to cope. However, some
feel that they shouldn't be in science, and change programs; others leaveschoolaltogether.
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having a place in science
In their interviews, students regularly and explicitly linked understanding, feeling comfortable
with teachers, and asking questions to doing well. Asdescribed above, many students find asking
questions in class problematic and prefer to approach ateacher one-on-one. To establish alearning
relationship, astudent might go to the office of ateacher, and ask aquestion in private. If the teacher
responds inan encouraging way, the student may then feel empowered toask questions inclass.
If ateacher doesn't know who I am at all, then FU go and ask acouple of times, so that
they know who I am and it just makes iteasier I find... cause I don't just like feeling
like Fm one of the crowd... I like to hâve a place, you know. It doesn't hâveto be the
top orthe bottom, oranywhere, justa place somewhere. So that people knowwho I am
and I know who they are. I like it.
Having aplace is important toeveryone, maie orfemale. In this gendered world, menmore often
feel entitled toa place. In science, especially, having aplace is problematic for women whomust
always ask: am Iallowed, isit safe? One way women negotiate and establish their place isthrough
asking questions. Asking aquestion tests orexplores ateacher's willingiess to listen and readiness to
respond inaconnected way, and toenter into relationship. When one student isempowered toask
questions, the atmosphère may change, allowing others to feel it is safe to ask theirsalso.
One student told usthat because she was determined todo well inmath, she persisted in
attempting to establish the relationship she knew she needed inorder to succeed. The foUowing quote
illustrâtes that it isnot only the answers or "doing the problem" that she valued, but the "pat on the
shoulder."
[I] didn't do well on this last test... so I started... I had questions so I kept on going to
him. And at first hewas kind of cold... hewas just [let's do it] quickly... He'd do the
problem for me and I was scared to ask him,"Well, how'd you get that?" or"I kinda
missed that." ButI keptongoing and going and eventually hewasn't asbad... hebegan to
- hewas really nice actually in the end... It took awhile, like, I was scared to go and see
him... Well, Iwasn'tgoing to fail my math, that's the main thing! And attheend, atthe
exam,hewas like"Come on, [name], youcan do it. Fm counting on you to do well."- In
theexam hecame upto me and goes "Keepgoing!"... and hegave me a pat onthe shoul
der and just - so that was good.
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sexual harassment
After we recognized the strengthof some students' préférencefor relational learning,we began to
understand how such a préférence could make them vulnérable to sexual harassment. Relational
learning behaviours may be misperceived or misunderstood by teachers, particularly maies, who
may expect a more distant, separate relationship between teacher and learner. Some teachers may
interpret relational behaviours as invitations to intimacy. Weiler (1988) quotes a woman who had an
affair with one of her collège professors:
When I was in collège I had an affair with one of my professors who was 28 years older
than I and it was a terrible expérience because I was 19. l've since read articles about
this and books, you know, about girls in collège having affairs with their professors. I
think thèse professors, they leech onto their really good female students. To a boy student
they'd be a mentor, but to a girl student they're a lover (p. 87).
Alternatively, some maie teachers claim to hâve reacted to sexual harassment guidelines by
maintaining greater distance between themselves and female students. Such a practice was reported
by some university undergraduate students whom we encountered at one of our présentations. They
claimed one of their maie professors used fear of being accused of sexual harassment as an excuse to
exclude female students from informai, after class gatherings. If this is true, it may make the kind of
connection students désire even more difficult to attain.
accept your limitations
Previously, we described a category of questions defined as stupid (see p.49). Students believed
that ayou are stupid label was implicit when a teacher would not answer a question or provide an
adéquate explanation. In an earlier narrative, the stupid label was explicit and the teacher's
authoritative voice undermined the student's confidence. The next story is similar in that the student
was struggling with the voice of a teacher. This time the message was not you 're stupidbut rather,
accept your limitations.
This student had gone repeatedly to a teacher for help with a subject in which she was working
hard to improve her quiz scores. She believed she could do so even though her "self-confidence
towards this subject" had been slipping during the semester. The teacher refused, laughed, and told
her, "you hâve to accept you limitations." This lengthy narrative offers insight into some of the ways
that a compétent student, with consistent grades in the 80's, could develop lower self-confidence
towards a particular subject.
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Students used shared définitions of smart and stupid, as well as their own past expériences in a
complex process to place themselves in the hierarchy ofthings. In this quote wesee acomparison
between a good student and people who are extremely intelligent.
Fm always around people who are extremely intelligent so I just see myself as agood
student. I don't see myself as like - cause I guess, like, for me the définition ofbeing
intelligent is being, sort of, up there, [waves hand above her head] you know and I just
see myself as being good, youknow, [in] thehierarchy of things I comeabit lower... Fm
notlike asixty per centstudent, whowants togointo - youknow.
At the request of the interviewer, the student described the signs she used to décide that she was
"just agood student" as compared to those she waved at "up there."
Well, they figure [things] out, they catch onto things faster. They seeit when I don't see.
They're just a split second faster than I am and, gosh, I want to be that - you know
[laughter] [pause] - that split second faster also! Cause Iwas talking to my [discipline]
teacher about this. I was very devastated around three weeks ago, because I had been
studying for, like, one week. I didn't do [my other subjects]... I just did the bare mini
mum for [other subjects]. Iwas just doing [this subject] the whole week. We had aquiz on
Friday and I still wasn't able to do the quiz, like, I was still, like, doing itwrong. I was so
upset.
At the upper endof the hierarchy students are sorted by "split seconds." This student wanted to
be "that split second faster also" and she was working at it, not saying she didn't hâve the ability.
She described the dialogue between herself and the teacherwhen she went to talk to him after the
latest quiz.
"Iwent tosee you somany times this week. I don't seem tobegrabbing it." I go, "Could
there be, like, could you give me more exercises?" He goes, "Well, you just hâve to
notice that, you know, that some people are better than others." I said "Well, obviously, I
realize that, you know. I don't think Fm like, that fantastic. [This subject] has never
been, like, my really strong point. I don't thinkFm that fantastic, you know. I wasn't
implying that, but Fm pretty good in it, if I can actually follow what you are saying in
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class. Could you give me, maybe, a lot of problems to do to get my level up there?" And,
he's like, "Well, no you hâve to accept your limitations." I go, "Oh my God!" [laughter]
Like, he's telling me off very politely.
As she continued the story she revealed the standards the teacher might hâve used to define her
limitations:
And, you know, as he spoke on, I don't think he meant it in a condescending way...
'Cause he's extremely intelligent. One of those [points above her head] - you know. He
told me that all through high school he was getting 100's and all through collège he was
getting 100 per cent - and he goes "that was totally unheard of." Maybe he saw himself
in the hierarchy of things like, up there, and everyone else is just sort of low. I was, like,
just so shocked, you know. Like "accept my limitations!"
The student searched for explanations and made excuses for the teacher's remark, but returned
to her first reaction of shock. Subsequently she compared herself to another student who "just
doesn't grasp it" or "maybe doesn't do his homework" and acknowledged that that student should
accept his limitations. In this segment we hear echoes of the différent abilities belief "he'd probably
find something else he'd do better." However, she rejects this explanation for herself.
Well, take an example, like sometimes when you realize you are not good in something,
you hâve to accept your limitations. Cause there's a guy I know he's -1 don't know why
he's in science, he can't do math. You show it to him and you explain it to him and he
just doesn't grasp it... Maybe he doesn't do his homework. I don't know what it is... I
can see that point, like sometimes it's very devastating, you know, you hâve to accept
your limitations, but he'd probably find something else he'd do better. But Fm like: I
can do [this subject].
As she continued, she said that this class had lowered her self-confidence in this subject and
described the criteria she used to judge her performance: understanding, doing well, as compared to
others, and keeping up with her work. She also reported that "half the class failed."
Cause like my - the way I regard it, my self-confidence towards [this subject] has been
very low ever since I started this semester. So it's like, "No it can't be that way!" So I
understand what I am doing. I do well in his class compared to... half the class failed,
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you know. I amkeeping upwithmy work. Maybe it's justbecause it's abitharder, [the
second level than the first level], you know? Maybe I don't - like sometimes you hâve
better study skills in certain subjects than others.
She defined the problem as a harder level course, perhaps needing more spécifie study-skills,
and thus she still had confidence that by the final exam she would "know everything." She resisted
taking hislaughter personally, butdidsoanywayby looking for explanations in herownactions and
the "type of person" she is. Notice how her self-confident statement that "she will know" circles back
to how hard it is this semester, andthenrelates thisdirectly to the teacher.
I knowthat by the time the exam rolls around FU know everything. I just know that's the
way I am. I may notgrasp it now. Like, I learn most of my mistakes by the tests and by
the quizzes and then I see things... And it's hard. It's hardthis semester. But that teacher
-1 don't know why -1 can't figure it out. Yesterday I went to go askhima question, just
asimple question before I packed upmy books. He just started laughing. Like, "Why are
you laughing?" I just looked athim. I looked very serious - "Sir, Fd like to ask you a
question" and I asked my question and it's like - stop laughing. "Why is he laughing?"
you know. Maybe I tend to be the type of person thatputson acomical face sometimes if I
don't understand something - the way I look? -maybe. Cause I knowpeople whosome
times laugh, because theway I amreacting to something, but I don't know. I can't under
stand that. Fm notgoing to take it personally. Maybe, hejustacts likethat towards every
one. I don't know!
Earlier we learaed that the teacher's own 100 per cent perfection is the top of a finely-graded
heirarchy. Teachers and students take minor différences inmarks seriously . In the next séquence we
see a mark of 88 per cent denigrated with the modifier only. Concurrently, we see the student
searching for ways to interpret the teacher's actions asnot really insulting.
No, because I wastalking - when I went to go talk to himabout why I am notdoing well
in [the course] he goes, "It's still too early in the semester. You did well last semester
you are going to bring your markup close that; maybeone or two points lower." That's
what I mean. That's why I don't thinkhewasreally insulting me. He's thinking more
like, "Well, you know, [this subject] isn't maybe one of your courses that you are going
to get a high mark in. It's going to be more like - accept your limitations." What I think
he meant more - Like a friend of mine, she had him last semester and she chose to take him
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asecond time, because sheliked him asa teacher. And, he goes,"Well, you know, so-and-
so, she gotaccepted intomed." I go,"Yeah, I know, she's avery good friend of mine" and
hegoes, "Well, do youthinkshe had averyhigh average?" He goes, "She only gotan 88
in the course."
Spontaneously,the student directedthe story away from her friend to the considérationofwhether
the teacherexpects limitations "because you areawoman."
But I don't know whether he expects thatbecauseyou are awoman. I really don't think so,
becausehe's friends with this otherteacher andthis otherteacher really promotes - he
pushes you - like he's glad - he likes me as a student, because, you know, "she's a woman,
she's doing it - " andhe's got daughters andhe's pushingthem to go into science. I don't
really think he is condescending towardswomen too much. But it's just his way.
After the interviewer commentedthatthe situation sounded "like youare swimming up stream" the
student replied: "That's avery good analogy, yes. Going againstthe current, yeah." Then she concludes
with a look into the future.
Well, if I go into engineering, what do I expect to find? It's maie dominated for God's
sake, you know! It's like, Fm going to hâve to learn to deal with people, deal with men,
deal with arrogant men! [laughter] You hear stories about this - [pause] Just dig in with it
and don't let it bother you too much. Those successful women, you know, they don't
listen - they might call them bad names. I find if a woman's being aggressive or asser-
tive they call her bitchy, you know, or she's a bitch, you know. And I don't think - you
sort of - like, I like watching movies and you sort of see that the main character is very
strong if she's a female, she's very strong and she doesn't let that bother her too much.
Or, if it does, she's gets over it. It's important to - you hâve to work on it.
Working with this interview we were fascinated and puzzled by the interpretive work the student
described.Why had she ruminated so?Why did she search for interprétations that excused the teacher,
excluded gender bias, or even made her own actions responsible?
Relational theory supplied a framework that increased our understanding of thèse puzzling
behaviours. We speculate that this science student was talking about an expérience of disconnection
that she was still processing. She resisted rejecting the teacher because to do so would sever a
connection that she needed in order to learn.We hâve sometimes heard colleagues express opinions
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suchas"an effective teacher is abrutal teacher," or students "don't hâve to like me, they hâveto
respect me." Our data convince us that for some students this is untrue. To learn comfortably, to
learn the way theyliketo learn, theyhâve toliketheteacher. Therefore, theyexpend considérable
effortinestablishing and maintaining aconnected learning relationship.
We canillustrate the différence betweenmaintaining and severing the connection with the teacher
by comparing thereaction of thisstudent, whose teacher advised her to accept herlimitations, with the
reaction of Malcolm X toreceiving similar advice from one of his teachers. In this passage from his
autobiography, Malcolm X recallsa teacher, Mr. Ostrowski, who advised him about his future:
He told me,"Malcolm, you ought tobethinking about acareer. Hâve youbeen giving it
thought?" The truth is, I hadn't. I never hâve figured outwhy I told him,"Well, yes, sir,
l've been thinking Fd like to be a lawyer." Lansing certainly had no Negro lawyers - or
doctors either - in those days, to hold upan image I might hâve aspired to. All I really
knew for certain wasthat a lawyer didn't wash dishes, as I was doing. Mr. Ostrowski
looked surprised, I remember, and leaned backin hischair and clasped his hands behind
his back. He kind of half smiled and said: "Malcolm, one of life's first needs is for us to
berealistic. Don'tmisunderstand me, now. We all hère like you, youknow that. But
you'vegot toberealistic about being anigger. A lawyer - that's norealistic goal for a
nigger. You need to think about something you can be. You're good with your hands -
making things. Everybody admires your carpentry shop work. Why don't you plan on
carpentry. People like you as a person - you'd get all kinds of work." The more I thought
afterward about what he said, the more uneasy it made me... I was smarter than nearly
all those white kids. But apparently I was still not intelligent enough in hiseyes, to
become whatever I wanted to be. It was then that I began to change - inside. I drew away
from white people. (Weiler (1988) p. 139-40.)
The teachers inboth thèse stories can beseen as well meaning, inthe sensé that theybelieved
they had better ormore realistic information about what their students should aspire tothan did the
students. However, both teachers are verypolitely telling thèse students where they belong. (Note
that in both cases, the teachers' advice to their students maintains the "hierarchy of things".) Neither
student accepted this advice, and in both cases there was a disruption in the student-teacher
relationship. Malcolm X identified this expérience as atime when he"began to change inside... and
draw away." In contrast, the science student tried to maintain her relationship with the teacher by
interpreting his statements in away thatdidnotviolate hersensé of self, or the rôle of the teacher as
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someone she could relate to. One approach was to acknowledge her limitations while still aspiringto
do better.
When seeking an acceptable context for the teacher's refusai to help, she looked for justifiable
meanings in their larger conversation. "And, you know, as he spoke on, I don't think he meant it in a
condescending way." She checked with friends and looked for reasons about the "kind of person"
the teacherwas; "I hâve friends who hâve taken him before and they say the same thing. He puts his
foot in his mouth most of the time." She explored and rejected the interprétation that the teacher
imposes limitations if you are a woman. "I really don't think so, because... I don't really think he is
condescending towards women too much. But it's just his way."
At the time she chose to believe that her limitation was in being "just a good student" compared
to others (including the teacher who presented himself as a perfect 100) who were "extremely
intelligent." She might hâve reacted, as Malcolm X did, by severing connections and withdrawing.
Forthe time being, however, she appeared to be maintaining a belief in herself as someone who could
"get [her] level up there," while keeping her relationswith the teacher intact. Being in relation was
importantto her learning, and in orderto maintainthat, she could not contest the limitations imposed
by the teacher.
Thèse expenditures of time and energy would be unnecessary if the student did not value the
relationship and could draw away. Maintaining the preferred relationship with the teachers can be
very costly for the students as they work through and reinterpret hurtful expériences. Thèse stories
help us understand how "not being able to relate to the teacher" made a student feel "extremely
lazy" and drained of energy (see p. 95).
A New Model: The Confidence Triangle
In her empirical observations of students engaged in learning math and sciences, Shelia Tobias
shifted the focus from the individual to the "relationship between people and subjects." Expanding
the concept of relationship to include the "learner's expérience with the subject," Tobias argues that
math and science are more than subjects; "They generate relationships between people and
subjects." In order to fix the learning, she says, "you hâve to look at it as a combination of the
learner and the subject" (Hoots, 1992, p. 302).
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Our interviews withscience students remind usthat learning and teaching generate relationships
between student and teacher, and that thèse relationships mayencourage orinhibitlearning. We hâveto
expand the combination of the learnerand the subject, to include the teacher. Our students' stories
indicate thatthe three come together most significantly around student-initiated questions. "It wasn't
just enthusiasm for the material. He offers enthusiasm for the students "
The concernover questions and satisfactory answers that our students explicitly linked with doing
wellechoes the thèmes of silenceandvoice thatGilligan saysare central to development. Engaging in
the actof learning,our students, like the adolescent girls interviewed by Gilligan, struggled to claim a
voice. "When someone refuses to listen - signallinga failure to care- adolescent girls speak of
themselves ascoming up againsta wall. Silence canbe a way of maintainingintegrity in the faceof
such inattention,a way to avoid further invalidation. But the willingness to speak andto risk
disagreement is central to the process of adolescent development..." (Gilligan, 1988a, p. 17).
Addressing "les émotions" is one ofBarbeau's important contributions to our thinking about
motivation. Barbeau suggests that "il semblerait que ce sont les émotions, plutôt que les perceptions
causalesqui sont les motifs immédiats de l'action; and argues that "les élevés repondent affectivement
aux résultats qu'ils obtiennent et ces émotions influencent positivement ou négativement leur
engagment cognitif' (1993, p.23) Our own researeh leads us to extend this model to include students'
affective responses to teachers. Their relation to and engagement with the teacher are essential factors
in motivation.
Récent work by Louise Lafortune (1992) addressesthe interactions between motivation, anxiety,
and self confidence. Her researeh with adult learners manifests awareness of the importance of the
affective dimension of learning, and like Tobias, limits the focus of this affective dimension to the
relationship between student and subject. However, our conception ofconfidence leads us along
anotherpath.The model ofconfidence that informs Lafortune's work assumes a separate self that is
eitherdépendent orautonomous. Lafortune defines "l'autonomie" as"la capacitéd'une personnea
fonctionner et a décider par elle-même sans recours a autrui et de satisfaire elle-même ses besoins
particuliers" (p.22, emphasis added). When analysing the affective dimension of students' responses,
she classified which of them accord importance to good teacher-student and student-student
relationships. Students with a préférence for relational learning may exhibit many behaviours which
qualify as dépendent within such a scheme. Our work suggests it is important to distinguish between
dependence and learning in relation and not to label students' relational behaviours as dependency.
To illustrate this distinction, we might recall the student quoted above who perservered with her "kind
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of cold" math teacher.She actively createdthe learningrelationship through her own efforts,both by
engagingthe subject (mathematics) and by engaging the teacher (see p. 68).
Saint-Pierre (1993) présents a model for learning which places the teacher, the student and the
content in the corners of a triangle. The teacher facilitâtes the student's learning of a subject by
assigning appropriate learning tasks, thus focusing on both learner and subject. The Connectingarrows
are unidirectional, signalling action rather than relationships. The emphasis is on the learning task,
with the goal to produce autonomous students.
The model we suggest emphasizes relationships; between student and subject, and between
student and teacher. Like Saint-Pierre's model, it is a triangle with student, teacher, and subject at the
three corners (Fig.3). However, in our model there are strong, bidirectional links between the three
entities, and thèse links, representing relationships, are developed and maintained in dialogue,
especially the question-asking and answering process. When teachers use their discipline as the only
link with the student, as found in the traditional model ofpost-secondary teaching, the motivation,
learning, and growth of the student may suffer (Kubanek and Waller, 1995a).
Given that the relational interprétation is plausible, some teachers may doubt that they can find
extra time for such relationships. Being in relation does not require intensive or sustained interaction
between student and teacher. Students use examples of "asking how's the family" or analogies "like a
friend" to talk about the relationship they prefer because that is the vocabulary available to them. They
are not seeking hand-holding, or intimacy, so much as approachability and practical help. We were
reminded of this when an interviewer rephrased a student?s statement about how a teacher influenced
her liking for a subject. "It sounds from the way you're talking about this that it somehow gives you a
feeling that they're interested in you?" The student agreed, but hesitantly: "Yeah. (pause) Well, (pause)
yeah." Then explained what she had in mind:
Figure 3
The Confidence Triangle
Teacher
Subject Student
•
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It's niée when theteacher sees youinthehallandrecognizes you. And, heknows that
you're in [his] class, you know. Then if you ask him a question he's like "Oh, hi [name].
How's it going?" You know, "Oh, youhâve a problem? Okay let's deal with it." Rather
than "Oh, you're - What number?" [laugh] "Oh, yeah, you're in my class? Oh, okay"...
you know. So it makes it a littleeasier. He's more easyto approach...
The student described basic sociability ("saying hi," knowing her name) as factors that made it
easier togetpractical help ("Do you hâve a problem? Okay, let's deal with it"). Similarly, she
missed having friends inclasses because she wanted toask"how doyou dothis?" Again, shewanted
practical help, notsome amorphous camaraderie or thecomfort of a shoulder to cryon.
Nel Noddings haswritten aboutcaring teaching anddescribes it thisway: "I do notneedto
establish a lasting, time-consuming personal relationship with every student. What I must do is to be
totally and nonselectively présent to the student- to each student - as he [sic] addresses me. The time
interval may be briefbut the encounter is total" (Noddings, 1984, p. 180). We believe that
"nonselective" or nonjudgemental aspects of thèse interactions must be emphasized. In addition to
low grades and not understanding, students recalled being most discouraged byinstances where they
wereexplicitly or implicitly told they wereundeserving of a teacher's attention or effort.
A teachercan point to a gap in a student's knowledge in a way that leads the studentforward;"I
guess youhaven't learned thisyet."Theyetleaves thefuture open to possibility, whereas you should
know this by now only blâmes and blocks. For example, a student interpreted a teacher's exasperated
comment, "Oh, you still don't understand" as a signal that she, and the other students, were
inadéquate; "Well thanks for making us feel totally stupid."
We hâve argued thatopportunities to ask questions are indicative of being in relation. Asking
questions is one way ofestablishing, testing and sustaining a learning relationship. However, leaving
aside the relational interprétation, opportunities toask questions are essential to learning. The
overwhelming évidence of ourdatatells usthatstudents wantto askquestions andhâvethem
answered respectfully. This increases theirlearning andsustains theirmotivation to persistin their
science courses.
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Recommendations
Readers often turn to the end of a report like this one looking for recommendations on how to
correct problems identified in the study. We chose not to end with such closure; it was never our
intent to formulate solutions that could be applied generally in various learning institutions. The
strength of a qualitative study like this one is its ability to raise new issues, to bring out new
viewpoints and frameworks for interprétation, and, above all, to report clearly what we heard from
the women who participated in the study without excessive interprétation. We feel we hâve done so
in our libéral use of direct quotations and in highlighting the way thèse women prefer to learn:
actively, through askingquestions in an open and accepting relationship with teachers and peers.
Most collège teachers are individualists who are used to managing their classrooms without
much interférence from administrators; few are willing to listen to educational researchers. We
teachers do not often respond well to suggested changes, even when the reasons for such changes are
well documented. We are sceptical about studies that lead to gênerai recommendations, and doubtful
about their successful implementation.
Most teachers, however, are enthusiastic about their teaching. When made aware of problems in
their classrooms, they might be willing to look for solutions that work for them. Therefore, we are
confidentthat some of our coUeagues, who read this report, will respond with ingenuity and will be
inspired to make changes that benefit their students. We would like to hear from them.
Other educational researchers who are more excited about quantitative researeh than we are,
might develop newhypothèses by reading this report, andgo on to test themon a bigger sample.
Suchdata might lead to recommendations and policychanges. We would be delightedif this
happened.
Our main hope is that young women will read this report and feel supported through discovering
that their expériences as science students were shared by others. One day we hope to collectstories
from this study and présent them as a Guidefor Survival for female science students.
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Three Perspectives on Confidence in Science
The foUowing section includes three articles written for spécial purposes such as journal
publications or conférencepapers. Each présents data from a différent perspective: Career and
Life-Choices: Mixed Messages and Problematic Notions, Staying In or Switching Out, and In
ScienceThere is No Gender? While there is some overlap betweenthèse articles and previous
discussions, for example, some quotes appear in several places, their inclusion enriches the overall
data analysis.
Career and Life-Choices: Mixed Messages and Problematic Notions *
Most of the thèmes emerging from the analysis of the interview data centred around classroom
events and interactions with teachers. This agrées with the findings in a récent study of student
attritionin science-basedfields, where both switchers and non-switcherscited problems with
learning expériences and pedagogy as the most common complaints. (Seymour, 1995). However, at
an early stage of our study it became apparent that certain issues around career and life-choices were
central concerns as thèse young women moved through the collège years (Kubanek and Waller,
1995b).
mixed messages
In what social and historicalcontext do thèse young womenformulate their career aspirations
and choices?They are making career choices at a time when the expectations of women are
changing whilemany of the realities for women are not changing, for example the constraints of
childbearingand child rearing (Cole& Zuckerman, 1991). They are choosing withina social
contextwhere science and sciencerelated careers are portrayed both as prestigious and promising
the best job opportunities. In their educational institutions, scienceprograms, and those who enrol in
them, are ranked higher than non-science programs.
As Bruner (1986) has pointedout, the images and narratives in a culture provide"a map of
possible rôles and possible worlds in which action, thought and self-definition are permissible (or
désirable)" (p.134).The metaphors thèse young womenuse and the stories they tell about their
careerand life-choices paint a vivid picture of a new génération of women in the processof creating
themselves.
*Adifférent version ofthis paper was présentée! at the Women, Gender, and the Science Question Conférence at the
University of Minnesota, May 1995.A shorter version was used as a basis for a workshop given at the ACCC
Conférence in Ottawa, May 27, 1994. (Kubanek and Waller, 1996).
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Listening as they discussed career issues, a complex picture emerged as they approached real
life problems. Gerson (1985), discussing her model ofcareer choice, pointed out: "The process is
dynamic, not stable and fixed. It dépends on how women define and perceive their situation as well
as on the objective circumstances that structure thèse perceptions" (p.213). Referring toyoung
women's thoughts around career and life options, Jane Gaskell (1992) expressed a similar notion
saying, "within the world as they expérience and know it they do their best" (p.135).
Briskin (1990), inher discussion on the gendered classroom, documents a set ofpowerful and
contradictory messages. As theyoung women in ourstudy pondered theirchoices around studies and
careers they faced a séries of mixed messages from teachers, counsellors, family members, friends,
and the média. Thèse created tensions around their choices as they weighed the contradictory
messages coming from theoutside, against their own feelings, expériences, and expectations. We
summarize thèse conflicts asa setof six problematic notions, each one introduced bya setofpaired
phrases representing a mixed message.
Notion 1
Girls hâve to be recruited into science.
Girls are interested in science.
We often hearweneed to go out into the elementary schools andpromote science if we want
girls tochoose science programs and aspire to careers in science. This reflects theassumption that
girls' interests lie towards languages andsocial sciences andtherefore away from the natural and
physical sciences. Contrary to thisnotion, most of ourstudents recalled an early interest, sometimes
a passion for science.
WhenI was in elementary, they dissected a frog. I was really interested. I can tell, I like
that better than anything else, more than history. I prefer biology. AsI went on in high
school I liked it more, got interested.
[I hâve been interested in science ever] since I was maybe nine, eight- everything l've
ever wanted to be in life. You know, when you grow up, you say, I want to be this, I want
to be that. People usually change theirmind. It's been a nurse, a vet, a paediatrician, a
gynaecologist, and now I want to be a physiotherapist. Always in the sciences, never
outside sciences.
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They were not only attracted to health science fields. Some of them described childhood
dreams of wearing hard hats as future engineers, The notion that girls need to be recruited into
science places the fault with them; their lack of interest in science. If we allow ourselves to see that
young girls start off with a keen interest in science, we are confronted with the question of what
happens during their school years that discourages them or makes them loose interest.
Notion 2
Science is a pragmatic choice - it opens doors.
Science must be a passionate choice.
The students were told by high school counsellors, teachers and also parents that those who
could, should study the sciences; science is a safe choice, it keeps the doors open to secure, well
paying jobs.
Well, like they say, it keeps the doors open. So, I don't know, people always say, as long
as you hâve your science background, then you're safe, kinda thing. So I just figured Fd
try it, but it wasn't for me.
At collège they experienced a science program that was very demanding; they felt they had
less free time than their friends in other programs and were told "it's a lot of work and you hâve to
be willing to dévote yourself." They came to believe that only those who are really dedicated and
willing to "put their entire life to it" would succeed. Students who came to collège with a tentative
interest in science usually ended up switching to other programs.
Initially Fd taken pure and applied because I didn't know where I was going later on.
And I took it just because they had said that it opens all the doors - you can mostly do
anything starting from there I was alright in science in high school but I said, "No,
F m not going to suffer for two years with three pages of équations and all this."
Notion 3
You can be anything you want.
Science is only for the very best.
We love to tell young girls: "All fields, including scientific ones, are now open to women. If
you work hard and want it badly enough you can go as far as you wish. You can be anything you
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want." Our students were aware that they mighthâveto workhard to achieve their goals but they
felt it was within theirreach. Not surprisingly, they started theircollège science program withhigh
expectations.
I don't mind hardwork, 'cause I know at theendit's worth it. Theperson that takes the
easy way out never gets anywhere, but in the future I see myself in my own clinic, my
own patients. Fm married and hâve kids. I want to hâve it all.
At collège theyencountered an educational environment that wasmuchless supportive than at
high school. The newmessage was that science is onlyfor the verybest, those who can catch on
fast, others don't belong.
Actually our teacheris very uhm-1 don't know howto explain it, but he just says to us,
if youcan't do it faster, maybe youshouldn't be in the sciences, maybe you should go
find something else like Englishto do. Likehe is very quickto tell us you shouldn't be
hère. He saida few times, if youfail the first test, maybe you should just get out of [the
course], or maybe sciences all together.
Instead of telling them they can be anything they want, some teachers now tell them to be
realistic andaccept your limitations. Whenasked during their first interview (usually six to ten
weeks into the first semester) whathad beenthe most discouraging event so far at collège, many of
them described times when theirdreams about a spécial career had been crushed, either by remarks
from a teacher or by receiving poormarks on a test. Seldom didtheyhearthere might be more than
one route towards a particular career. They were left to review their goals without clear directions of
how to go about it.*
Collège seniors in Seymour's (1995) study expressed the suspicion "that most of the
overpacking of the syllabi in basic science classes is maintained for weeding out, ratherthan for
sound pedagogical purposes." (p.396). In the beliefSystem that science studies require an innate
ability that you hâve and cannot learn, mathematics in particular is often seen as a measure of that
spécial talent, and is used to weedout those who do not belong. Tobias (1990), has pointedout the
greatpotential loss to science by the exit of many talented students due to this practice. One of our
students expressed her disdain for the weeding out process.
* We see a great need for career information and counselling at this time of transition.
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I know that if that [career is] something I want badly enough that I should be willing to
go through the chemistry and all this now to get there, so I don't know whether I am
going to regret it later on, saying "Why didn't I just stick with it? Why didn't I just do
it?"... it's so annoying because you find out most of the teachers [say] - "You're never
going to hâve to do this, but hère 'test'. You're never going to hâve to use it." Like my
[subject] teacher said "You're never going to hâve to use [topic]. It's never going to
come up, but what companies want is they want to see that you're able to go through
that kind of mental process." [laughter]. Thank you!! Great!.. .You're never going to
hâve to do this, but if you fail [laughter] but if you fail - great, you know.
We do women a disservice when we perpetuate myths and half-truths that encourage them to
believe"they can hâve it all." We need to discuss barriers to success openly and realistically. Briskin
(1990) points out what happens when we fail to do so. "The dictum that all is possible - every choice
available - is coïncident with the view that lack of success is a resuit of laziness or personal failure.
If a woman does not make it, it is because she has not tried hard enough - is a thinly disguised
versionof blaming the victim" (p.7). We see this self-blaming in many of our students' stories.
Notion 4
Scientists work alone.
I want to work with people.
Our students had an image of science as a field where you work alone at a desk or in a lab.
Thiserroneous image is still perpetuatedin the média; the fact that many scientists today work in
multi-disciplinary teams is seldom discussed. Mostof our students dreamtabout a careerwhere they
could "work with and help people." Medicine was the first and only choice of a majorityof the
young women in our sample.* They couldnot reconcile their"people"préférences with the notion
of science as a loner's field.
My dad's a scientist and he works in [field], a researcher - and l've talked to him about
things like that and, like, I know I want to deal with people. I don't want to sit in a lab all
day and look at chemicals kind of thing.
*Anamecheckof students accepted to médical shoolafter the fourth semester (ie: spring 1994) showed that noneof
our students were in that sélect group.
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Reinforcing this image of the physical sciences as particularly remote and impersonal, their
collège sciencecourses seemed far removedfrom their life expériences.
[Biology] seems more directly related to me. Like rather than chemistry, which is all
thèse équations that - Like, what does that hâve to do with - ? Like, when am I going [to
hâve] to understand that? Or, what does that hâve to do with everyday life? More -
biology, it's about me. It's about my cells, my life. Or,just more -1 understand it more.
Fm more interested in humans than like chemicals, or whatever. I know they're sort of
related in a way, but, you know.
Anotherstudentdescribed her expérience duringthe first week of collège and decided right
then that science was not for her. "I just turned off when I sat thereand all the people were taking
their notesand the équations startedcoming and that was it for me " Still this young woman,
coming from a family where science was esteemed, expresseda lingeringregret a year later about
her exit from the science program, saying, "Fm the only one [in my family] who did not turn out
right."
Notion 5
Women should do science.
Science is a man's field.
I saw a girl I knew from high school on the bus... She's [says], "Well, I was in this sort
of engineering but I was the only girl so I got out of it "And Fm like, "Youreally
shouldn't hâve done that " Fd like to see it change. Fd like it to become more equal,
you know, a lot more girls going into the sciences There's a lot of articles I find in
the [newspaper] about that and how more women should go into the sciences. My sister
cuts them out all the time [laughs] and puts them on the board.
My mother, she supports me. My father doesn't so much show it like towards me; like
maybe [when] he's talking with his guy friends [he] goes; "My daughter... wants to go
towards engineering. Fm hoping she can maybe go towards the nursing... " He doesn't
expose it to me, but I can hear it sometimes He says it's hard to find a job now, for
electrical - like for engineers, and he just doesn't wantme to get caught up without a job
when I grow up. But it could be a male's job also [laugh], that maie thing in them, I
don't know.
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The young women experienced the tension between what they heard they should do, that is
hâve a science career, and the reality around them that tells them that science still is a man's world.
Most of them go through the whole collège program withouthaving one female science teacher.
Images in the média continue to perpetuate the stereotypical scientist as maie. The women did not
often seem aware of overt discrimination but did see the milieu as maie dominated.
I think most of - Well, except for my first [discipline] teacher, you know, they've all
treated us like we're all equal. [Was he particularly hard on the girls you think?] No, he
just kind of ridiculed. Like when we asked questions. Kinda like a 'guy' person. You
know, maie bonding type of thing. I donno He was a nice enough guy out of class,
but I just didn't like him as a teacher.
Although many science classes, particularly introductory ones, hâve approximately the same
number of female as maie students, this student felt she didn't fit in.
I remember the first day of biology, I was really nervous. I walked in I saw only - there
was a lot of guys, more guys than girls. So I sat there. That was a little discouraging. I
was just like, "Am I the only girl? "I don't feel uncomfortable with guys... [but]
you'd be sitting there and you don't know where to fit in I was really surprised, I
said, "Oh my god, there's not a lot of... women in the sciences." l've met two [women].
.. and [one] said she was in health, and she'd dropped and she's in nursing. And I was
very fascinated and I said, "Whoa, what would make someone go from health to nurs
ing?" [She said] "I don't know, I felt more comfortable there, I felt that's where I be-
longed more."
Jean Baker Miller (1986) warns us that "today... some people advocate another form of 'the
right thing' [for women], as in 'the only right thing to do is to strive unstintingly for a high-powered
career'" (p. xii). Not all women necessarily désire such careers. In our efforts to appear egalitarian, it
seems as a society, we hâve gone from a belief System that said "women can't do science" directly to
the présent one "women should do science" without allowing women to expérience the intermediate
position: "Women may do science if they choose."
The last problematic notion touches directly upon the rôles which hâve been prescribed for
Canadian women in the nineties.
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Notion 6
Women should hâve a career.
I want to raise my own children.
In discussing gender-role development, Cheryl Washburn (1994) argues, "because the social
structure dévalues traditional female rôlesat the sametime as prescribing them for women, females
expérience conflicting messages between what it means to be an adult on the one hand, and female
on the other. They attempt to satisfy bothsets ofexpectations by aspiring to careerandfamily
withoutconsidération for how to integrate thèse" (p.153). Weheardthèse sentiments in the students'
narratives as theyusedexpressions lïktjusta housewife, or talked abouta stay-at-home-mother as
someone who watches soaps all day. Theirstruggle around themixed messages theyreceived was
évident.
Fm determined to hâvea goal in life cause I hâteto sit around doingnothing... I hâve
to hâve a goal... I know sometimes Fm going to... wish I wasa stupid housewife
sitting doing nothing, butweneed something to do. [What kind of work would you like
to do?] Something - Fd like to hâve a bigfamily, andsomething that would giveme
some lee-way to do that like myown [photography] studio, or hâve my own practice
in psychology, or, if I was gonna be a vet, hâve my own veterinary hospital, something I
hâve to own for myself.
We seethis dream ofhaving your own practice or being your own boss as an attempt by the
young women to find a solution to the conflicting demands of career and child care that will allow
themto gain control over their lives. During their high school years, motherhood was notuppermost
on theirminds. However, bycollège âge, issues around child care took on new importance. They
sawtheirownmothers struggUng with demands of care giving while working outside thehome.
They argued with friends about the rôles of women.
I hâve a friend [who] thinks mothers should stay home and raise the kids... and l've
argued with him over this so many times because my mother worked the whole time I
was a kid andI hâvea betterrelationship withmy mother than most of my friends..
. So I don't think it's such a terrible thing for a mother to work while the kids - Yeah, it's
possible fora woman to work andstillhâve kids. And he says, "Well Fm not going to let
day care raise my children for me."
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Young people, like all social actors, think for themselves, but they do so using language and
ideology shared with others, particularly their peers. In the students' narratives, we found the
recurring ideological formulations "I want to raise my own kids" and "I don't want strangers to raise
my kids." The term strongercalls to mind a featureless shadow figure. It distances and taints
professional child care workers and obscures the reality that child carers always become known to
the parents. By rejecting the day care institution they will surely create a dilemma for themselves.
The young woman just quoted who first seemed very assured, had changed her stance markedly in
the second interview at which time she was much more tentative in her plans about having a career.
I go back and forth, sometimes I think "Oh, Fd like to establish my career and then stop
and hâve a family... " Cause I wouldn't wanna do both halfway. I would want to raise
my children, because I think that's really important. You're not away at work during the
day and they're with someone else. But, then I think "Oh, but then F m stopping my
career and I won't be doing what I really enjoy." Like career-wise. I go back and forth.
As they tried to make sensé of many conflicting messages about child care they were
presented with an image of science that requires many years of study and total dedication.
Well, at some point Fd like to get married and hâve kids. [pause] But, it's hard when Fm
planning to stay at school for another eight or ten years, if it takes that... Ten years is a
kind of... But, if F m going for a doctorate in something, it'U be a while more going to
school. I don't know... I wanna hâve -1 would like to hâve kids when F m relatively
young. Like before I turn thirty or whatever. But I don't know if that's a realistic goal.
Depending how things go... It's just that if I haven't got a career established so I know I
hâve the means to take care of children. So -... Uhm, I don't know. In an idéal situation
Fd like to be able to take maybe a year off work, or a year-and-a-half, two years to raise
children when they are very young. But that may not be possible, so Fm not against
using day-care [or] whatever... [pause] Uhm.. I don't know. I guess there are some
added pressures on women.
I love chemistry and math, but then it was my first year in physics and I was struggling
and I really don't know what it was, I kind of, I mean, I started to think too -1 mean this
may sound stupid at my âge, but F m thinking well, do I want to put in all thèse years of
work, because I want to hâve a big family and all this, and... F m going to stay home
like my mother... all thèse things are going through my head. Is it worth it to do all this
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schooling and thenjust stay home? But now, I don't know, just throughthis summerI
just decided F m going to do it.
In this latterquote we see clearly how thebroken andhésitant speech pattern reflects her
struggles around herchoices. Despite hercertainly during the second semester thatshehadfinally
decided on a career (in medicine), thisstudent left the science program afterthe first year.
Science teachers might at times be surprised and disappointed when accomplished female
students opt out of science and choose careers in more traditionally female fields, such as office
technology or elementary school teaching. On December 21st, 1992, the Montréal Gazette carried
the headline "Science Superstars." The story was about three young women who were at the top of
theirgraduating class in chemistry at McGill University. One of themspoke of the reluctance to
pursue graduate studies. Shewanted to getmarried after herbachelor degree andstarta family. "I
don't seemyéducation as wasted if I don't continue I hâve gained some knowledge. AndI can
help my kids." A maie university professor, quoted in the article, criticised such career choices: "I
suspect thatmany of thèse women are turned offby thethought thatthey hâve to give upfamily life
to succeed... it's just not true" (p.D3). Contrary to the maie professor'sopinion, this is exactly the
truth as experienced by many young women.
Wehâve to guard ourselves againstassuming that women who optoutsuffer from
misconceptions or limited aspirations. As Briskin (1990) puts it, "Theproblem is lessoneof vision
than actual barriers [there is] a major gap between career aspirations andcareer expectations:
young womenaspire to careers as lawyers and doctors, but expect to become secretaries. This is not
unrealistic. Young women hâve aspirations thattheirmothers may never hâvehad, but they are
adjusting their goals to what is realistically possible" (p.7-8).
Confronting the Myths around Women's Career Choices
The six pairs of problematic notions reveal the tension between societal beliefs and
expectations, andyoung women's expériences. While the highschool years wererelatively conflict
free concerning future careerchoices, at the timetheyentered collègethey were of an âge when
societal messages about whatwomen 'should be doing' stand in opposition to reality as they
expérience it. Gerson (1985) noted that"intervening events, especially in late adolescence andearly
adulthood, when thestruggle to establish an independent identity began in earnest, often shook up
old assumptions..." (p.198). At collège the open doors of science seemed to be closingto manyof
them. The young woman who, in the first interview, said with assurance, "I want to hâve it all,"
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expressed the change that had happened in her thinking, "A woman can be anything she wants, but I
don't think I can. I don't think Fd be able to stay eight years in school." This quote clearly
demonstrates her change in attitude. Because the collège years representa particularlycrucial time
whenimportant life décisions are being made, only a longitudinal study allowed us to see thèse
dynamics at work.
Weneed to question belief Systems that say "science is open doors and a safe choice," or "you
can be anything you want," or "womenshould hâve a career in science." Such myths are easily
perpetuatedas Eileen Byrne (1993) suggests in her book, Women andScience: The Snark Syndrome,
referring to the Bellman's cry, "What I tell you three times is true", in Lewis Carroll's The Hunting
ofthe Snark.
Furthermore, we must challenge a reality where science is only accessible to the verybest, as
definedby the scientific community, and where science is taught in a disconnected way, far removed
fromthe life expériences of young women. Scientifically trainedwomen who "like working with
people" can exercise their communication skills and their abilities to work well with others in
university laboratories and industrial milieus. We need to emphasize that thèse skills, as well as
scientific aptitude, are needed and valued in today's working world.
In a broader context, we need to examine whose interests are served by notions that day care
means "strangers raising your children", and question why so many young men still assume that
"raising your own children" means mothers doing that job.
Thèse are some of the issues we hâve to focus on in order to achieve an équitable outcome for
women in science. This goes beyond the removal of barriers, to promoting the visibility of women in
key positions in académie, institutional and govemmental settings. However, in this process we feel
individual women's choices not to pursue science should be honoured and not condemned as
failures.
Koertge (1995) has suggested that a feminist critique of science, such as the one we hâve
outlined in our discussion, aliénâtes women from the sciences. On the contrary, we believe that
shifting the "blâme" for women's low participation in scientific careers outside of the women
themselves will encourage more women to persist in their science studies and provide additional
support to them in their chosen fields.
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Unfortunately, what we often hear discussed in the média and by some experts are issues that
rest mainlywith womenthemselves, such as the need to recruitgirls into science at an early âge, the
importance of a supportive home environment, and, in particular, women's tendency to give up in
face of adversity. This is not to saythatthose issues arenot important. However, to make them the
whole focus of the debate is likeequipping a teamwithwarm coats, and protective gear before
sending them out into a cold and hostile climate, when instead, you could choose to send them to a
warmer and more welcoming place, where their expérience would be just as rich or richer. The
choice is thus betweenfixing the women by providing themwithan endless supplyofprotective
gear, orfixing the ecology of science to makeit a place of greaterdiversity where many différent
species can flourish. Wewould argue that not only women but science and societyat largehâve
much to gain by the latter approach.
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Staying in or switching out?
I kept on hearing about people switching out [of science] and saying, "ah, that would
never be me, that would never be me " Within a few short months - like I was totally
- not slapped in the face, but in a sensé, because I thought I would work well - I didn't
do well, and, sort of thing, and it turned out that I was really bad, worse than average.
And it was realizing what you are instead of what you thought you are, so... because in
high school, I would be considered, you know, a good student, you know, I tutored
people in chemistry and stuff.
It was stories like this one, related to us by students in our preliminary study that urged us to
undertake this researeh project. Out of more than one hundred hours of interviews emerged what we
see as some underlying causes of why thèse women persisted in their studies or switched out of
science. They defined as pivotai factors the opportunity to interact with teachers in an open and
friendly manner, and opportunities to ask questions and hâve them answered without judgment
passed. They mentioned science disciplines taught with enthusiasm and made relevant to their
expérience and in a manner that left room for their individual talents. They talked about the tension
created around study and career décisions by societal expectations of them as women and future
mothers. Lack of confidence, they claimed, was not a cause of the difficulties they encountered, but
the resuit of their expériences.
In the previous section on Career and Life Choices, we advocated moving the discussion on
women's participation in science and scientific careers to thèse external issues rather than continuing
to focus the debate on the alleged shorteomings of women. Nevertheless, in this section we want to
look at the characteristics of those students who stayed and those who left science. What kind of
protective gear (see p.92) are the persisters equipped with? What are the vulnérable areas if any, of
those who switch out? We présent this analysis in the form of four profiles: the happy switcher, the
reluctantswitcher, the happypersister, and the misérable persister. Although one or two women
stand out in our minds as particularly vivid représentatives of each category, thèse profiles are
composites that blend features of several students. We want to stress that we do not see thèse
characteristics as causes for women switching out or staying in science, but rather as coping
mechanisms they hâve or hâve not developed, and support structures that are available to some but
not to others.
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the happy switcher
I just turned off when I sat there and all the people were taking their notes and the équa
tions started coming and that was it for me I did not want to suffer for two years
with three page équations and all that.
After one week of collège science classes thehappy switcherwent to an académie advisor and
asked; "Please get me out of science." At high school she had relied on her memory in her science
classes and was not challenged to understand the underlying concepts. On the contrary, she was told
by some teachers to memorize the procédures for solving problems, not to struggle to understand. "I
was never actually thinking in high school." At collège she quickly realized that a diffèrent kind of
effort was required from her; "Now it's science, real science, you hâve to really understand and
enjoy it." She was excited about her new program, libéral arts, "where all my classes are connected."
Still, listening to her talking about her family where both parents hâve science careers, one could
sensé a lingering regret about her exit from science; "Fm the only one [in my family] that did not
turn out right." She had initially chosen sciencebecause it promised better employment
opportunities. "I figured F11 be safer with the sciences." When she switched out she was told
everyone around her had expected it. It disturbed her to discover that others knew her better than she
knew herself.
My best friend said, "I was waiting for this. Ok, yeah, it was expected, I didn't think you
were going to stay very long. If you were, you weren't going to do too well." And my
boyfriend said, "yup, good choice."I don't know. It seems like everybody knew except
for me.
There were several switchers who found enjoyment in a new program where they could "put
more of themselves" into their studies. They enjoyedopen class discussions and the possibility to
présent their points of view and having their views respectedby their teachers. They said they
"needed words to put with the numbers" in order for science to come alive to them. Thèse students
remind us of Tobias' second tier students who could do science if they chose, but who found
science instruction intellectually barren and disconnected from their expérience (Tobias, 1990b;
Hoots, 1992). We believe their exit from science is a serious loss. Science could benefit from their
writing and researeh skills and their willingness to engage in debates.
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the reluctant switcher
I continued, because I thought, well... The thought of switching programs never oc-
curred to me. I just thought "Well, this is what I hâve, and I hâve to try and get through
it'. I did the second semester and then I was just, I was just not into the sciences. I felt
like I was too far removed. I wasn't - Not that -1 guess that the interest really wasn't
there any more. Not the interest in sciences, but the interest in school. And then next
semester, the second semester of last year I had this humanities course and it was all
about économies and politics and a lot of history. And I became very very interested
We had a big book and I read the whole book. And suddenly I am asking myself "Why
am I doing homework?" I wasn't doing any other homework and I started to get into this
class. A lot of the issues were really interesting. We looked at the history of America
and how the economy worked and why it was a leading world power and everything. I
would go to my teacher's office and hâve discussions with him. And I thought "What am
I doing?" I was really, really into the class. And I thought, well, I was obviously inter
ested in what I was learning about. I wanted to talk to my teacher more about it. And
that's, then I would get to my science class after. Like, I would go to my humanities; I
was on a high. Then I would go to like a chemistry class, or something, and I was just so
far removed. I wasn't interested really... I won't say I couldn't do the sciences. It wasn't
that I couldn't do it, I just became extremely lazy. And, I guess, probably that and not
doing the work. After going to class and you're not understanding, you can't really relate
to the teacher. There's something about me that I always like the science... I still want
to know about it... I do feel guilty about it [leaving science]. I mean, F m enjoying my
year this year. F11 always feel guilty about leaving science... I always had science in
me.
In the narratives of both happy and reluctant switchers we see all the central issues that we hâve
described in détail in other parts of the reports; the underlying issues we believe push students out of
science. This student talked in the first interview about how she preferred to ask questions of
teachers in private, because she did not want her class mates to know there was something she did
not understand. Not understanding made her very frustrated and she felt like crying. To learn, she
wanted the teacher to sit down with her and explain the concepts using concrète examples. She was
sensitive to class room atmosphère; "If the teacher just doesn't seem to want to be bothered with the
students or does not seem to be enjoying what they are doing, it makes the whole atmosphère, you
know - you don't want to learn." Her interest was gone, not her interest in science as she made clear,
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but her interest in school. Understanding wascentralfor her, to the point that notunderstanding
could break an established connection with the teacher: "After going to class and you're not
understanding, you can't really relateto the teacher." The stressful and compétitive atmosphère in
the laboratory sessions added to her sensé of discomfort. It puzzled her that other science students
would turn their backs on her when she asked for help.
Having, what she describedas "a great teacher" inspired her to give science a second chance.
The greatteacher "makes sure everyone understands... he would stop the class to help one person.
He was more of your friend... he used lectures that were not like lectures. He got to know
everybody in class and the teacherchanged my mindabout [discipline]." Still, she eventually
switched programs rather than endure the kind of teachers she had in the first semester. She believed
that the kind of teacher who did not explain in ways that worked for her was more numerous than
the kind represented by the great teacher in the second semester.Although the switch was reluctant,
it was positive in that she followed her interest.*
Some of the switchers came to collège with a strong high school background, having
participated in spécial programs for gifted students. They may hâve had clear career goals but could
not force themselves to scale the barriers that the scienceprogram presented (see quote p. 85).
I know that if that [career is] something I want badly enough that I should be willing to
go through the chemistry and all this now to get there, so I don't know whether I am
going to regret it later on, saying "Why didn't I just stick with it? Why didn't I just do
it?"... it's so annoying because you find out most of the teachers [say] - "You're never
going to hâve to do this, but hère 'test'. You're never going to hâve to use it." Like my
[subject] teacher said "You're never going to hâve to use [topic]. It's never going to
come up, but what companies want is they want to see that you're able to go through
that kind of mental process." [laughter]. Thank you!! Great!... You're never going to
hâve to do this, but if you fail [laughter] but if you fail - great, you know.
There is a widely held belief that science studies require an innate ability that you hâve and
cannot learn. From this belief it foUows that scientific talent can and should be traced in children at a
young âge so that such children may be given opportunities to develop their natural gift for science.
* We suspect that a student like this one might return to science studies at university.
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Tobias (1994) discussed this propensity of scientists to see themselves as belonging to an inner
circle, thus setting up a dichotomy between outsiders, and themselves, an exclusive scientific élite.
One indication of the naturalgift for science is the ability to work at a rapid pace.
Actually our teacher in [subject] is very - uhm -1 don't know how to explain it, but he
just says to us, if you can't do it faster, maybe you shouldn't be in the sciences, maybe
you should go find something else like English to do. Like he is very quick to tell us you
shouldn't be hère. He said a few times, if you fail the first test, maybe you should just
get out of [this subject], or maybe sciences all together. And then he says, if you can't
hurry up and do the simplification faster, maybe you shouldn't be in this program,
maybe you should be in something else... once I get past those [subjects] there's no
problem, F m in biology [at university], which I like. But I hâve to get past [subject].
Those who eventually switched programs sometimes gave a seemingly trivial reason for their
exit. The student who "had always had science in her" left the program when she realized that
persisting would mean staying an extra semester at the collège to make up for a failed course.
Although the majority of students take more than four semesters to complète their cégep diploma,
this student had been given the message that staying an extra semester was indicative of failure.
the happy persister
Two types of students seemed to fare particularly well and hâve a positive expérience in the
science program. The first can comprises those who possess that spécial gift for science we
discussed above. Thèse students generally performed very well at high school and were used to
being treated as stars, worthy of a teacher's attention, time and effort.
The tests are awful. The first test I got sixty per cent. I was really mad and I went to see
him [the teacher] and I complained a lot! [laugh] I was like "This is impossible." F m not
used to this. I studied a lot and - the average must be... I dunno, like fifty or something.
I think four people in his two classes, or three classes, got 75 or more. So I went to him
and like "This is impossible!" and I was almost screaming. But he has a good sensé of
humour so, I guess it didn't really matter... I went like "Next test, will it be easier?" and
he goes "It should be." [student:] "Well you better make it!'. [laugh] You know, I was
really mad - "You better make it!" But, I wouldn't say that to teachers that don't seem to
hâve a good sensé of humour. Like, I know he wouldn't take it badly... Then I would
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askhim more questions. Him I goand see often and ask him questions and he goes like
"If you hâve any questions, come and see me"and Fm like, "Yeah, don't worry."
This outspoken student hadall the characteristics, of a young woman who would be successful
in her science studies; that is, according toour common belief Systems. She talked about having
been a legofreak as a child, and described herself as having a logical mind. She went to a private
high school and had a father who played a prominent rôle inherlife. "They [parents] never had to
organize me. They letmedomy own thing, so, that's what helps." Although shehad hershare of
strained relationships with teachers she managed to workaround that. It was évident from her stories
that her teachers saw her as a star student and treated her as one.
And they [otherstudents] go "He likes youbecause you're the best." And, na, na, na...
like, I don't care. Don't overdo it. It's like, it's fun. Okay, maybe Fm privileged because
he is going to be a less harder marker on me, because he thinks F m smart. I don't -
maybe, sometimes you can take advantage of that, but don't overdo it.
She said she was quiet inclass, seldom asking questions, butin the laboratory she used "a lotof
space."
Then [in lab] I ask a lot. I go like "Sir" and I scream it, because I want him to hear me.
Usually, Fm very very like -1 take a lotof space in the labs. I don't know why in the
labs, particularly, but... I go like, scream it "Sir, come hère." [Do you get what you
want?] Yeah, exactly. And if hedoesn't hear me, I goget him... Fm like very impatient.
I dunno why. Everybody finds it really funny. Theygo like "Call the teacher now -
Sirrrrr!"
This narrative contrasts starkly with the story ofthe reluctant switcher who was searching for
somebody toexplain an experiment and was longing to"steal a minute of the teacher's time" during
the laboratory session. The happy persisterwas confident about her académie abilities in a matter of
fact way. She could not identify with other female students who falter or habour doubts about their
abilities.
Fm very confident about my school work, that's for sure. Fm never nervous before tests,
except chemistry, maybe a little bit. But, not that much... It's like - It gives meenergy a
littlebit... It's no use beingnervous, the test is gonna happen anyways.
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If you work hard you can do what you want... They think they are not good after a few
years, or they go 'It's too hard for me. FU switch... or they're not meant for that [sci
ence]. Or they hâve préjudice that girls shouldn't go in there. I dunno. Most of my
friends when I was really young were guys. So, I was more like a little boy myself. So,
maybe that changed something. Now, my friends, they're more guys, 'cause, I dunno, I
can talk to them. And it seems I can talk about things that I wouldn't talk to a girl about,
so. One of my friends told me Fm a guy in a girl's body. [laugh] That was pretty funny.
Fm like "Okay. Thank you!" [laugh] He said, "Well, you like guys' stuff... "
The second type of happy persisterhad developed a coping strategy that served as particularly
effective protective gear.We labelled such students relationally gifted. They quickly recognized
teachers who "don't teach with their hearts" and sought those who did. It is apparent from our data
that most students thrived from having teachers with whom they could establish a good relationship.
The success of the relationally gifted students lies in their awareness of their préférence for this
particular relationship. They actively sought out teachers with whom they could learn. When they
talked about "a good teacher," They focused on relational issues and the teacher's ability to explain.
They worked hard at establishingthe kind of student-teacher relationship they preferred.
Cause like some students, some of my friends they are really really smart and it doesn't
really matter like who they hâve for teachers. But for me I think, good teachers, they
really make a différence. Like people say "If you are a good student, no matter what
teacher you hâve, you'll still do good " For me, Fd rather hâve a good teacher.
The transition from high school to collège can be difficult for a relational student. "I never felt
so discouraged as since l've come to John Abbott I didn't want to be hère." This student was
lonely, she missedthe more personalatmosphère at high school. She felt "insignificant." Teachers
talked to her but there was no contact, no name, "anybody couldbe sitting in my chair... A good
teacher wants people to learn and even if I ask a stupidquestion, he explains over and over again to
me... they listen whenI hâve an opinion... They remember your name... tell you as a person you
can do it " She wanted teachers "to see you as a human being not as a lower form... [Good
teachers] want to see us succeed, they like what they are doing, they are willing to put in the effort,
[makeyou feel] look, you taught me this, Fm going to do well for you."
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Even when they were at the top ofthe class, thèse students enjoyed an egalitarian atmosphère
more than a compétitive one, where the best students are singled out. "He isalso happy for all ofthe
students. And he treats all students like really equal."
They sometimes sawtheirpréférence for that spécial teacher as a weakness, but still made
getting what they needed their toppriority even if it meant having late classes.
I guess why they chose them is just forthe schedule. Like mybiology teacher now, he is
really really good, buthis classes are from 4:00 to 5:30. Sofor some people, even if they
know that he's a really good teacher, they wouldn't want to take a late class like that.
But, for meFm willing to sacrifice the time factor, like, to hâve a goodteacher.
the misérable persister
SoI feel I hâve to do everything so fast just to get stuffdone andI don't really hâve the
time to understand it. I don't like doingthingsfast. And, then I get like "Well, I don't
really understandit" and I get mad. I get the feeling that - Anyway school is like-1 don't
know - Likeyou hâve to learn it so thatyoucanbe tested on it and do wellwhen you're
tested. But, you come to school to be tested, not to learn.
For this studentthere was no room for enjoyment. "I hâte it, I hâte it... physics and math are
like - to do workin -1 hâve to push myself. I don't like them... so then my biology gets left behind.
[laugh]... that'swhat I would want to be doing!" Herintroduction to collège lifewas harsh in spite
of her ability to achieve top-ranking marks:
Likefirst semester I used to cry every nightpractically.... It was reallyannoying I
wasn't the only one! Like, all my friends, they had to cry too. I could call them up on the
phone and keep crying. Look, I don't know. It was just 'cause there was like "You hâve
to do well." There was just such a pressure to do marks. I think marks count for too
much.
Coming back after the first year was not easier, but she did find enjoyment outside the science
courses.
I didn't want to come back. I was so burnt out I had no interest in anything and I know I
was doing very well. Like a [high eighties] average last semester. But, I didn't like
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anything and I don't know how muchI learnt last semester. I really like my [social
science discipline]. I did well in that. It's very interesting... I like the subjects that we
did... Like, you know, we learnt aboutit and then talked- And I really liked that one
[course] 'cause it kind of like fit in with the sciences... There's a bit of science, a bit of
biology in it and we did a bit of évolution in biology. Although we did it, like from the
biological point of view. That was interesting too, because, you know, it's like, okay it's
not just science,not just pure science... it actually applies somewhere.
Listeningto this narrative we can make a link back to the happy switchers, Tobias's (1990b)
second tier students. Those students expect to get enjoyment out of their studies and want something
thatactually "applies somewhere." In science they learned by rote; in their new programs they found
that what they were learning made sensé: "all my classes are connected."
This student persisted and got her science program diploma, but the cost seemed high. Despite
her high marks she felt she could not judge her own performance in sciences. However, when she
wroteEnglish papers she "did not worry about confidence." She knew when she had done a good
job.
persistence is a hard process to predict
We want to make clear that there is a group of students where numerous issues cloud their
narratives so much that it is impossible to discern what factors most influenced their décisions to
stayin or switch out of science. The problems might rest with the particular family situation or with
friends and boy friends. The reluctant switcher, quoted earlier believed she lost interest because of
family problems. However, the text of her storycenters around teaching. Others persistedwithout
pleasure because they saw no attractive alternatives.
So, I was really discouraged. But I knew I didn't wanna leave school. I didn't wanna just
get a job, so I knew I had to stay at school. So I figured I just won't do well at school
and FU stay there. At least F11 get something out of it.
Persisting is a process. There are no clear boundaries between this group and the others, nor
between the four catégories as we described them; in all of them we can find some élément of the
others. The story of one of the persisters illustrâtes how difficult it is to predict the path of individual
students. This young woman had developed a strong dislike for physics during her high school years
because of a "bad teacher."
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I started off with a really bad teacher in high school. Like, I didn't understand. Well, I
mean, I guess I understood most things. But, it was sort of "Do it by yourself." And like,
you couldn't ask my teacherfor help or stuff like [that]. If you asked him a questionhe'd
[endup] yelling at you. Like [Fm] "Sony." I wasn't reallyinterested in finding out more
about [subject] because wouldhâve had to hâve been through him sort of.
At collège she struggled with a lackof interest in chemistry andphysics, but loved biology and
math and also English.
I like the challenge. I like, I like working with numbers. I like getting answers and stuff.
I dunno, it's something I was always good at like... but, this is the first time - my first
[biology] course and I really like it. It's hard. Like it's a lot of memorization, or a lot to
remember for each section... but it's interesting. I like it. I understand it more - It seems
more directly related to me. Like ratherthan chemistry, Which is all thèse équations that
- Like, what does that hâve to do with... ? Like, when am I going [to hâve] to under
stand that? Or what does that hâveto do witheveryday life? More - biology, it's about
me. It's about my cells, my life. Or, just more -1 understand it more. F m more interested
in humans than like chemicals, or whatever. I know they're sort of related in a way, but,
you know.
By the third semester she waseasing out of science avoiding chemistry and physics courses
required for university science programs.
I just didn't like it. I found the labs a lot of work and they were really tedious. Like
uncertainties and all this and ten milliongraphs and calculations and it was just blah.
[laugh] So I just didn't wanna to hâveto do that in university. I figured that most pro
grams would involve some sort of physics.
In her search for a university program she consulted an académie advisor.
Like, I said, well, Fm interested in subjects like biology and psychology and English and
some humanities. [laugh] So the advisorwas kind of like "Well, this is strange. I don't
know what to tell you... " Cause I had like so many différent interests. So it's basically
a matter of Fm researching by myself. And discussing with friends and family.
She found something that turned her around. Her assumption that all science programs would
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require her to take physics at university was not correct. "Fve been looking at a lot of différent
schools and programs andI realize that theydon't necessarily hâveto do with that [physics]." She
started exploring what she might wantto study. "Fm looking at programs like biology or anatomy.
Or there's one program... which is a joint bio-psychology... It sounds interesting, 'cause it's two
things I enjoy, you know." She wanted to work in an environment where she can use ail her talents.
Fm more interested in working with people, sort of, but also sciences at the same time.
so it's kind of, like I just want to find out how I can do that, like use it ail sort of, not just
one spécifie thing... Like I don't wanna sort of work - be in a job where F m not work
ing with other people. Like, contributing together to get something done. As in - like if I
was doing one thing by myself and that's my project and, you know. Like, I like to be a
pièce of something that people work together on you know.
Realizing that putting up with chemistry and physics would only be temporary, she re-evaluated
her décision to leave the sciences.
I guess at the beginning of the year, when I was registered in the physics and the chemis
try I felt pretty shitty, I guess. Because, I was thinking "Oh, god, I can't do this," you
know, it's just too much Now that I see what I might do with it, then I think "Okay,
maybe it's worth it, to try, even though it's really hard "I wanna do my math. Cause
that's something I really wanna keep up. So then [to continue in science] Fd hâve to
maybe take a summer course or something. Cause I know I couldn't take eight courses,
[laugh]... Fd just be insane! But I think - like, F m rethinking this struggle with phys
ics. Just to get through it, so I can do something else. So, Fm looking at my options,
[laugh]
Despite her misgivings about taking eight courses in one semester she did exactly that, making
up two missing physics courses in the last semester and graduating with a diploma in Pure and
Applied science after two years. She attributed this display of perserverence to her own confidence
and to people around her.
[Do you hâve any idea where that confidence cornes from?] I don't know, I think it's
from myself and from some teachers who encourage me and my parents and stuff be
cause Fve met - like I know I had one teacher who was like really great and like I did,
like excellent in his class sort of and he encouraged the students and stuff and it made
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me feel good and I felt good about myself. And my parents are always like giving me
encouragement and stuff.
Although we find many stories of good pedagogy and exceptional teachers in the students'
narratives, there are three issues that areparticularly painful to discover in theirstories. Because
thèse issues often came up in the interviews in connection with students switching out ofscience,
they are pertinent hère.
One ofthe questions we asked the students was to recall an important learning expérience.
Hardly ever did their accounts include a classroom expérience. They often related stories from their
work places. Hère they felt they had learnt something meaningful; something that made them feel
good about themselves. They frequently described such expériences as a counter balance to school
where they often felt discouraged. Certainly we can argue that students may find it easier to see the
immédiate benefit from apractical task learnt at work or, for example, while working on the family
car. However, that the balance was socompletely tipped infavour ofexpériences outside the
classroomwas both surprising and sad.
Asecond problem area concerns students who corne from an environment that isvery différent
from that ofthe collège. Thèse might be students from small, often rural high schools, orthose
coming from very protective environments either athome oratschool. Byrne (1993) observed that
the greater the différence between two learning environments, the longer it takes anew collège
student toadjust and start functioning inthe new environment. We hâve observed that some,
certainly not ail, students coming from outlying areas experienced significant difficulties at collège.
We feel this issue needs to be addressed at the local level.
The third issue is the most difficult for us as teachers to discuss. It came as a surprise to us when
many students talked about incidents with teachers that can only be described as direct put- downs,
where they were intimidated, belittled, sometimes called stupid. Thèse incidents affect not only the
student who is directly involved but the whole class.
I saw that [put down] and that was it. I will never [ask him a question]... Then this last
week [a friend] went to ask him something. He said the same thing: "You're so stupid.
You don't understand? I can't believe you." So he did that, and I was beside her this
time. I can't go to him. So, I don't even like going to class. Fdrather study on my own
thango to him. That's whatFm probably going to do.
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One such incident (we hâve labelled them "one bad expérience") can be enough to make a
student revise her collège plans. We are not saying thèse incidents occur only in science classes.
However, we hâve seen that they can hâve a profound effect on students. There might be only a few
teachers who do not deal fairly with students, but over the four semesters at collège, a student's
chance of encountering one of thèse teachers is anything but small. No-one is immune to this kind of
treatment. One of the most accomplished students in our study, a quiet, independent, extremely
compétent young woman with plans of becoming a researeh scientist, recaUed her devastating
encounters with a teacher, "I just got the feeling that he didn't think I myself was very intelligent...
That affects me... they're in a position of authority over you."
Teaching enthusiastically, showing that we like what we are doing; those are things that inspire
our students to learn. Few things are as demotivating for students as hearing that after the exam they
will never again need to know what they are presently struggling with, but that they hâve to master it
to demonstrate that they are worthy to proceed. Sometimes we use the argument of maintaining high
standards to défend our high dropout and failure rates. Would we still do so if we were aware of the
diverse reasons for students' programs switches?
Some of the students had access to good supportive structures, like the student who overcame
her dislike for physics and finished her collège diploma by taking eight courses the last semester.
Her new-found career goals, an encouraging family and a spécial teacher helped her to pull through.
Hadsheswitched out shemighthâve been seen as notquite worthy; a sacrifice to maintaining our
high standards. Her results in the last semester showed otherwise; she got over eightyper cent in two
physics courses. Her diverse interests and broad talents will be an asset in whatever career she
chooses. However, we could wish that her expérience at high school and collège would hâve been
morerewarding; not as "tedious" and filled with "ten milliongraphs." We wonderhow many other
talented young people are lost to other programs and careers (Tobias, 1992).
Science, particularly at the collège level, does not hâve to be monolithic whereonly a few with
a spécialtalent can succeed. Society needsjournalists, lawyers, and stay-at-home-moms with a
science éducation. The scientific community needs researchers with broad interests and excellent
communication skills.
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In Science There Is No Gender?
In the introduction to this report, we gave our reasons for avoiding a gender comparison
approach in the design of the study (see p.23). Nevertheless, we feel justified in devoting a section to
gender-related issues and expériencesraised by the students in the interviews. After all, such
expériences impacton how they think, perform, and make their program and career décisions.
In the early stages of our dataanalysis, wedidnot immediately see many gender-related issues
raisedby the students; the issues were not explicitly discussed by them in thèse terms.* As our
interview protocol developed, we included a question that askedif students couldrecall any times
when they felt they were treated differently because they were women (see Interview Guide,
Appendix). Usually the response was a convincing "no," althougha few speculated that, as women
in science, they mightlater hâve a slightedgeovermaie friends when it cameto beinghired by a
future employer.
I think it would be better [to be a woman in engineering], because they want female
engineers. And it would be an asset. Maybe not directly related to, like, working with
men. It might be a bit of a disadvantage. But, as an employée prospect... You'd prob
ably be chosen, possibly before a man.
As our analysis progressed we identified statements and more extended narratives which were
clearly related to gender issues but were not a direct response to our probe. The students talked about
discussions and incidents with friends, employers, parents, counsellors, and teachers which focused
on expectations of them as women; what women could or could not do, should or should not do.
When the incidents were unpleasant they were often brought up as something that had happened to a
friend. They talked about their reactions to messages in the média. We coded thèse sections: "woman
is." Together thèse narratives paint a picture of the gendered milieu in which young women work out
notions of who they are, what is expected from them, and what places in society are open and
welcoming.
It has been well documented that teachers pay more attention to maie students, who are invited
to answer more questions and contribute to class discussions. (Sadker and Sadker, 1994, 1992).
* The absence of direct gender références in the students' narratives alerted us to the limitations of survey studies; few
of the gender-related causes to women's feeling of unease in the science program would hâve been so labelled in a
quantitative study.
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Because ours is not a quantitative study, we did not report on the frequency of thèseevents.
However, the storieswe heard illustrate that the classroom climatecan be chilly for female science
students.
gender inequity in the classroom
In an earlierchapter we outlined the story of a studentwho felt that "womendonft get
preferential treatment from teachers." Yet, another student revealed that "she did not feel
comfortable" in herbiology class (see p. 102). How can a student in ourcollège not"feelin place"
when the health science stream has almost as many female as maie students?* It is quite likely that
her reaction was part of a larger picture, wherescience is perceived as a man's field. With few
exceptions, their science teachers at collège were all maie.**
Feeling that they belong, that there is a place for them, is problematic for female science
students. Some expressed this need to feel included:
Cause I don't just like feeling like Fm one of the crowd... I like to hâve a place, you
know. I don't hâve to be the top or the bottom, or anywhere, just a place somewhere, so
that people know who I am, and I know who they are. I like it.
Others felt silenced. "I hâve a sensé some people take up too much space, their ego is too big. I
just keep my mouth shut. I donno. I just move aside, I guess." Sometimes the reasons women felt
excluded was a reaction to overt discrimination, as evidenced in thèse separate stories.
Fm the only one who asks, the only girl in the class, who asks questions. Like, the other
girls are just too intimidated. A friend of mine, like she'11 ask so many questions all the
time. In this one class, she just sits there quiet; she doesn't say anything... cause he
likes it when guys ask the questions, you know. I find that, like, he sort of smirks, or
whatever, but then when it's, like, a girl, when it's me, I tend to feel like he's like, "You
should know this" and F m, like "Sony."
* It is possible that the particular section in which this student was registered had more maies than females.
** In the fail of '94, only four out of thirty chemistry sections, and one out of 28 physics sections were taught by
female instructors.
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I remember he used to smile at some of the students. [laugh] I remember saying "Oh,
look, he must be the teacher's pet, cause he actually made the teacher smile." I noticed,
but maybe it was just coïncidence that they were maie students. And we were all female
students, us in the group.
From informai discussions it appears that most science teachers at our collège believe that the
educational expériences of maie andfemale students are similar, andthatfemales do not need any
spécial attention to feel included. However, accounts by the students did not confirm this. At times,
teachers seemed to ignore the women in the class.
[One of myteachers] I don't know, he's - it's not- he likes, prefers the boys, but I just
hâve a feeling, notfor me... but for theother girls, I feel likehe prefers the boys and
that if a girl asks a question, then he's like, [mimics teacher's impatient sigh] hejust, he
won't explain it to her, he's very arrogant too, like my - well like my [other] teacher's
arrogant on his test, he's arrogant in class.
At other times spécial attention from the teacher was unwelcome.
My [discipline] teacher, Fm never gonnasee him. I really don't like him! I feel like he's
[pause] doing favours towards girls, so I don't wanna seehim. When he goes talking to
thepeople in the group, he talksonlyto girls... he was talking mostly to girls. So I was
like, "What is this?" And myfriend she went toaskhim a question... he was using
examples likebrasand things like that. And, I was like, "Oh, my god, I neverwanna ask
him any questions!" I was like - [laugh] So I don't wanna see that teacher, and Fm never
gonna - He goes "Your marks will be pretty much proportional to the amount of the time
youcome and see me and ask me questions in my office... he goes "Maybe some of
youare smartenough to figure by yourself." But he makes us seem like we're really
stupid and very low.
This student was confident enough to seek help elsewhere. "I go see other teachers to ask
questions... but, this semesterI don't hâve any questions. Fm lucky."
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science: a gendered field
A female image does not automatically come to mind when one thinks of who can do science.
There continue to be scientists andwomen scientists, engineers and women engineers, in the same
way there are nurses and maie nurses.
Within the sciences, disciplines aregendered differently, andthis gendering constitutes partof
the overall opportunity structure.; physics is the mostmasculine, biology, the most féminine. It does
not require anyextraordinary motivation or explanation for maies to take physics. Theirprésence in
classrooms andlaboratories cannot be questioned on grounds otherthan ability andwillingness to
work. Female students can not take for granted thattheirprésence in the science classroom willgo
unquestioned or be equitably rewarded. They expérience gender-based challenges, personal slights,
andovert humiliations, and see them happening to other women. Claims of genderequity, even the
favouring of females, encourage the belief that discriminatory practicesbelong to the past. It is
becoming increasingly difficult to label thèse expériences as events that create disadvantages for
female students.
When a woman was referred to in our study as being "the top female student," she was
reminded that being female in a science program is not the norm. Even doing well could be
construed as something a woman should not do.
One girl... uhm, had gotten back - she'd done really well on a quiz, and he [teacher]
goes: "Aren't you miss superstar?" or something like that, "Aren't you miss perfect?" or
something, and she was kind of "What? What are you talking [about] ?" She was really
mad.
For the young woman who related this incident, there was a clear double bind. The same teacher
had admonished her for taking on the féminine rôle of data recorder rather than instrument reader in
a lab.
Yeah, I don't think he thinks Fm very smart [laugh], which I don't - and even sitting in
the lab, like F11 be sitting down and my partner'11 be like timing or something. FU be
taking it down, and [the teacher] goes "Oh, are you a little secretary?" Like, well yes, I
am. F m taking notes. And you know he says I should get involved in the labs? F m
working with a guy and he always [groan]. It's very frustrating, he, ahm - like he always
does everything? Like you can't just say, excuse me, I would like to do this lab. Well, I
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can, but F m not gonna push him out of the way... [The teacher] came up and I go, "Sir,
Fm not gonna push him out of the way and do the lab myself." I mean. And he goes
"Oh, well you should do that. Everyone has to get their hands dirty in [this discipline]."
Then it's like awwwwh! So I don't really -1 don't like that class. It's very frustrating. I
just got the feeling that he didn't think that I, myself, was very intelligent. Which I don't
like to feel that. That affects you. Cause they are in a position of authority over you... It
was just a gênerai feeling. It wasn't - There were a couple of spécial events, but I think I
probably - I dunno. It was just him It was just the feeling I got from him. He did not
seem to think womenhad all that muchto contribute. But that was probablyjust me
interpreting that, you know.
Students and teachers, womenand men tend to discount gender-based challenges and slights
even when the actions are blatantly misogynist or hurtful. In this way, they redefine the event as a
misunderstanding, or misinterpretation. Thefault or erroris thus displaced from the speaker or actor,
whomeant no harmto the Ustener; "that was probably just me interpreting that." For example, when
a teacher jokingly asserted that "everyone knows that girls can't do science," he created a no-win
situation for female students. If they object to thejoke as being sexist, they may be accusedof
lacking a sensé of humour or being touchy.
If a teacher's action cannot be reinterpreted, there is a tendency to discount it by defining it as
unique or rare. It may be attributed to unusual circumstances (the teacher washaving a bad day) or
to unusual individuals. In other words, it was only the act of one old-fashioned, eccentric, or bad-
humoured teacher. If sufficiently outrageous or clearly harmful, theaction must be deplored by all
normal, right-thinking people; there would be no reason to connect such an unusual action withany
larger pattern.
Each of thèse actions créâtes inequality and adds to theaccumulated disadvantages experienced
by female students. In every instance the less-powerful (the acted-upon) ratherthan the more-
powerful (theactor) mustmake the effort to excuse andunderstand. A more powerful personcould
demand a retraction or an apology. If the rethinking andreinterpreting are successful, the student
may not consciously perceive that the opportunity structure is gendered. She will still expérience it
as unequal, however, to the extent that she must expend additional time and energy talking the huit
out of the expérience. When it is paramount for the student to keep the relationship with the teacher
unimpaired, an extraordinary amount of energy can go into maintaining the illusionthat she is being
treated fairly (see p.75).
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interactions with peers
Being female and smart often created tension for the young women in their interactions with
peers.
I went through a stage in high school when my marks were extremely good in physics
and sciencesand I just -1 just studied that. I loved it, you know. And I did not go out
very much and I had people saying things [about me] like, "you know it's too bad
[name]'s so strange or else she'd be really good looking" or you know, like so strange,
meaning that I wanted to study so much, so I was odd, you know. [What people would
thèse be?] Well, peers I guess, the same âge, like the same âge group kind of thing where
I should hâve fit in but I didn't... They don't want to think you are smart, you know...
They just don't want to believe that you fit into the smart category, you're either stupid
or strange, but not, not smart... It doesn't matter what I do, I can't get into it.
You had to prove yourself with the guys before you were, not accepted, but just like
considered. Some guys consider women inferior, they are not smart. Men are physically
stronger so they automatically believe they are better but that is not always the case... I
know some of them [guys] who consider women inferior to them because they are not
smart. But I - my friend, my best friend... she is smarter than all those guys put to-
gether.
At high school, being labelled smart can be problematic for both boys and girls. However, at
collège there appears to be a shift in expectations and being smart becomes more acceptable.
However, the hierarchy of the male-as-more-knowledgable is maintained. If a female achieved
higher marks, some maies experienced discomfort.
[In high school] guys would read quantum books... I wouldn't actually read them but
usually when they were discussing it I would discuss it with them and ask questions and
they'd tell me you know, what they'd read... [My boyfriend is] really smart and he gets
furious if I beat him at anything. He's not furious at me, he's furious with himself. He
knows that he should do better than I do; especially cause I don't study as hard as he
does. I kind of expect [my boyfriend to do better than me] so F m not terribly worried. I
like to get as high as possible. It always makes you feel good if you get 95, between an
eighty and a 95, it kind of makes you feel nice. But if he gets higher than me, then I
know I can ask him questions. And he usually explains what I did wrong and that's fine.
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[Oneclassmate] was actingso macho-male becausewe got back our chem test, and our
group is three girls and he's the only guy, okay? And so we go, "How'd you do?" and he
goes, "Well I did well." And we'd go, "What'd you do?" He goes 39. And we're like,
"Really? Wow!" you know. And thenhe goes to myfriend and he goes, "How'd you
do?" She's like eighty. He's like, "It's not good enough."And we're like, "You're the
one who got 39!" and he goes like, "Welll've got high standards - doesn't mean I meet
them,but l've got high standards." But he's just joking aroundyou know, and then he's
tellingus how we're jealous and we're like - and then me and my friend, we made the
same observation about another guy who was talking to a girl and she had done better
thanhim, and he also said that she wasjealous! So we're like, "What's goingon hère?"
youknow. It's like the attitude theyput on, you're not goingto [show it] annoys you?
[When a classmate] did well in the physics test and I didn't - like, whenit's going well
for him he's happy, but if he hears that someone else is doing well, he doesn't want to
hear of it, you know. It's like, I think we used to always compete in that sensé. Then I
didbetterin mathso he didn't -1 don't know if he felt like somehow he wasn't goodin
math or something -1 foundmathchallenging and if I find something challenging I want
to do it even more. [Didsomething change in your relationship, or your friendship?] It's
always, like, he'll only talk to you whenthings go well. [When things hâve gone well for
himl] Him, and he won't talk to you too much on that and he just sort of wants to find
out what is going on in your life, mark-wise, school-wise and that's about it. It's not a
friendship. It's like "Okay, Fd like to be yourfriend, but if you feel that way, you know,
fine... " [So he doesn't support you in the same way that your other friends do.] No. I
would hâve supported him by saying "That's really good you know" whatever, but, like,
he won't; and it's just like "Are you willing to say it?" you know. Youfeel like they
don't want to associate with you becauseof this for somereason. It's just sad, very sad.
There are few incidents related by the students of directharassment by peers. Those who are
able to recognize sexism, and name it by fighting back, seemed to be less hurt than those who were
less assertive.
Well there's one thing that F m really adamant about is sexism, and I hâte it. I hâte sexist
jokes. I hâte everything like that and it's just one thing really ticks me off... uhm, some
times guys will make little comments that - there was a boy with a locker next to me last
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year and I was bending over putting some books in my bag and he said, "[Name],
you've got a nice butt and everything but Fd appreciate it if you could move it." And I
got so mad at him, and I just started screaming and yelling and I completely told him off,
and he never said anything again. [He said] "It was nothing sexist. I didn't intend it that
way. It was just a comment, I would hâve said it to a guy too." But I don't know, it's not
the way it sounded to me.
career issues
Nowhere are gender issues clearer than in thoughts concerning career and family. The young
women struggle with conflicting messages from the média, teachers, counsellors, friends, and
parents as they work out who they are, what they want, and what they expect in the future. Thèse
mixed messages often conflict with the woman's expériences, as previously discussed (see p.81).
Many of the women expressed a strong yearning for independence. They talked about wanting to
move out, earn money, and hâve a place of their own.
Like now, Fm gonna move out of the home soon; this summer... now, Fm keeping my
money for university. And then FU work for the apartment. I like organizing myself. [My
parents] were like "Well is it worth it? You could take the train and... " They don't see
the point there. I don't wanna stay home! [laugh].
The désire for independence is also évident when they talk about careers. They want to be their
own bosses, and hâve their own businesses. Through part-time jobs, they gained feelings of
competency.With few exceptions, holding an outside job was a positive and enriching expérience
even when they worked long hours. This is consistent with a study that found that female students
benefited from holding a paid job regardless of the number of hours they worked. In contrast, the
académie performance of maie students suffered when the number of hours worked per week
exceeded a certain level (Sunter, 1992).
superwoman
Common belief Systems tell us that female students are more critical of themselves than their
maie peers, and that teachers expect more of them. Thèse thoughts were echoed in the students
narratives.
Actually I think it's sometimes an advantage [being female] because they expect more of
you. You know. [The teachers?] Yeah, because you know how women are trying to prove
themselves, you know, in science... They apply themselves more to prove themselves.
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The same holds true for the job market. Many of the students said, in effect, "girls don't want to
do science unless they are really good at it, while the guys are not put off by poor marks." This does
not necessarily mean that the female students are overly concerned with marks, as is sometimes
stated, or that boys hâve the confidence to go into engineering with marks in the seventies, while
girls do not. It is a reality thata woman in a man's field is hypervisible, andmore is expected from
her. Therefore a woman knows she needs "notjust to enjoy it, but to actually excel in [her] field."
My dad is an engineer at [company] he says that girls are usually better than the men. I
don't know if it's because theyknow that they are in minority so they're working harder.
If I was goinginto engineering, which I reallywishI was good at, becauseI would
definitely pursue it. But,Fm -1 couldprobably getby andbecome a décentengineer, but
I don't think I would really enjoy it... Because -1 don't know. Cause I really like biol
ogy. So I guess-1 dunno. If I ever decided to be an engineer, I might actuallyenjoy it.
But, I guess I don't really knowenoughabout the field to begin with. l've not really con-
sidered it. But,I just wish -1 guess, I think, cause physics, I can pull off an eighty,
maybe eighty-five-ish. But, Fd wannabe able to pull off a ninety, no problem. You
know. I guess cause I just think that I should be really goodat it, in addition to enjoying
it. Not something that I hâve to really, really work at to do well in. I like it to come
naturally. But then I knowpeople that hâveseventies in physics and they struggle with it
everyday and they're going into engineering, so... I guess it's not so much as - [Are
thèse guys?] Yeah.
Thespeech pattern in this last quote reflects hésitation (I dunno, I guessetc.) and the tension
between whatshe mightreally like (engineering) andthe reality as she sees it; a womanhas to be
extraordinary talented to make it in engineering (Geppert, 1995).
Sometimes, other women's superior académie performance might putobstacles in the way of
thosewho want to follow. For example, one student, whoaspired to become a veterinarian, had been
told that women were becoming too numerous in that field.
[Aveterinarian I know] keeps in touch with some of her teachers and things. And they
sayhowat [veterinarian school] theyare trying... They find they hâve too manyfe
males studying for veterinary. They are trying - they wanna eut some out - But, she said
she doesn't see how they can do that withoutbeing like, discriminatingagainst females.
Cause she said, usually the females hâve higher marks than the maies. So, she said, she
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doesn't know how they'11 do that. [Did she mention why they didn't want to hâve female
veterinarians?] No, She didn't say. I guess they figure that as females aren't as strong as
maies, that they'U get hurt more easily with the animais and things. [Do you think so?]
Not really. But, like we hâve maie vêts that come... and female vêts, but actually my
parents prefer the female vet, cause they find she's a lot gentler. And the cattle aren't as
nervous. When, like, the maies come they're usually - Like if a maie vet cornes in the
barn, the cattle, they can sensé it right off with some of the vêts.
raising a family
Combining career and family, caring for childrenat homeor leavingthem at a day-care, are
issues thatare on young women's minds already at the âgeof seventeen or eighteen. Theirprogram
and future career choices are influencedby how they see themselves solving the dilemma of dual
responsibilities. Some of them feel "they can hâve it all," others believe they may hâve to choose
one or the other, or compromise. "Well, what I really don't wanna do is, when I hâve children, is
stop working to take care of them. So, the idéal thing for me wouldbe that my husband would stay
home for them! [laugh]."
A few women were not interested in havingchildrenof their own; "They get annoying after a
while."The young women see their parents, particularly their mothers, struggle with conflicting
demands, and do not understand "how they can manage" (see p.99).
Yeah, I don't like to hâve kids and hâve a career. I don't know, I don't think it will work.
[laugh] [What's the problem?] [laugh] ] If I hâve kids I wouldn't want them to stay in
daycare. I wouldn't want them to stay with a nanny - I think I hâve to choose between
my career and my kids... I wouldn't put my kids in daycare. There are so many things
against daycare, I mean, like those TV. shows you see.
I want to hâve a big family and all this, and when I hâve kids Fm going to stay home
like my mother. She had five kids. She went to school and then she stayed home.
While we heard many stories of supportive parents, there was no consensus around women
having a career and pursuing it while raising children.
[My father] really believes that girls should hâve an éducation... he kinda says, "Do the
sciences cause today, you know, it's a lot harder for women, you know, in the world, like
to get places."
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I wanna hâve kids eventually. ButFm not sure when. And I don't really know what Fm
gonna do after. Play it byear, I guess. [Will you keep working if you hâve a family?]
Yeah, maybe. Fmnot too sure. It dépends how big a family I hâve, I guess. But two
kids'U be enough for me, I think. [laugh] Dépends ifI really need to ornot. But if I get
bored I wouldn't hâve a fear ofgoing back to work, you know, if I did stop working. I
dunno, I just don't like the thought ofsitting around the house all day and justwatching
soaps.
Stéréotypes ofhousewives are well entrenched in the minds ofthèse women, although most of
them must hâve experienced the effort that goes into looking after a family. We were surprised how
vehemently most ofthem rejected daycare. We wondered ifa few sensational stories, reported by the
média, hâve discredited all day-care institutions, which are generally staffed bywell trained and
dedicated workers. How are thèse beliefs and préférences created and perpetuated? Whose agenda is
served by them? What rôle do mass média play in shaping thèse préférences? Eliminating day-care
as an option leaves few paths open tothem as they dream about their future. If they choose to hâve
children, they can dream of a house-husband, orofa jobwhere they hâve full control over their
time? Neither isa likely scénario. What remains isa segmented career with periods offwork for
child rearing, and then "return to work if I can."
média
During the course of this study we collected an array ofnewspaper and magazine articles
relating to science careers, the learning and teaching ofscience, and women's rôles and participation
therein. As the foUowing sélection of headlines demonstrates, the usual focus is on how women
differfrom men in performance, attitude, préférences, and treatment at schools and in the work
place.
selected headlines on women in science
Why do girls shun math, science? Researches still puzzled? (1992, Sept. 28) Montréal Gazette, p.
A4.
Why aren't women part ofthe formula? Surveys show that science is still an overwhelmingly maie
field. (1992, Oct. 26).Montréal Gazette, p. Cl.
Women insciences endure a 'gauntlet ofabuse' (1993, Dec. 6). Montréal Gazette, p.F2.
Why fewer womenstick to science courses. Studycites cold, rule-driven environment and overt
sexism. (1992, Feb. 1).Montréal Gazette, p. A9.
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Girls might excelat math if teaching wasn't so dictatorial. (1987, Sept.12). Globe and Mail, p. A2
Women scientists explore more ways to smash through the glass ceiling. (1992) MédicalNews and
Perspectives, 268 (2), 73.
Why mathclass sets girls apart.(1993, Nov. 30). Globe andMail. p. All.
Bright assertive girls receive mixed messages. (1993, April 12).Montréal Gazette, p. D2.
Unequal footing: Video puts spotlight on sexism in classroom. (1993, Feb. 11). Montréal Gazette, p.
A3.
The troublewith girls, esteem, and reality. (1994, June 11). Globe andMail. p. A2.
School girls: Here's proof that despite pressures, girls are making the grade. (1994, Sept. 26).
Montréal Gazette, p. Dl.
Girls smarter thanboys, researchers say. Females will soonbeat maies to the best jobs, BritishTV
audience told. (1994, Oct. 26). Montréal Gazette, p. A8.
Girls' school try to address gender bias. Principals hâve formed a coalition to heighten awareness of
students needs. (1994, March 14). Montréal Gazette, p. Cl.
Job market tough on young women. (1994, Oct. 26). Montréal Gazette, p. FI.
How does such a barrage of articles affect thèse young women as they work, study and make
their choices? A brief newspaper article can seldom do justice to complex issues. We hâve found a
multitude of over-simplifications and hastily drawn conclusions. The headlines are chosen to attract
readers and are often sensational and misleading. The foUowing example illustrâtes this tendency of
biased reporting.
On November 4, 1994, The Montréal Gazette carried an article entitled "Mother's éducation
level affects child's mental health: study" (Bagnall, 1994). The article was sub-titled "Researchers
can't explain high levels of dépression, anxiety," and opened with this paragraph: "The adolescent
children of university-educated women are at significantly higher risk for problems of dépression
and anxiety than those of women who hâve a CEGEP or community-coUege éducation, according to
a study of the mental health of Québec children." Later in the article it was mentioned that the
adolescent children of mothers who had not finished high school were equally at risk for dépression
and anxiety. Nothing was mentioned about whether the father's level of éducation had an effect on
the children's mental health. The researchers were quoted as cautioning against attributing causality,
stating, "We can't talk about cause and effect... We can only talk about factors associated with
mentaldisorder. . ." Still, the headlines did exactly that by claiming^idiat mothe
their children's mental health.
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The accumulation of média articles, and sensational headlines in particular, hâve a cumulative
effect on youngwomen. Most articlesabout science éducation in the press centre aroundthe
problems encountered by girls and women. Weargue that this kindof attention does not serve girls
and women. It reminds them that they are différent from the norm, which in science, is maie. Should
we then ignore women's struggle to be partof the scientific community? Certainly not, but it is a
matter of emphasis and intent.
There are différent ways of approaching this issue of inclusion and attention. The first can be
labelleddéniai. Whenwe refer to all students and scientists as he, we fail to recognize and
acknowledge that the world is changing. In thèse circumstances, women feel excluded. When we
state that all problems are human problems, and that all the solutions will benefit maies and females
equally, we display our ignorance and belief in the commonality of all expérience. Wepatronize
others, assuming that our solution to a problem will not only be right for them, but also welcomed.
Gender studies that focus on how women are différent from men, set women apart. Articles that
headline women's problems with self-esteem and confidence do the same.
By listening attentively to the women in our study, we hoped to give them a différent message.
We wanted to listen, not to discern how their stories were différent from someone else's story, but
because the stories themselves had interest and value. By listening attentively, we hoped to inspire
and encourage the women to seek solutions to their unique problems, solutions that would work for
them.
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Appendix
Guide for Interview I
A. Introduce Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (SEI).
The interview will be open ended, talk about your individual expériences. We also need some
information common to all students. This is a short questionnaire that measures howconfident you
are feeling. Read directions to student. Put completed questionnaire directly in envelope.
B. Past
Recall when you first started being interested in something called science?
Probe for spécifie expériences and influences.
Can you recall a time when you felt "This is what I want to do"?
Were there times when it didn't feel right for you or you felt you would not want to continue?
C. Présent
How is it going so far? (Focus on science courses now.)
Probes: What do you like most so far? What do you like least so far?
For each above probes, focus on:
How the class feels and what circumstances elicit those feelings.
Probe for: Encouraging events/experiences, Discouraging events/experiences.
How do you think you are doing so far?
Are you doing as well as you expected?
How do you feel about that?
What are you expecting in marks?
What are the lowest marks you would allow/accept?
D. Future
If therewere no obstacles, if you could be there right now, what would your dream occupation be?
Science, how do you see it? When you think of doing science, what cornes to mind?.
What images do you hâve of doing science?
What do you see as possibilities?
If you look ahead ten years, what can you see yourself doing?
What kind of future do you see for yourself in science?
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Guide for Interviews 2 and 3
A. Begin this interview by focusing on the transcript of the first interview.
Any corrections, reactions, surprises?
B. Tell me about your first semester at collège?
What were the times when it didn't feel right for you, or you felt you would not want to continue?
Can you recall a time when you felt "This is what I want to do"?
Can you recall a time when you learned some particular thing ormaybe that youenjoyed
learning or studying something?
C. Recall a time since you've been at collège when:
Someone let youknow youwere doing wellordoing the right thing ( maybe a friend, another
student, a teacher, a family member?)
Describe/recount the event.
How did you feel
How much/in what ways did you agrée or disagree?
D.What are you doing now? How are things going this semester?
E. What are you considering doing after John Abbott? What do you see as possibilities?
F. When you think about careers and work you'd like todo, what appeals to you? What do you
know you don't want to do?
G. Think about your own feeling of confidence:
How do you feel now?
Are you aware of changes over time?
What caused those changes?
Do you ever work on yourself or on feeling confident, e.g. pep talks, oradjusting your confidence,
(e.g. "don't get big headed"?)
Do you ever help your friends or hâve others helped you?
H. Can you recall a timewhen you felt you were treated differently because you are awoman?
